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cmPTm I
Tho property possossed by motala of conducting o loc trlc ity  was 
f l r o t  taken into account in  olootromagnotlc theoiy In a purely emplrloal 
manner. In the dovolopaont of the équations derived by Maxifell* the 
aesimption lo  made tha t a simple re la tio n  E exloto between the elec­
t r i c  f ie ld  applied a t a point in  a conducting medium and the resulting  
current a t th a t point* thus defining a dndnctlv ity  (T, 8 0  long as th is
assumption was made the treatment was obliged to  remain phenomenological 
and no progress towards tho understanding of the conduction processes 
could be made# The recognition by J# J . Thomson of the electron as a 
fundamental p a rtic le  made possible the proposal of mechanisms fo r the 
conduot:lvlty of metals and the pi'operties of various models wore worked 
out by Drude* Loronts and o thers#
In these eorily c lassica l theories* the metal was assumed to  be a 
solid  ifhlch difforod from an insu lator in  tlm t i t  contained a number of 
electrons which %;ore detached from the atoms of the solid and were free 
to move from poiirb to point In the material# These electrons were consider­
ed to  hove the %)roperties of a perfect gas and the phenomena of conduction 
were trea ted  by the already standard methods of gas k inetics. The elootrons 
were assumed to have a velocity  depending on the temperature of the metal 
and th e ir  progress to  be lim ited by co llision  processes to a mean free path. 
The rosu lt of tills  i s  tlmt* in  the presence of an e leo tric  field* the  
electron w ill hove* superimposed on i t s  random velocity* an aocdoration  
in  the direction of the field# I f  i t  i s  assumed th a t a l l  the d r if t  velocity 
i s  lo s t a t each collision* th is  simple model leads to  very reasonable 
expressions for thp o lec trica l and them al conductivities of metals, 
Oertainly* dîjCficulties are encountered In explaining low tm peraturo
oonduotlvitleo lAere the low velocltio s of the  oleotrona required by the 
assumed température varia tion  neoesaitote tho assumption of excessively 
long free  paths but the treatment is  suooessful in  the prediction of the 
Wiedcmann-Frana lew connecting the thermal and o leo trical conductivities* 
although the value of the Lorens number i s  wrong# These theories also 
give plausible explanations fo r othor m etallic propoities such as thermo­
electric ity*  thermionic m ission  and op tical behaviour. The characteristic  
features of m etallic reflec tio n  are assumed to  be the re su lt of the fac t 
th a t an electron* o sc illa tin g  under the influence of an a lte rn a tin g  radio#, 
tio n  f ie ld  i i i l l  ro # e # t rad ia tion  of the  same freqiienoy as the incident 
bwm* leading to  a reflec ting  power high compBtred with th a t of insu lators. 
The properties o f such a system of electronic o sc illa to rs  were calculated 
by Drude (1904) obtaining formulae fo r the optical constants and ÿeflec- 
t iv i ty  of the m etal.
This OQiae at an opportune time to  check with tho work of Pasohen 
(1 9 0 1 ) and hagen and Rubens (1902) who Imd boon measuring the reflec ting  
power of a number of metals a t wave*tlengths ranging fjrom the u ltra -v io le t 
to  the in fra-red . They had been considering th e ir  resuZLts in. terms o f 
formulae derived d irec tly  ih'om the lîaxwoll équations# The optical 
pi'operties could bo considered without recgiirlng a detailed model for 
conduction and general expressions for the op tical constants of metals 
can be obtained using the Maxwell treatment. The fozmulae obtained can 
be considerably simplified by making tho assumption of good conductivity 
and low frequency of incident rad iation  and lead to the conclusion th a t 
the absorbing power fo r any particu lar wave-length ought* a t le a s t fo r 
wave-lengths of about 1 Xi ami greater* to be proportional to  the square 
root of the ree io tiv ity  of the  metal. However* Hagen and Rubens had come
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to  tho conclusion that* even although the theory does assume infra-red  
wave-lengths* imoh longer wave-lengths yet were necessary to  give agree­
ment between experiment and theory* The new electron gas theory now mad# 
i t  clear th a t a discrepancy was to he expected on account of the mass of 
the electrons which must lim it th e ir  response to  alternating  e lec tric  
fields* This in e r tia l  effect would produce in  the d*c. conductivity only 
a tran s ien t term which would not he observable and w ill obviously be of 
importance only a t frequencies where the In e r tia l forces become crniparable 
with the re s is tiv e  forces on the electron* The formulae obtained by Drude 
explained reasonably sa tis fac to rily  the necessity for wave-lengths in  the 
more d isten t in fra-red  wh^e h is expressions over into those of the 
phenmenologlcal theory*
In sp ite  of the f a i r  success acliieved in  a lim ite d  range of 
m etallic properties* the simple electron gas model proved unsatisfactory 
in  a number of respects* Chief amongst these was the in a b ility  of the 
theory to  esqîlain why the electrons d id  not contribute to  the specific 
heat of a metal* the measured values agreeing quite reasonably a t normal 
t«aperatures with the law of Wlong and P e tit which w il l  hold when the 
theimal vibrations of only the bulk m aterial are considered* Attempts to  
adapt the free electron gas model to  provide the required properties were 
not successfu l and i t  was not u n ti l  1928 th a t the application of wave 
mechanics to  the problm by Somaerfeld (1928) provided an explanation.
By th a t time* a considerable amount of information on the opti­
cal properties o f metals had been gathered experimentally* Measurements 
of the reflec ting  power of a large number of metals in  the v is ib le  and 
u ltra -v io le t had been made by Coblentz and h is associates* (Coblentz 1906 
1911* 1920* Coblentz and Bxghes 1924* Coblentz and S ta ir  1929) while, in
the Infra-red* measurements had been extended to  high temperatures hy 
McCanlegr (1913) who calculated the  reflec ting  power of platinum from i t s  
emlsslvity* The general p icture of the wave-length Variation was of a 
fa ir ly  uniform decrease of re f le c tiv ity  towards the u ltra -v io le t fo r  most 
metals with a tmzdency towards conformity with the Crude re la tio n  in  the 
f a r  infra-red# The f a l l  in  the re f le c tiv ity  towards the u ltra -v io le t 
culminates* as was shown Wood (1933) fo r the a lk a li metals* in  actual 
transparency fo r wave-lengths shorter than a c r i t ic a l  value. Other fea­
tu res not explained a t th a t time included the actual value of the reflec­
t iv i ty  in  the v is ib le  and near in fra-red  which wmre always lower tlian the 
predicted figures even although account were taken of in e r t ia l  effects* 
More or le ss  narrow hands of poor re f le c tiv ity  had been ohserved fo r many 
metals a t various wave-lengths from the u ltra -v io le t fo r silver* the blue 
v is ib le  fo r copper and gold and the near in fra-red  fo r zinc* Also* 
although the  wave-length varia tion  of re f le c tiv ity  predicted by the Drude 
treatment was followed reasonably closely* the predicted temperature 
change was not observed. Indeed* a temperature varia tion  opposite in  
d irection  to  th a t predicted by Drude was observed by Weniger and Pfund 
(1919) who distinguished between two regions in  one of which the re su lts  
followed the electron gas theory and in  the other were governed by some 
d ifferen t mechanism# The effect of temperature on the u ltra -v io le t absorp­
tio n  band of s ilv e r had been studied by Sellncourt (1925) who came to  the 
conclusion th a t i t  could be accounted fo r solely by changes in  the strength 
of the la t t ic e  binding* One phenomenon as y e t unexplained is  the minimum 
in  the in fra-red  re f le c tiv ity  of platinum at high temperatures noticed by 
McCauley * Apart from the behaviour in  the middle and fa r  infra-red* the  
th eo re tica l in terp reta tion  of most of the above resu lts  remained obscure
on comparison with the Drude theory*
The aommerfeld theoiy considered the metal to  constitu te a unlfom  
poten tia l well in  which the electron Is  confined* Assigning to  the elec­
tron  the de Broglie wave-length appropriate to  i t s  v ^ c i ty *  the stationary 
energy s ta tes  fo r the electron w ill correspond to  standing waves resu lting  
from re flec tio n  of the electron waves a t  the boundary of the metal and the 
energy spectrum w ill he a series of d iscrete  levels* However* In addition 
to  th is  model* the all-im portant assumption was made th a t the electrons 
obey Fermi-Dirac s ta tis tic s*  implying th a t the number of electrons which 
can occupy axy energy s ta te  i s  lim ited to  two with opposite spins. The 
electrons in  a metal w ill thus f i l l  up the available energy states* two a t 
a time* u n t i l  the top of the d istribu tion  i s  reached when a l l  the electrons 
are placed* This immediately resolves the most pressing d ifficu lty  about 
the m etallic specific heats as only the electrons near the  top of the 
energy d istribu tion  w ill normally be able to  absorb energy since only 
there are there neighbouring empty s ta te s  to  which they can be excited*
This leads to  a specific heat term for the electrons wiiich i s  proportional 
to the f i r s t  power of the temperature and th is  is* mcCept a t veiy low 
temperatures* completely overwhelmed by the specific heat of the bulk 
m aterial which i s  following the  th ird  powmp of the temperature over a faiiw 
ly  large temperature range. Since almost a l l  the available electrbnie 
energy s ta tes  are occupied* the assembly i s  highly degenerate and i t  i s  
only a t very high temperatures th a t the departure from the zero tempera­
tu re  d istribu tion  becomes significant* I t  i s  therefore assumed th a t aH  
the electrons available fo r  conduction processes have the same energy* 
th a t appropriate to the top of the zero temperature d istribu tion .
The wave-mechanical approach was almost immediately extended to
the  case of a periodic la t t ic e  f ie ld  by Bloch (1928), The resu lt of th is  
i s  to  spread out each electronic energy level of the iso la ted  at<m in to  
a hand of energies* I t  a ffec ts  the deep X-ray levels le a s t but the broad­
ening increases with the principal quantum tmmber of the level u n ti l  the 
bands may overlap# The effec t on the individual electrons is  to  specify 
the energy fo r each electronic momentum vector* This leads to  ranges of 
energy to which there correspond no rea l momentum values and these are 
regarded as forbidden energies# The theory thus makes clear the d istinc­
tio n  between conductors and, insulators# Bon*conductors are regarded as 
substances in  which there are ju s t enough electrons to  f i l l  the topmost 
energy band* making i t  impossible fo r  on applied e lec tric  f ie ld  to.cause 
any electronic tran sitio n s to  constitu te  a current since there are no 
vacant s ta tes  to which they can be transferred ; In metals* oh the other 
hand* i t  i s  supposed th a t the top of the en^gy d istribu tion  occurs in  the 
middle of a band of allowed energies and transitions can take place giving 
r is e  to  a f in i te  momentim transfer*
9Tie Bloch treatment leads to the conclusion tha t an electron can 
move through a p # fe c t  la t t ic e  without dissipation of energy so we must 
regard the existence of e le c tr ic a l resistance as the re su lt of departures 
of the crysta l la t t ic e  from a perfectly  regular array* I t  is  assumed 
th a t scattering o f an electron wave can take place* a t non-zero tempera­
tures* by thermal vibrations of the la t t ic e  atoms* and* except a t low 
temperatures* th is  contribution* proportional to  the f i r s t  power of the; 
temperature* i s  predominant* In addition* scattering can take place as a 
re su lt of s ta t ic  imperfections in  the la t t ic e  such as impurity centres* 
in te r s t i t i a l  atoms* vacancies* dislocations and grain boundaries# The 
effect of temperatures on these processes w ill be small and* in  combination*
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they produce: the residual reaistatice predominant a t low tem p^atures;
îiîis  leads to  a v e #  convenient model fo r the conductivity of a 
metal using the concept of an electronic mean free path between scattering 
centres in  a fasiiion sim ilar to  the older electron gas theories* The mean 
fre e  path i s  more log ically  IntroducW through the relaxation time which 
i s  th a t time recjuired for the d istribu tion  function for the électrons to  
readjust I t s e l f  a f te r  a disturbance under the action of the co llision  
mechanisms described above* The fom  of the re la tion  specifying th is  time 
holds rigorously?- only a t temperatures well above the  Debye temperature 
where thermal scattering i s  predominant or well below the Debye temperature 
where the resistance i s  due largely to  imperfections. However* i t  i s  a 
convenient assumption th a t the conductivliy i s  governed throughout by a 
mean free  path derived frcrni th is  relaxation time assuming th a t the electron 
possesses the energy appropriate to  the top of the Fermi d istribu tion . In 
the  absence of any appreciable a lte ra tio n  with tm perature of the number 
of electrons available to carry the current* we assume th a t the temperature 
varia tion  of the conductivity i s  governed by the mean free  path* The Bloch 
theory also allows fo r the excitation of an electron from one energy band 
to  another I f  i t  i s  provided with the correct amount of energy and the 
f in a l re su lt of the Bloch theoiy bearing on the  optical properties i s  the 
use of an **effective mmber** of electrons available fo r conductivity.
This i s  the re su lt of a  fac to r which takes in to  account the extent to  which 
the conduction band of electrons i s  f i l le d  and is  of considefable importance 
in  op tical properties which are dependent to a veiy large extent on mmher 
of electrons contributing to  the re flec tio n  of radiation.
The detailed theory of the optical properties of metals based on 




thé  op tical constants covering the whole range of wevo-lengtha from, the 
u ltra -v io le t to  the infra-red* However* apart from the. use of the effec­
t iv e  nmher of free,, electrons and thé prediction of bands of high absorp- , 
t io n  where the energy of the incident radiation, i s  correct .for the , , 
excitation ' of, electrons from one band to  another, the theoxy. leads to the 
same resu lts  as are ohtained by c lassica l methods, , %e purely classical- 
approach was used by, Mott and %enor (1934) who considered the beha,viour of 
a  free  electron gas under the influence of a lto rm ting  e lec tric  f i^ d s ; -  
Formulae re su lt which ought to  be valid  over the whole wave-length; range 
and. demonstrate the existence of three regions* For wave-lengths shorter , 
than a c r i t ic a l  value’ in  the u ltra-v io le t*  the conditions are. governed 
wholly by roJ^nxatlon processes and the metal if ill  be transparent fo r 
angles of incidence le ss  th a t a given vsiue* For wavorlongtha greater, 
than another Value* usually fo r  in  the  infra#red, relaxation effects are 
negligable* the ro fle c tlv ity  depends entiraly  on the d,c# conductivity and 
the  Drude re la tio n  i s  obeyed* In the region intermediate between these 
two wave-lengths both relaxation and re s is tiv e  processes are important and 
no approximations can be made. Coupled with the explanation of the .internal 
photo-electric absorption bands* th is  treatment gave a reasonably adequate 
description of the observed phenomena in  general* In p articu lar, the 
calculated u ltra -v io le t wave-lengths for the onset of transparency agree 
remarkably well with those observed but when the situation  in  the v is ib le  
and near in fra-red  came to  considered in  detail* the agreement became le ss  
satisfactory* Very soon a f te r  the publication of Itronig*s work* Hurst 
(1933) claimed th a t sm issivity work on copper and nickel showed tha t the 
o rig inal Drude fomula* although n o t. completely satisfactoxy* f i t te d  the 
re su lts  b e tte r  than the Kronig theory# % la is. borne out by a l l  the work
dona in  th is  waTe^lengfeh range and the conolitslon la  th a t ahsorp tiv itles 
predicted hy e l l  the theories are much too low* This was a ttribu ted  to  • 
the presence of -a, surf ace layer of metal of re s is t lv ily  much higher than ' 
the  bulk m aterial and experiments on the mechanism of polishing wore 
taken as evidence for th is * - '
I t  had been shown orig inally  by Beilby (Aggregation and How in  
Solids) th a t polished metal surfaoea are formed* when the polishing i s  
mechanical* by p la s tic  flow of the metal* smoothing out Irreg u la ritie s  and 
covering over-scratches* This w ill re su lt in  the formation^of a surface 
layer of metel which i s  in  a severely work hardened and probably amorplicfus 
s ta te  and th is  can be expected to  have a much higher ro s is tiv ity  than the 
bulk metal* A v&lue of the re f le c tiv ity  lower than th a t calculated i s  
thereforo lik e ly  and Lowery and Moore (1932) and Lowery, Wilkinson and 
Bmare (1936) in  izw estlgatin^he influence o f surface f in ish  on reflec­
tiv ity *  did obtain reduced re f le c tiv ity  on burnished surfaces* However, 
th is  cannot be the complete explanation of the  anmalously low reflect.Iv i- • 
t ie s  because some of the eaqïeriments involved ware done a t high tempere» 
turos where reci^rstallisation»could reform a uniform la t t ic e  structure 
even in  a highly d istorted  surface lay mi». Ib rth e r evidence fo r the de­
crease of re f le c tiv ity  resu lting  from in te rna l s tra in  comes from experiments 
on the re f le c tiv ity  of alloys* Results obtained by Lowery» Wilkinson and 
Smare (1937) show th a t , in  the phase of b rass, where the zinc atoms 
occupy la t t ic e  positions but load to  a stressed l a t t i c e ,  increasing zinc 
content leads to  uniformly decreasing re f le c tiv ity  but th is  does not help 
to  explain the d if f ic u lt ie s  where pure, s tress-free  samples are concerned#
As has been mentioned above, the question of the temperature 
varia tion  of re f le c tiv ity  i s  a d if f ic u lt  one and, u n f b r t u n a t t h e  newwf
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theories do l i t t l e  to  c la rify  the situation# Although d ifferen t trends 
with temperature have been reported* the general conclusion was th a t the 
op tical properties were almost independent of temperature and th is  fac t 
was used ^  Mott and Eener to  substantiate th e ir  argument th a t the re flec ­
t iv i ty  i s  governed hy a surface layer with an anomalously high resistance 
independent of tmperatur#* This is  not in  contradiction with the tempexv* 
ature dependence of the  re f le c tiv ity  minimum in  s ilv e r which had been 
studied by Selincourt and Rayleigh (1938) since th is  absorption resu lts  
from electronic excitation ra ther than re s is tiv e  damping but the high 
temperature measurements do not support it*  Measurements by Shubert (1937)* 
Reid (1941) and Hurst (1933) provide infom ation on the breakdown of the 
Drude r ^ a t io n  and the re su lts  imve led them to  divide the wave-length 
range into two parts* one lo%  wave-length ^electricals region where the 
c lassica l re su lts  hold and an «optical’* region where the op tical proper^ 
t ie s  are independent of temperature or even have a temperature coefficient 
d iffé ren t in  sign from th a t expected. These regions should presumably be 
id en tifiab le  with two of the regions predicted by the Mott and Zener 
theory but the measured values of re f le c tiv ity  s t i l l  show th a t the theory 
in  the «optical** region i s  fa r  from satisfactory*
This d istinction  between the two spectrum regions has been carried 
fu rther by Price (1947) and Well (1947)* On the basis of re f le c tiv ity  and 
emissivity measurements on a mmber of metals a t high temperatures they 
point out th a t a very m a ll positive temperature coefficient of re flec tiv ­
i ty  can be obtained in  the op tical region so that* in  tran s itio n  to  the 
negative temperature coefficient required by the Drude re la tio n  a t long 
wave-lengths* there must be an «X«-point, a wave-length fo r which the 
temperature coeffic ient of re f le c tiv ity  i s  zero. This i s  claimed by Price
-  11
to  be a fundm m tal constant fo r each metal but l i t t l e  agreement between 
the  wave-lengths of the %#polnte obtained by differen t methods i s  found.
The theore tica l treatments of both Price (1949) and Weil (1948) aim a t a 
sim plification of the re f le c tiv ity  formulae obtained from the op tical 
constants and the search fo r stationary points of the reflec tiv ity#  An 
explanation i s  suggested by Price in  terms of the effects of the bound 
electrons and suggests a complete revision of dispersion theory. However* 
i t  i s  pointed out by Weale (1 9 4 9 ) th a t stationary points follow quite 
naturally  from the c lassica l treatment* or* more sa tisfactorily*  from the 
2ener method# I t  i s  thus unnecessary to  postulate any further physical 
effects and the only addition rec|uired to  the Mott and 5îener treeitment Is  
the explanation of the anmalousiy high surface re s is tiv ity .
So fa r  we have dealt only with op tical frequencies since* on the 
basis of the classical* electron gas model* i t  I s  only there th a t effects 
resu lting  from tho nature of the electrons become important. The use of 
radio frequencies should not lead to anything new as* although the currents 
may be confined to  a surface layer* in e r t ia l  effects are negligable and th e  
phenomenological treatment should Iiold very exactly* However* experiments 
by London (1940) on the radio-frequency resistance of t i n  a t low tempera­
tu res gave anomalous re su lts  qu ite separate from the superconductivl'^ 
phenanena under investigation* He found tha t th e  resistance of normal t in  
a t  about 1* 500 mc*/sec. frequency and liqu id  haliuni tm peratures was maiy 
times greater timn the value eîcpected froa the d.c* conductivity* London 
suggested th a t  t h i s  could be due to the moan free path o f the conduction 
electrons being comparable with* or greater than* the penetration depth of 
the radiation fields* This would mean tha t an electron* reflected  fr%m 
the surface of the metal* would* i f  we assume the period of v ibration of
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the  rad ia tion  to be large co^p^ed with the free time of the electron* he
' ■ ■ ' moving in  a rapidly diminishing e lec tric  f ie ld  resu lting  in  an effective
increase in  re s is t iv ity . îh rth e r experimental work was done on the high 
frequency cohductivity of normal metals by Pippord (1947). Working over 
a temperature range down to  2^ K* he showed th a t the high frequency conduc­
tiv ity *  instead of increasing continuously with the d.c# conductivity as 
the  temperature was reduced* tended to  a constant value* il lu s tra tin g  the 
re s tr ic tio n  of conductivity as the mechanism suggested by London became 
effective.
The matter was trea ted  theo re tica lly  by Heater and Sondheimer 
(1948) who obtained expressions for the high f r ^ u e n ^  conductivity without 
making the assumption th a t the electron moved in  a sp a tia lly  constant 
f ie ld . The result* in  thé op tical region* i s  &n expression fo r the ra tio  
of the anomalous hkin resistance to  the c lassica l value* which acts as a 
correction facto r to  be applied to the c lassica l curve of re f le c tiv ity  
against wave-length o r temperature. The variation  o f th is  correction 
facto r with wave-length or temperature re su lts  in  a minimum of re flec tin g  
power* the conditions on one side of the minimum being c lassica l and on 
the other side governed by in e r tia l  effec ts. The value of the correction 
facto r i s  la rg est fo r long wave-lengths end low temperatures but i s  s t i l l  
f in i te  fo r the appropriate frequencies even a t room temperature.
Thus the complete p ic ture of the variation  of reflec ting  power o f 
normal metals with wave-length expected f ^ a  a l l  the above considerations 
i s  of a transparenqr region fo r  short wave-lengths* a c la ss ica l region of 
long wavelengths and an intermediate region with* superimposed on this* 
regions of po<^ re f le c tiv ity  due to  in te rna l photoelectric absorption and 
any re s tr ic tio n  of conductivity by the anomalous skin e ffec t. Temperature
"»■ 3l3 -
»ought to have the fu l l  c la ss ica l effect through the re s is tiv ity  on the 
Drude region* should have a amaHer hut s t i l l  defiiiite  effect on the 
intermediate region and should have progressively smaller effect as the 
wave-length i s  reduced towards the u ltra -v io le t transparency region. The 
main effect of temperature can thus be expected to  re su lt from th e ^ re a tio n  
of a s ituation  in  which the anomalous skin effect w ill be operative. The 
problems outstanding are to explain why the absorption in  the v is ib le  and 
near in fra-red  i s  higher than i s  indicated by, thé d .c . conductivity and why 
the expected temperafeire coefficient of re f le c tiv ity  i s  not observed.
The question as regards superconductors i s  ra ther different*
Apart from normal temperature effects a f in i te  change in  re f le c tiv ity  a t 
the superconducting tran sitio n  can be expected on the basis o f the theories 
discussed above. In the infra-red* a t least* i t  could be argued tlia t the 
zero value of re s is tiv ity  should lead to  perfect reflec tiv ity*  Bcwever* 
when the situa tion  i s  considered in  detail* we see th a t the gap in  the 
electronic energy spectrum postulated to  account fo r superconductivity is  
so much smaller than the energy of the incident photons in  the v is ib le  end 
in fra-red  th a t i t s  presence may not effect the optical properties a t  all* 
Thus* in  two attempts to  detect aqy change In re f le c tiv ity  a t the supers 
conducting transition* both fa iled . Daunt, Keeley and Mendelssohn (1937) 
used an absorption method in  the infra-red  and H irschlaff (1937) measured 
the re f le c tiv ity  d irec tly  in  the v is ib le  and near in fra -red . I t  was con­
cluded from these p é r im e n ts th a t the effect* i f  i t  existed* was less  
than 0*5^*
The issue was revived by the %^ork of Plppard (1947* 1950) on the 
radio-frequenqjr resistance of superconductors* lormally the presence of 
super-currents ensures tha t no e lec tric  f ie ld  penetrates into the super-
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conductor and the existence of the remaining uomal electrons cannot he 
demonstrated# à  magnetic field* however, can penetrate to  a depth of about 
l<T"^ cm* and, i f  th is  can he caused to  a lte rna te , an e le c tr ic  f ie ld  cm  he 
generated inside the penetration depth of the magnetic f l^ d #  This is  the 
mechanisTft f i r s t  proposed by London and developed 1:y Fippard in  the study 
of the super-conducting tran s itio n  a t radio-frequencies# These mq^eriments 
verify  the existence of re s is t iv i ty  in  the sample even below thé tran s itio n  
temperature giving a smeared tran s itio n  curve of resistance against temper­
ature# The extent of th is  smearing increases as the frequency of the 
f ie ld s  i s  increased and presumably continues to  foe smoothed with decreas­
ing wave-length u n ti l ,  In the  in fra-red  and v is ib le , no change is  detectable, 
I t  would, therefore, be of in te re s t to  obtain information about the in te r ­
mediate region end th is  la  the problem fo r  which the present work Was 
undertaken# flie aim was to use long infra#red wavewlengths in  §n attempt 
to  obtain a tran s itio n  curve intermediate in  form between the unchanged 
op tical re f le c tiv ity  and Plppard!?a smoothed transitions#
AltWugh i t  was not possible in  the present case to  complete th is  
plan, a shnilor experiment was done by llamanathan (1952)# He used the 
same type of apparatus as in  the Dmnt, Keeley and Mendelssohn experiment 
with room temperature radiation  peaked a t  a wave-length of 1 0 as a 
source and found th a t any effect a t  the tran sitio n  must be less tijan 5^ # 
Measurements on normal metals showed th a t, even taking into account the 
Reuter and Sondheimer correction fo r the anomalous skin e ffec t, the 
absorption was much greater than expected# This merely confirms a l l  
previous work but shows th a t there must be some mechanism^ s t i l l  obscure, 
which i s  lim iting the high-frequen<y conductivity*
As i t  proved impossible to  study superconductors, an investigation
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of the reflec ting  power of normal metals was undertaken over a temperature 
range between 20% and room temperature# . This temperature range does not 
appear .to have been used to ojoy extent in  optical work and, as the appar­
atus was designed to  measure small changes in  reflec ting  power, i t  was 
f e l t  tha t the undecided question of the tem perature varia tion  of reflec­
t iv i ty  could p ro f ita b ly  be Investigated* The m etals used were t in ,  copper 
and silver* Tin was chosen as i t  was hoped la te r  to  extend the re su lts  to  
the superconducting case* Silver was suitable because of i t s  amenability 
to  theore tica l treatment and copper was taken as an example of an easily  
accessible photoelectric absorption band* I t  was found th a t the biggest- 
changes of re f le c tiv ity  with tm perature occurred in  the v is ib le  and near 
in fra-red  and atten tion  was concentrated on th is  region*
CHAPTER II
The study o f the o p tica l properties o f metals I s  in terestix if on 
two accounts* F ir s t ly , because o f the high damping o f  an electro-magnetic 
wave in  a metal, only a very th in  layer of metal i s  investigated  and th is  
i s  useA il for studying much thinner layers than can be prepared experimen­
ta l ly  end can be used to  in vestiga te  purely surface phenomena. Secondly, 
the nature o f  the conduction electrons can be shown up much more c learly  
than in  d*c* conductivi^  experiments by the way they react under adtezw 
nating f ie ld s .  As we sh a ll be largely  concerned in  op tica l experiments 
with divergm ce from the simple d .c . conductivity theory resu ltin g  from 
the detcdled nature o f  the e lectrons, i t  i s  important to  see how far  the  
phenomenological theozy Is  v a lid .
For an iso trop ic , homogeneous conductor. Maxwell's equations 
describing the electromagnetic f ie ld  can be written i-
curl (VAF^e.) f i l  (1)
curl Ï  « -  ( ] / c . )  à  (2)
div £  * 0 (3)
div £  a 4Tp which ve consider to be aero (4)
To these must be added the con stitu tive  rela tion s specifying the properties 
o f the material*-
fi -  ^  (5)
a  fl (6 )
1  * ^  (7)
where £  i s  the magnetic f ie ld  insid e the medium, £  the e le c tr ic  f ie ld ,  £
 ^ the current, £  the magnetic induction, JJ the e le c tr ic  displacement, c the
ra tio  o f the electromagnetic to  the e le c tr o sta tic  un its o f charge, ^ the
J
■U<J^
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charge density , K the d ie le c tr ic  constant o f the medium,^  the p em eab ili-  
ty  (assumed to  be un ity) and d* the oonductivity. Fbr the present we sh a ll 
assume the correctness o f the equations 5, 6 and 7 and detezmine the  
behaviour of the model thus sp ec ified . We sh a ll discuss the nature o f the  
breakdown la te r .
By elim inating £  and £  in  turn from equations 1 and 2 we can 
obtain the equationsi-
m (V e2 ) . a  + U<nr/c2 ) . à
p fa  ”  £  + (* » /« ^ ). £
We see from these that the f ie ld s  w ill  form a wave travellin g  with v e lo c ity  
as in  the case of an insulator but, in  addition, the terms in  £  and £  
show that the wave i s  damped. The analysis i s  sim plified i f  we assume that 
the wave i s  plane polarized with components I^ , ^  travellin g  in  the posi­
t iv e  X d irection . Equations 8 must be sa t is f ie d  by each component «nd 
equations 1 and 2 can be w ritten:-
_ ^ . £  ^  + AZsC E uA X C t  C
.   ^ (9)
} î ’ - - i  ^
The nature of the equations 8 and 9 suggests that the expressions for  
and should be o f the form:-
" a# ^  )
where w i s  the angular v e lo c ity  o f the wave vector, a and b are constants 
and p i s  the ratio  o f the wave v e lo c ity  in  a vacuum to  the ve loc ity  in  the  
medium. Since ve have seen that the wave i s  damped, p must be o f the form 
n -  ik  80 that we can w rite :-
t  ^ « ad~4F e^^^^ ~ ^  ^
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ittd ica tiï^  th a t the amplitude of the wave w ill deorease exponentially 
with d ietanee  into the metal» Thus, since n i s  the normal refractive  
index and k governs the decay of a wave, n and k determine the op tical 
properties of the metal completely.
The actual values of n and k given by the Maxwell model can now 
be obtained by substitu tion  o f  the above expressions for B and H into 
equations 9% Separating rea l and imaginary parts we find)
tfi m k^ == K 
2nk » ar^T
where T i s  the period of the wave. Hence*
a  I r  « K
In optical work we are largely concerned with the actual values 
of n and k or tfi # and 2nk since they are the quantities most suitable 
fo r comparison with theory* However  ^ because of the convenience of re f le c t 
t iv i ty  measurements I i t  i s  desirable to  obtain an expression fo r the 
re f le c tiv ity  R in  terms of n and k.
Consider a plane polarised wave with components B (y ) and H (%) 
trave lling  in  the X-dlreotlon into the metal of refrac tive  index p. l e t  
the  incident wave be given by * » a e Hi » b ^ iw (t»^^#
the transm itted wave by I Eg ® ® ) Hg % b e
and the reflec ted  wave by* E^ « a e ^(t+^{4 ) %; b e )
The substitu tion  to  give the expressions for n2 ,  k^ and 2nk also lead to  
the re su lt th a t, in  the metal*#*
b^ ^  P&2 
while in  free space*-
The bouïidaiy conditions tha t the tangential components of 1 and H should 
b# rûontinuous a t the metal surface leads to  the re la tion  between the 
amplitudes i
?s and ^3 ^ P (^1 + ^3)
The reflec ting  power i s  defined
E r= reflected  in tensity /incident in tensity  
and so E » a%#
( p t m F a J
i a = n |_ ± J ?V ^l)^  t
This re su lt , as fa r as the part containing n i s  concerned, i s  perfectly  
general and holds for a l l  types of wave motion. I t  involves the p a rti­
cular model of the conduction processes only through tho extinction co­
e ffic ien t k  and we see th a t th is  does not influence tho reflec ting  power 
strongly. The fom ula is  therefore of fa ir ly  general v a lid ity  and we 
sha ll assume th a t i t  holds even when we are considering models which give 
re su lts  not in  agreement with the Maxwell theory*
With the values of n and k given, by 10, the formula for R is  
perfectly  rigorous within the framework of the  Haxvrell theory but Is  
obviously cumbersome and i t  i s  customary to  note th a t, fo r low frequencies 
of rad iation  and good conductors*-
2 f T 3 > K
This certain ly  r e s tr ic ts  the scope of the treatment bu t, for copper a t 
room temperature with a wave-length of 1/4, i t  is  tru e  to within 
The formulae 10 then simplify to*-
n^ =s as r ”T
and the re f le c tiv ity  i s  given by*-
20
R= z ^ T  » a / r - f  -t-1  
2iTT + z m  + 1
01?» assuming «fT'S’l i -
II = 1 -  (12)
This i s  the Dmde re la tio n  fo r the re f le c tiv ity  giving a d irec t dependence 
of the reflec ting  power on the conductivity* I t  ought to  hold down to 
near in fra-red  wave-lengths for good conductors hut i t  was apparent from 
even the ea rlio st experiments of Hagen and Ruhens th a t the re la tion  was 
not obeyed dovm to  the predicted lim it and th a t much greater wave-lengths 
were required to  give agrém ent. The source of th is  discrepancy is  
obviously the fa ilu re  of re la tio n  7* This equation expresses the condition 
th a t the ca rrie r of the current should follow the applied f ie ld  exactly 
and in  a free  electron theory of conduction where a f in i te  mass i s  ascribed 
to  the electrons^ the response i s  bound to be lim ited by inertia* The 
breakdown i s  even more complete in  th e  case of eloctrolytes where the 
ca rrie rs  have re la tiv e ly  enormous masses and do not respond to  frequencies 
much higher than those of the audio band*
To enlarge the scope of the theory i t  i s  necessary to  discard 
the assumption of a smoothed, d.o* condxictivity and consider the actual 
behaviour of the electrons under alternating fie ld s  as was done by Mott 
and 2lener (1934)* We regard the re f le c tiv ity  of the metal as due to  the 
o sc illa tio n  and consequent re-emission of the f re e  ^ec trons under the 
incoming radiation fields* The optical properties w ill depend on the 
extent to which th e  electrons respond to  th e  f ie ld s  and so w ill be obtain­
able from the, po larisation . For, i f  we w rite i»
curl 2  » 3/c 2 
li » 1  + 4>?'E
«here £ 1(3 the polarisation  of the electron gas resu lting  from the
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radiation f ie ld s ,  them -
eurl a  = V «  (1 + A T e / i )  a
sin es £  and £  are assumed to  be parallel* Nov th is  i s  the normal Maxwell 
equation for a material o f d ie le e tr ic  constant 1 + and the normal
development then leads to  a refractive  indext*
-  1 + JtTrv/t- (13)
Although th is  has been derived subject to  the conditions that £  and £  are 
p ara lle l and so p either real or imaginary, ve sh all assume that i t  coxw 
t im e s  to  be va lid  i f  there i s  a d issipating  factor giving a phase d iffe r ­
ence between £  and £  and resu ltin g  in  a complex veüLne for  p. I t  w il l  serve 
as the means o f obtaining expressions for the op tica l properties having 
calculated the polarisation  for  any particular model*
In the Area electron gas model we consider f i r s t  a sin g le  electron  
o f  mass m and charge e o sc illa t in g  under the influence o f  the e le c tr ic  
f ie ld  o f  the incoming radiation# We ignore the Lor^tz force resu lting  
from the motion o f  the electron in  the magnetic component o f the radiation  
fie ld s*  I t  i s  assumed that the motion o f  the electron in  the metal i s  
governed by a free  time which i s  considered to  be the same for a l l  the  
electrons* Nov, we know th a t, for the s ta t ic  case, the formal resu lt of 
th is  i s  a conductivity given by:
* ne^Ty#
so th a t, considering th is  to  be equivalent to  the general expression for  
the currents-
i  =
where n i s  the number o f free  electrons per un it volume and y  i s  th e ir  
v e lo c ity , we can say, without enquiring too c lo se ly  Into the precise mean­
ing o f ,  that the v e lo c ity  of the electron under the radiation f ie ld
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w ill be##
% = (eT /m .) g
The .equation of motion of the electron under the radiation  f ie ld  
which we shall assume to be given by;#
j j  =5
i s  then I#
mx + {n^'r) « % % 0Ë «
The f i r s t  of these te rns gives tho effect of the in e rtia  of the electrons 
and w ill be predominant a t  high frequencies where W The second takes
account of re s is tiv e  damping and w ill govern the behaviour a t low frequen­
cies where w^<!î/T* To tre a t  the general case we must obtain the complete 
solution of equation 14# The complmentmy function is##
X =  ,  1
whicia can be ignored as wo are seeking only alternating solutions* The 
nortïîal methods of solution then give fo r  a p articu lar in tegral;#
% -  ,.Sgy,7...... .... .m ^ i # u r )
T his, in c id e n ta lly , gives th e  expression fo r  th e  conductivity a t  any 
frequency;#
S5 _ ,.« iS S lZZ«w- wwm(l t  i  m t )
The polarisation o f th e  e le c tro n  gas under the radiation f i e ld  w il l  then 
follow  from the displacement % ##
P = nex
Thus*-
P = m>(i •  w 'r)
and so th e  re f ra c t iv e  index i s  g iven by;#
p2  = 1  + mw(i # u f^)
Thug, comparing rea l and Imaginary parts*#
.  k2 1 .  M ^a éifL
2nk » A //ne^mwrGRTTg)
In princip le we can now solve for  n and k and use the expression 
for the r e f le c t iv ity  to obtain the value for the r e f le c t iv ity  on the e lec­
tron gas model# This w il l  obviously lead to  very complicated functions 
and the behaviour o f the re flec tin g  power can be seen b etter  by considering 
various wave-length ranges in  which d ifferen t meehaniens are predominant. 
Two regions are d e fin ite ly  sp ec ified .
I) In ertia l term predominant.
This w ill  occur when*#
m m
i e .  w l / p -
Thus, for u ltr a -v io le t  wave-lengths the behaviour o f the system w ill  be 
described by*
m% = eSos'***^
or X » -e^/m v^
Hence P = # ne^^n^'^
^  and 60 p^= 1 m A .'fr
The op tica l properties are thus determined by the quantity 4^ ne^mw^
I f  i t  i s  le s s  than u n ity , the refractive  index i s  rea l and the metal i s  
transparent for normal incidence. I f  i t  i s  greater than u n ity , the reArac. 
t iv e  index i s  imaginary and the metal i s  perfectly  re flec tin g . This condi­
tio n  i s  to  be id en tified  with the behaviour o f the a lk a li metals in  the  
u ltr a -v io le t  which had been observed by Wood (1933).
II )  R esistive t^m  predominant.
(w 2 4  **
This i e  th e  case fo r  end so , fo r  th e  in f re - re d , th e  equation 
reduioes t o : -
im/r) i  » 
le# % =* leTÿmwE
P =: i n e ^ ] ^ ^
Thus ' =s I  t
and, separa ting  r e a l  end imaginary p a rts* -
-  1
2rik Î5 4^U 0^T/m  w
This I s  equivalent to :#
and nk
These a re  th e  coEditions fo r  th e  v a l id i ty  o f th e  Dm,de r e la t io n  which we 
have discussed  above* Thus, in  th e  l im it  o f long waves, th e  formulae 
derived  from th e  e le c tro n ic  model reduce, as expected, to  those obtained 
from th e  Maxwdl model*
I I I )  In term ediate  region*
Mhen th e  two temm a re  of equal importance no approximations can 
be made in  th e  o r ig in a l form ula, th e  f a l l  so lu tio n  must be re ta in e d  and 
th e  o p tic a l  constan ts are  as given by equations 15* îîowetier, th e  deriva­
t io n  o f th e  formulae involved th e  assumption th a t  th e  d is s ip a tiv e  fo rces 
acted  tiirough a smoothed, d*c* r e s is t iv i ty *  We a re  now dealing w ith th e  
s ta te  o f a f f a i r s  in  which th e  period  o f th e  wave i s  le s s  than  th e  f re e  
tim e of th e  e lec tro n s and tho  p rec ise  meohonism of th e  re s is ta n c e  i s  
poss ib ly  more im portant th an  before* I t  may, th e re fo re , not be v a lid  to  
approxim ate, as Mott and Eener do, to  th e  case where and to  w rite  th e  
equationsi
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3s I  -  47^'he^mw^
(16)
2nk » ^frn&^/mu.^^T
The wave-lengtîi fo r which<^  ^ l ie s ,  generally, fa r  in  the  infra-red  so th a t,
in  the v is ib le , the conditions are th a t , during a number of o sc illa tions 
under the f ie ld , the motion of the electron w ill be resistance-free but a 
co llis ion  w ill occur in  some period, the number of free  periods being a 
measure of the amount by wblch the free time of the electrons exceeds the 
period of the wave*
To derive the properties of th is  model we continue to  assume th a t 
a l l  the electrons have the same free time so th a t, in  one period of the 
wave, a fraction  %/r" of the electrons w ill experience a collision* The 
remaining 1 -  1^'' w ill follow the resistanceless case* For the la t te r ,  
the po larisation  P is*
P = -n ( l  ,  V r  (17)
where, as before, n i s  the to ta l  number of electrons per u n it volume con­
trib u tin g  to the polarisation*
In the fom er case, the circumstances are th a t, somewhere, during 
the period, tho electron w ill experience a co llis ion  which w ill reduce to  
zero the velocity acquired under the Influence of the radiation f ie ld s .
They w ill then be accelerated again and continue the o sc illa tio n  as before, 
except th a t thqy w ill lag behind those which did not experience a collision* 
Let an electron of charge e and mass m, o sc illa tin g  under an 
e lec tric  f ie ld  B -  s ta r t  from x « 0 a t  t  -  0, I t s  equation of motion
is*—
mx ss eB«e
So X » (-eEa/lmw) e + eE^im w
and X -  + (e%/imA,) t  +
m 2 6  —
Let a co llision  occur a t t  = t* which reduces to zero the velocity acquired 
under the f ie ld  hut does not a l te r  i t s  displacement* The equation of 
motion with % = 0 a t t  = t* leads to :
X + (e%/im(<je » t +  (eB*/im<'4t*(l-e  ^ 4
Since the time of the co llision  is  a rb itrary  we require the average of th is  
expression as t ’ varies from 0 to  t* This gives:-
X « ( 8 % 2 1  « e^  ^  - ( 3 / i # ) e  4 3 / i # )
Since tM s is  not a simple function of B such as we have had before, i t  i s  
not possible to  derive d irec tly  a value fo r P/B* One simplifying assump­
tio n  i s  to  consider the values of the polarisation  and f ie ld  a tw t  « At*
=: 4 1 (1 -  '^ 4  4 : ^  ))
8 0  =: (nT@:2%,/4T T ii^ )( :^  4 i ( l  -  T / 4  4 ) j
Adding together the two parts  of P/E and substituting to  obtain the refrac­
tiv e  index we find , on separating re a l and imaginary parts
n2 -  5= 1 -  (4^ne^/mA^^)(1 - 3/«r^ p (^^8 -  1))
2nk ~ 4'9'ne^mt^/^
This shows th a t the effect of considering the free path i s  merely to  a l te r  
the d ie lec tric  term. Ttie absorption remains unaltered as might be expected 
since i t  depends, presumably, only on the number of co llisions occurring 
per second which w ill be independent of the re fe lo tiv ity  mechanism*
Since, for the v is ib le , T i s  much less  than T 'fo r  normal condi­
tio n s , the fommlae 18 should hold. The only region not covered rigorous­
ly  by tho foregoing theoïy i s  th a t where T i s  approximately equal to  T".
We can then assume th a t neither the smoothed d.c* case or the high 
frequency case ju s t considered w ill hold and we cainiot expect to be able 
to  extend the range of v a lid ity  of the high frequency treatment up to  T = T  
and bqjrond because no account i s  taken of the p o ssib ility  of the electron
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experiencing more than one co llision  in  oaa period of the  wave* I t  i s  
d if f ic u lt  to  imagine precisely what the s ta te  of a ffa irs  actually a t T = T" 
i s  but, again, wo cannot expect aiy ancxnialous absorption since the to ta l  
number of. co llisions occurring per second w ill s t i l l  be the  same*
The general picture of re f lo c tiv ity  derived from the free electron 
gas model i s  thus of pure3y d ie lec tric  behaviour: .'below a certain  wave­
length ff a sudden r is e  in  re f le c tiv ity , a s . tho  wave-length i s  increased, 
to  a value very near 100^, and, eventually,: a purely c lassica l region where 
the Drude re la tio n  holds* In the intermediate region the absorption should 
vary as 3 / ^  a t the low wave-length end and th is  t r i l l  gradually become less  
important as re s is tiv e  effects become predominant with increasing wave­
length.
The effect of temperature on the short wave-length behaviour Is  - 
aegligabla since the in e r t ia l  effects are predominant and ought to  increase 
gradually as the Influence of the damping term increases u n ti l  i t  has i t s  
f u l l  effect in  controlling the re f le c tiv ity  in  the Drude region.
The use of a wave mechanical model does not lead to  any new re su lts  
i f  a unifoim poten tia l inside the metal i s  assumed and formulae 15 s t i l l  
hold. However, the use of the periodic la t t ic e  f ie ld  introduced by Bloch 
makes several very Important changes which a l te r  the op tical properties 
d irec tly . The f i r s t  follows from the fac t tha t the acceleration of an 
electron wMlo moving tînough a periodic la t t ic e  f ie ld  i s  not the same as 
i f  i t  were moving in  a region of constant potenti^^il. The correction is . 
made by using e ither an «effective mass« of the electron or an «effective 
number» of free  electrons. This certainly  affects the op tical properties 
in to  which the number of free  electrons enters d irec tly  but the correction 
i s  a constant, numerical one and no important new phenomena emerge. The
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second change Is  the re su lt of considering the polarisation  of the  lower 
levels of electrons in  the bound shells and also polarisation  resu lting  
from the o sc iü a to ry  nature of the electron *s behaviour in  a periodic 
la ttice#  These w ill make a certa in  contribution to  the polerisation  but 
the effect i s  nagligable a t low frequencies fo r both cases and, for the 
second case# also a t  very high frequencies#
>kieh more important than e ither of the foregoing is  the th ird  
re su lt of considering a periodic la t t ic e  field* One of the main conse­
quences of the Bloch theoiy i s  th a t the energy of an electron i s  specified 
by I t s  wave mmber to  the extent of having one of several values given by 
a multi-valued curve* The theory allows fo r a f in i te  tran s itio n  probabil­
i ty  between s ta te s  with the same wave number resu lting  in  the absorption 
or emission of a definite, amount of energy. I f  radiant energy of the 
appropriate frequency is  supplied#, these tran sitio n s w ill re su lt in  an 
anomalously high absorption of energy from the wave and bands of poor 
re f le c tiv ity  about th is  frequency w ill be observed# As none^of these 
effects w ill bo considered in  detail# no more than th is  outline of th e ir  
nature w ill be required.
The only other theo re tica l treatment requiring consideration i s  
th a t of Reuter and Sondheim or (194^), In 'th is#  one more assumption inhexv 
ent in  the free o3.ectron gas model i s  removed fo r i t  i s  clear that# i f  the 
free  path of the conduction electrons I s  longer than the penetration depth 
of the incident rad iation  fields# the fu l l  accelerating effect of the 
f ie ld s  on an electron reflec ted  from the surface w ill not be f e l t  'and th is  
w ill be equivalent to an increase in  skin resis tiv ity *  The nature of the 
breakdown of the old model i s  concerned with the fa ilu re  of the assumption 
i  « erg m  we now have to  deal with a spatia lly  varying f ie ld . The frequency
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band w ill  be d iv is ib le  in to  three regionss a) the low frequency region  
where the penetration depth i s  much larger than the free path and the  
conditions are c la ssica l#  b) the high frequency region in  which# although 
the penetration depth i s  small compared with the free  path# the period o f  
one o sc illa t io n  o f the wave f ie ld s  i s  so short that the distance travelled  
by an electron in  one period i s  short compared with the penetration depth 
and# agcdn# the c la s s ic a l conditions hold# c) the anomalous region in  which 
the actual distance travelled  by the electron in  one period o f the wave i s  
larger than the penetration depth. A sim plified  treatment of the case was 
given by Pippard (1947a) using a free electron gas model# He used the  
standard methods o f gas k in etics  and made the assumption that only those  
electrons which meet the surface at a aaall angle are e ffe c t iv e  in  conduc­
t io n . Fairly sa tisfactory  agreement with Pippard *s own resu lts  on the 
radio frequency resistan ce o f  normal metals was obtained but the rigorous 
solu tion  was given by Reuter and Sondheimer.
The treatment given by Reuter and Sondheimer generalises the nor­
mal conduction theoxy by writing the electron ic  d istribu tion  function in  
the formt-
f  = f  4 f^ (%#%) 
where f  i s  the undisturbed Fezmi function# f  the required function giving  
the e ffe c t  o f the radiation fie ld s#  % i s  the electron v e lo c ity  and s the  
distance in  from the metal surface and obtaining a solution  without ignoring 
Variation with s .  This means that the method i s  generalised to  the ex tm t  
of considering sp atia l variation o f the radiation f ie ld s .  The value o f  the  
d istr lW tio n  Amotion can then be used to  obtain the required rela tion  be­
tween the current ^ and the f ie ld  £  from which the surface impedance Z can 
be determined. The solu tion  Is  obtained for two d ifferen t cases# a) when
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the fraction  p of electrons reflec ted  from tho met&il surface i s  unity  and 
b) when p i s  zero# but the difference between the re su lts  in  the two cases 
does not appear as very significant* The case of the mitTo-wave region Is  
considered in  d e ta il and the varia tion  of the surface impedence with 
frequency compared with Pippard* s results# This curve, which i l lu s tr a te s  
the tending of the surface conductivity to  a constant value as the conduc­
tio n  processes are lim ited by the anomalous slcln effec t, agrees in  form 
with th a t obtained by Pippard except in  the case of mercury which does not 
tend to a constant value with decreasing temperature# However, the values 
found fo r tho number of conduction electrons per u n it volume, while in  
f a i r  agreement with other measurements fo r t in ,  mercury and aluminum are 
unreasonabiy low In the case of copper, s ilv er and gold. This i s  rather 
a rb itra r ily  a ttribu ted  to  a surface layer of abnormally Mgh re s is tiv ity  
in  those three metals.
The optic&il region i s  much more d if f ic u lt to  deal with as no 
simplifying asamption about the smallness of (w?- can be made and the re su lt 
i s  provided only fo r the case p -  1, The f in a l  expression giving the extent 
to  which the anomalous skin resistance Ë exceeds the c lassica l skin re s is ­
tance % is f-
irJ  3 ( 1  + / 1  +
where I  = I o  a t ____________
i  t  + W  + ie</T'P0
and k (t)  « 2 t* ^ ((l f  t^ ) arctan t  -  t )
E and I  denote the rea l and imaginary parts of the in teg ra l and ^
where 1 i s  th e  electronic mean free path and $  tho penetration 
depth, i s  a measure of the departure from c lassica l conditions. The graph 
of against w?-gives, for each value of H , a peaked curve w ith a
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maximum where the anomalous effects are predominant* The liigh values 
leading to  the greatest divergences from c lassica l theory occur a t low 
temperatures but the correction i s  s t i l l  f in i te ,  fo r the appropriate 
frequencies, even a t room temperature.
An anomalous value fo r the op tical re f le c tiv ity  w ill follow from 
the high skin résistance hut w ill he d if f ic u lt  to  observe because, when 
the effec t i s  la rg es t, the wave-lengths Involved are in  the radio band aM 
when op tical frequencies are used, the anomalous effects tend to  be masked 
by high frequency effects resu lting  from the short distance travelled  by 
the electron in  one period of the wave.
CmPTEE III
I t  can be seen from the th o re tica l clis<l<fssion given above th a t 
the most fundamental quantities in  the op tical properties of a metal are 
i t s  reA:’active index n and i t s  extinction co efflc im t k from which the 
re f le c tiv ity  can he calculated* This approach has been the one most used 
in  the past and the constants n and k are determined from the changes 
taking place in  polarised lig h t reflected  from the metal surface. I f  the 
incident lig h t i s  plane polarised with the plane of polëurisation msiking 
an arb itra ry  angle with the plane of incidence, both components of the 
lig h t , p a ra lle l and perpendicular to  the plane of Incidence w ill suffer 
a phase change depending on the values of n and k and analysis of the 
resu lting  e ll ip tic a lly  polarised lig h t w ill lead to  a determination of 
n^ -  and 2nk, An a lternative  method which has been used more recently 
i s  to  measure the reflec ted  in tensity  either for two angles of incidence 
with a given plane of po larisation  of the incident lig h t or with two 
planes of polarisation fo r a single angle of incidence* The la t te r  method, 
as proposed by Toiisey, (1939) seems the b e tte r  of the two but in  both 
cases the analy tical treatment i s  cumbersome and the values of n and k are 
obtained graphically.
These methods have the merit of comparative sim plicity and adap­
ta b il i ty  to  d ifferen t conditions but suffer from the drawback th a t the 
constants of the lig h t a f te r  re flec tio n  are seriously affected by conte#, 
inating films on the metal surface. This lim its  the r e l ia b il i ty  of the 
absolute values of the op tical constants obtained by those methods but 
the variation  with wave-length does not seem to  be so seriously affected. 
The extinction coefficient can be determined independently frcm experiments
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on the transmission of lig h t through tM n films of the metal but the low 
penetration depths in  the metal necessitate films so th in  tha t they are of 
doubtful structure and th e ir  thickness i s  very d if f ic u lt to  measure#
Since \m  must have that#  fo r  ai%r wave-length, th e  sum o f the 
r e f le c t in g  and absorbing power i s  u n ity , measurements of th e  absorbing 
power can be claimed to  be more accu ra te  than  r e f le c t iv i ty  measurements 
as small changes, occurring  ecpally  in  th e  r e f le c t iv i ty  and th e  absorption# 
a re  p ropo rtiona te ly  much g re a te r  fo r  th e  absorbing power, This i s  certa in#  
ly  t ru e  b u t th e  problem i s  merely transform ed in to  one of measuring accur- 
a te ly  th e  very sm all amounts o f energy absorbed. Instead  of th e  absorbing 
power i t  i s  sometimes u se fu l to  measure th e  emissive power. This i s  
probably th e  most convenient method a t high temperatures where d ire c t  . 
measurements of r e f le c t iv i ty  o r  absoxblng power would be vezy d i f f i c u l t  and 
i s  claim ed, eg, try Hurst (1933) to  be much more accurate  than o th er methods. 
However, apart from the d i f f i c u l t i e s  involved in  maintaining a p e rfe c t 
em itting  surface a t  high tem peratures, th e  method i s  lim ite d  in  tem perature 
and w ave-le% th range.
We are l e f t  with the p o ss ib ility  of measuring the re f le c tii^  
power clirectiy# Such a method has the advantage th a t any conditions eg* 
of wave-length or temperature can, in  p rincip le , be used but has the 
important drawback th a t, although experimental values of n and k can be 
used to calculate E, the process cannot be reversed to  obtain n and k from 
R. A measurement of re f le c tiv ity  i s  therefore useful only when the absorp­
tio n  i s  the only quantity under consideration* The principal experimental 
d if f ic u lt ie s  are connected with the obtaining of accurate absolute values 
of re f le c tiv ity  as some mechanical means must be found of sh ee tin g  either 
the d irec t beam from the source or th a t reflected  from the specimen and
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t h i s  may w ell introduce e rro rs  g re a te r  in  magnitude than a email change 
in  re f le c tiv ity  which i t  i s  d esired  to  detect#  problem of aurface 
film s remains b u t, since le s s  in fo m a tio n  i s  reqiiired from the measiirementG# 
i t  i s  perhaps not b o  se rio u s as in  the polerieed l ig h t  methods. Another 
important d if f ic u l ty  in  tho case o f high re f le c tiv it ie s  i s  th a t  a small 
change i s  such a aaall proportion  o f th e  to ta l  signal received# This can 
he overcome by using some method based on multiple reflec tions o f l ig h t  
beomSfrom th e  sample# This enhances the e ffe c t o f aiy absorption but makes 
i t  more d if f ic u lt to  compare th e  reflec ted  lig h t \fith th e  incident beam# 
F in a lly , a l l  the iiietheds described depend d ire c tly  on th e  s t a b i l i ty  o f th e  
source of lig h t#  the detector and th e  am plifying system, and are l ia b le  to  
the f u l l  disturbing effect o f any scattered ra d ia tio n  f a l l in g  on the d # a c -  
to r  in  ad d itio n  to  th e  measuring beam# However, many o f  th e  d i f f ic u l t i e s  
outlined above .can be overcome by th e  u se  o f su ita b le  optical systems and 
th e  d ire c t  measurement o f r e f l e c t iv i ty  provides a convenient and f le x ib le  
approach to  th e  study o f absorp tion  o f radiation  in  metals#
Tho main aim in  th e  design o f th e  p resen t apparatus was to  measure 
sm all changes in  r e f le c t iv i ty  occurring  as a  r e s u l t  o f tem perature varia tion#  
P recise  d e f in itio n  o f th e  wave-length used was not regarded as o f th e  high­
e s t importance and no attem pt to  study th e  wave-length v a r ia tio n  o f re f le c ­
t i v i t y  in  d e ta i l  was contemplated# The im portant considerations were to  
ob ta in  high s t a b i l i ty  to  avoid making o f any small tem perature v a r ia tio n  
by spurious changes r e s u l t in g  from varying output of th é  source o r lack  o f  
s t a b i l i ty  of th e  d e tec tin g  and am plifying oystm  and to  e lim in a te , i f  
p o ss ib le , th e  e ffe c ts  o f s tra y  rad ia tion*  A fu r th e r  d i f f ic u l ty ,  as 
mentioned above, i s  th a t  th e  sm all r e f le c t iv i ty  change may be superimposed 
on a  high abso lu te  value o f r e f le c t iv i ty  making am p lifica tion  o f th e
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s ig n if ic a n t p o r t d if f ic u lt#  I t  was w ith th ese  considera tions in  mind th a t 
a doublerhe&m balance method was chosen#
This technique wae f i r s t  used by Har<^ (19^9, 1935) end i s  now 
common in  ia fra ^ re d  spectroscopy and in  o th e r a p p lica tio n s  involving the 
accu ra te  meaeurement o f low in tensity  radiation# (Brownlie 1950, Gibson 
1951, Bindley and Leaton 1949, Hornig, % de and Adcock 1.950, Bagg, Calyent 
and Smith 1951, Savitsky and H alford 1950, White and Liston 1950, Willlems 
1948 )* The method, in  p r in c ip le , is  of th© «sample in  # sample out» type 
in  which the  beam reflected  from th e  sample i s  continually compared w ith 
a reference boom by throwing them alternate ly  on a detecting system# In 
the best systems i t  i s  arranged th a t  equal in te n s i t ie s  of the two. beams 
re su lts  in  zero s ig n a l and only one de tec to r i s  used thus elim inating  
matching d ifficu lties#
So as to  cover the w idest possible wave-length range, m irrors 
are used throughout and th e  arrangement o f the optical system i s  i l l û à t m t -  
ed in  fig* 1# L ight from the  source i s  collimated using  th e  spho rica l 
m irro rs M% and Mg which forci a  r e a l  Image o f the source, l ig h t  from which 
leaves the mira^or as a  p a r a l le l  beam# The only purpose served by th e  
la rg e  m irro rs i s  to  c re a te  a tran sp a ren t source and, to  ensure e ffe c tiv e  
co llim ation  by the m irro r Mg, a  source small compared with the m irro r i s  
required# The collimated beam i s  then f il te re d  to  provide the required  
wave-length band and s p l i t  by the double m irro r one beam fa llin g  on 
th e  specimen mirror Mg and the o ther on a reference mirror M .^ The 
reflected  beams then pass through a ro ta t in g  cho%#ing wheel 0  which has 
spaces so arranged th a t th e  beams are  transm itted a lte rn a te ly #  Oontrol 
o f the beam in te n s itie s  i s  acMeved using  aperatures in  the screen 9% 
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f in a lly  allow # W f a l l  on the detector eyatem# In the case of a detector 
with a%%y small receiver area lik e  a themopile# the beams can be focus­
sed on to  i t  using the small spherical mirrors H7  and or the beams can 
f a l l  d irec tly  on the receiver of a la rger detector l ik e  a photocell# The 
screens and Bi serve as d iaphra^s to  minimise stray  radiation#
With th is  arrangement the output from the detector consists of 
a d«c# voltage dependent on the absolute re f le c tiv ity  of the  specimen and 
the reference mixror and an a#c# component which is  proportional to  the 
difference in  in tensity  between the two beams# The d#c* part I s  f ilte re d  
o ff and the a#C# signal amplified electronically  to  be d isp l^ed  on a 
meter thus enabling th# balance point to  be detected* I f  i t  assumed th a t 
no change of the re f le c tiv ity  of the reference mirmr occurs (or else the 
change^ i f  i t  does occur, i s  known) and the system i s  in i t ia l ly  balanced 
to  give zero signal, aty change in  re f le c tiv ity  of the specimen w ill be 
measurable from the extent of the movement of the shutter % in  the speci­
men beam which i s  required to  resto re  the balance. The ra tio  of the new 
re f le c tiv ity  to  the old w ill obvloui^y be given by the  ra tio  of the old 
aperture area to  the new#
Since th is  i s  a m l  method, the setting  of the shutter to  give 
a balance point i s  independent of the actual value of quantities such as 
the source in tensity , transmission of the op tical ^ s t m  and detector 
sen sitiv ity  which a ffec t both beams eqUfilly# Ihe effect o f scattered 
radiation  i s  also eliminated as i t  i s  not chopped i f  thé specimen and 
referm ce mirrors f i l l  the f i ^ d  of view seen by the detector through the 
aperatures in  the screen and, since oWy changes are measured, the
in i t i a l  se tting  of the  op tica l system i s  not critica l#  The method also 
produces automatically an a#c^ signal su itab le for electronic am plification
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thus eliminating d iff ic u ltie s  arising  from the use of contact breakers or 
d.c# am plifiers and, since the part of the signal corresponding to  the 
absolute re f le c tiv ity  i s  removed, the apparatus can be made sensitive to 
small changes,’ even although t h ^  superimposed on high absolute values*’ 
Any desired wave#^length range can be studied merely by the use of the 
appropriate sources," f i l t e r s  and detectors* The sen sitiv ity  of the apparw 
atus i s  lim ited on3y by the noise level in  the input c irc u it of the ampli­
f ie r  but the main disadvantage i s  the fac t th a t only changes in  reflec ting  
power can be measured* In p rincip le , an absolute detem ination of 
re f le c tiv ity  could be made but the measurement would be subject to  many 
sources of error which are eliminated when measuring changes* I t  would 
s t i l l  be possible only to compare the re f le c tiv ity  of the sample td th  th a t 
of a standard but from th is  absolute va lies could be obtained*
When using a double beam flick e r method such as th is ,  i t  i s  use­
fu l to  consider the wave#fom of the l ig h t pulse transm itted (Dighton,
Boss and Schruffrey 1947). I f  th is  i s  perfectly  réotangular and the pulses 
from the two beams f i t  together exaetiy at the detector, one a f te r  the 
other, no signal w ill re su lt when the two in te n s itie s  are equal. Bva% 
when the pulses are not rectangular, no signal re su lts  when th e  in ten s itie s  
are equal i f  the  pulses are geometrically sim ilar. I f ,  however, there i s  
any asymmetry in  the wave*.forms, a residual signal a t  the chopping f re ­
quency w ill rm oin even although the peak in ten s itie s  are equal. In sp ite  
of the existence of such a balance point signal, the balance can be found 
by adjusting the output of the am plifier to  a minimum which s t i l l  occurs 
when the peak in te n s itie s  are equal and the accuracy of the measurement i s  
not impaired. In the case of the present apparatus, the apertures giving 
the f in a l lim ita tion  to  the area of the beams are circu lar and the • ’ edges
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o f the openings on the chopping wheel and the controlling shatters are 
lin ea r . This resu lts  in  a fa ir ly  complicated variation  o f aperture area 
exposed A with distance of the shatter edge along a diameter of the a p a rsm  
tore  X which i s  given hys-
A = 2'7I ^ a2 •  (x •  a)2.dx  
where a i s  the radius o f the aperture. This g ivesi*
A « a^ arcsin (x -  a%/a + (]^a)(% » a) a^ » (x * a)2/a2 + / Z  
I f  the beam incident on the aperture i s  homogeneous, the transmitted 
in ten sity  w ill  follow  th is  function. I t  i s  thus the equation for the wave­
form of the tran esltted  pulse hut the precise nature o f th is  wave-foxn i s  
not important experimentally as the harmonic terms governing the deviations 
of the wave*fo%m from a perfect sin e wave are greatly attenuated in  the 
amplifying system. I t  does mean, however, that unequal shutter se ttin gs  
give r is e  to  aeymmetry which resu lts  in  a balance sign a l. I ts  most Impoiv 
tant consequence i s  in  governing the e ffe c t  o f  the controlling shatters for  
the extent o f  opening of the shatter, which i s  used to  measure the r e flec ­
t iv i t y ,  i s  measured in  terms o f the length intercepted by the shatter edge 
along a diameter o f the aperture. The above function was evaluated fo r  a 
number o f values o f  x (tab le  II )  and a calibration  curve drawn from which 
correction to  be applied to  the r e f le c t iv i ly  readings could be obtained.
CmPTER IV
The mein consideration in  designing the apparatus was to  provide 
for a mirror surface which could he cooled and to  which th e  rad iation  had 
access without passing through any windows. This i s  desirable not only 
for convenience in  covering a large wave-length range, but also to  avoid 
the p o ssib ility  of error introduced by a lte ra tio n  with temperature of the 
transmission cheracteristics o f the m ateriel of the window; The only 
a lternative  i s  to  enclose the whole op tical system inside the evacuated 
space in  which the mirror and cryostat must be contained fo r thermal 
insulation and so the apparatus took the  form of a cy lindrical tank which 
could be evacuated and in  which the main part of the op tical system on a 
rig id  op tical bench i s  supported on r a i l s .  The cryostat consists of a 
simple tube hanging inside the tank and carrying the mirror on i t s  outside 
face. This arrangement requires th a t a fa ir ly  large volume must be evacu­
ated to a pressure of 10"4m* of mercury or le ss  but i t  autcmatically 
solves a l l  problms of absorption of the  radiation  in  transmission th ro u ^  
the system#
1)
The vacuum tank (figs* 2 and 3) consists of a length of copper 
tubing in  diameter amd 2^ 6* long. The ends are closed with brass end 
p la tes and sealed with rubber ring seals* Two 3^1/2^ diameter brass tubes 
are mounted on top of the tank, one on each side of the axis to  support 
the cryostats which therefore hang down inside the evacuated space clear 
of the w alls. The mirrors are mounted on the outside surface of the 
c ïyosta ts , in  the vacuum, so as to  take th e ir  place in  the optical system. 
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seals and are tlms free  to  rotate^ pem itttlng adjustment of the mirror inI
the system# farth er control i s  available using a sylpWn bellows inserted 
in  the supporting tube which enables the tfWle cryostat system to  be tilted #  
ïhe controlling sim tters in  the op tical j^stem are moved by ro tatab le rods 
which are led  out tlirough one end p la te  by a seal consisting of a rubber 
ring encircling the rod and forced into contact with i t  by a chamfered 
brass ring which slip s  over the rod and i s  pressed against the ring by a 
screwed collar#
This type of seal works well when only in term itten t ro ta tion  of 
the rod i s  required but the chopping wheel had to  be driven by a driviîîg 
shaft which# although fa ir ly  lig h tly  loaded# was ro tated  contimously a t 
about 3 revs,/sec# I t  was found undesirable to  run an e lec tric  motor 
inside the tank as the varnishes Used in  most motors have a fa ir ly  high 
Vapour pressure even a t rocm température and# in  addition# even when under# 
run# the motor gets extremely hot due to  the lack of convective cooling#
One method of eliminating th is  d ifficu lty  i s  to  use an induction motor in  
which the ro to r has no windings carrying currents, The ro to r can be 
mounted# free to rotate# inside a tube projecting from the vacuum tank.
The s ta to r  can then be slipped over the tube and the motor w ill work in  
the normal way except th a t the vacuum wall ernes between the ro to r and 
the stator* To avoid eddy current losses in  the  intervening m aterial i t  
must be insulating and, as i t  must be th in  and yet able to  stand atmospheric 
pressure# almost the only available mater3.ol i s  glass# This arrangement 
was tr ie d  with several glass tubes but was f in a lly  abandoned because the 
smallness of the gap between the ro to r and the sta to r made i t  impossible 
to  obtain glass tubing of su ffic ien tly  th in  wall and accurate bore# The 
only a lternative  i s  to take the ro ta ting  shaft out through the vacum wall
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but the normol type of elmped# rubber ring  seal i s  ‘unsatisfactory as the 
rings g iv e .rise  to  undue f r ic tio n  and wear out rapidly*; The type of seal 
eventually adopted i s  th a t i llu s tra te d  by Strong (Modem Physical labora. 
tory  Practice p# 134 19#)* I t  makes use of a pressure feed of vacuum 
grease into the bearing and the ro ta ting  shaft has a double thread eût in  
it#  one half o f the length with a rig h t hand thread and the other l e f t  
îmnd so as to  provide a pumping action on the grease towards the centre 
of the bearing and thus prevent i t s  being forced in to  the evacuated space 
by atmospheric pressure* A noimal clamp seal i s  also f i t te d  for use when 
the shaft i s  stationary*
A T-shaped tube bolted to the rear end p la te  and sealed by rubber 
ring supports a liqu id  a ir  trap  and the detector bulb fo r  th e  P lrani gauge* 
The tank i s  evacuated by a ro tary  backing pump f i t te d  with a phosphorus 
pentoxide vapour trap  and an o i l  d iffusion pump* The diffusion pump i s  
bolted to  the stem of a T*.shaped vacuum tap# one arm of which i s  bolted 
and sealed d irec tly  to  the side of the tank thus giving the  minimum pump# 
ing jUapedance* The tap consists of a f l a t  brass p la te  which can be forced 
against a rubber ring  mounted on the tank side of the trap  thus sealing 
o ff th a t am* The p la te  i s  controlled by a  threaded shaft passing through 
the other am  of the T and i s  mounted on the end of a sylphon bellows which 
seals o ff th a t arm and #MWlnatès the necessity for packing* All e le c tr ic a l 
leads are taken into the tank through Wçovur” metal to  glass seals soldered 
through the tank wall* Possibly because of the large mass of metal to  
which they were soldered involving intense heating during soldering many 
of these developed cracks while in  service*
The pressure inside the tank was measured by a Pireni gauge* The 
detector was constructed from an old pattern  of e lec tric  l ig h t bulb which
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has a s tra ig h t tongston fllm im t and on to  which x-ms scaled a glass tube 
enabling i t  to be mounted in  the vacuum system using the normal ring seal* 
These bulbs liavn a resistance of about 20 ohms and i t s  change in  resistance 
with tomperaturo depending “on the pressure of the a ir  i s  m^sured using a 
Vrtieat stone bridge of which the bulb forms one arm* The power supply fo r  
th is  consists of a 12 v* transformer with a rectify ing  and smoothing clr# 
cu lt and the ourrm t was fed to  the bridge through a potentiometer and 
voltmeter* To <:U.iminate errors arising  from changes in  the mains ^pply* 
the voltage supplied to  the bridge was se t to  a predeteiniihed value before
Q each se tting  or reading; The bridge balanced a t atmospheric pressure
before each run using a rheostat in  a balancing arm and the readings of 
the  out-*of#bel£mce current measured on a milliammeter taken as a measure * 
of the pressure of the gas* Ourrents of the order of 50 ma* were obtained 
es a l l i# tin g  value when the pressure became toO low for the gauge to 
respond fu rther and# although th is  was th e  only significant reading as i t  
indicated th a t the vacuum was sa tisfactory  fo r them al insulation a t l(M4m^ 
of mercury# the gauge was calibrated over the range f rm  1 mm. to  ICT^am. 
pressure of mercuiy using a Hcleod gauge# Although the filament wâa not 
outgassed before use# the f in a l  readings indicating a thermal vacuum wmre 
consistent to about 2^. Any varia tion  Inside th is  range of error was 
presumably the re su lt of ambient temperature changes occurring in  the room 
since the bridge was balanced m  no compensating filament was included* 
Because of the large volume of the vacuum space and the large 
amount of metal with soldered jo in ts  and Other undesirable features lik e  
e le c tr ic a l insulation inside the tank the pumping speed down from atmoa# 
pheric pressure was low but# once evacuated over a period of a dty or so#
r‘î
and well outgassed# the r is e  of pressure a f te r  pumping stopped was not
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SQilous and# even a f te r  standing fo r a few days# the apparatus could be 
re#evacuated to  a thermal vacuum in  20 minutes, leaks were detected by 
covering suspected areas with shel3.ac varnish while the tank was evacuated 
and the P iranl gauge in  operation. The drop in  pressure as the leak was 
covered was not so abrupt as i t  i s  in  a small systm  but the shellac usual?» 
ly  effected a pemanent seal in  addition to  detecting the leak. The worst 
offenders were the sylphon bellows carrying th e  cryostats and they were# 
in  consequence# moved as l i t t l e  as possible,
2} Optical S rstm
As the op tical systm  had to  be rmovable from the vacuum tank 
to  allow of adjustment outside and the apparatus i s  very sensitive to  
a ltera tions in  alignment# i t  had to  be mounted very rig id ly  (fig , 4 ), The 
important part of the system i s  th a t following the beam sp littin g  mirror 
and the support fo r th is  section i s  a so lid  brass p la te  3/4** th ick . All 
the mirrors are carried on p il la r s  bolted through holes in  the p la te  and 
the shutters# which are very important# were mounted veiy rig id ly  on the  
diaphragm which i s  well braced and bolted to  the base p la te . The coHim» 
ating ^stem  i s  not qu ite so c r i t ic a l  and i t  i s  carried on two girders 
which act as extensions of the  base p la te .
Since the f i r s t  requirement in  the work was in  the infra»red# 
the choice of the most su itab le type of source had to  be considered, 
Wav<Hlengths as fa r  in to  the Infra-red as possible were desired and normal 
thermal sources are unsuitable because of the very low in te n s itie s  of long 
wave»lengths even a t  high temperatures. Easily the  best source fo r wave# 
lengths of 100^ a n d  upwards i s  the high pressure mercury are which was 
shown by Hubens and 3a«y^ (1911) to  emit Wave#lenghts ranging up to  30C^ a 
This rad iation  seems to  be the re su lt of a resonance band in  the mercury
II
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spectrum giving greatly Quhanood aalsslvlty* I t  is  produced to  the great# 
eat extent by high pressure arcs running a t high current densities and Is  
quenched by ary mixtllery c a ir ie r  gas# Those long wavorlengths rays are . 
transm itted well by natural quarts and to  a rather le ss  extent by fused 
quarts, paraffin  and black paper. In  the middle and near infra#red regions 
orthodox sources are superior and in  the v is ib le  there i s  no problem* •
The sources actually  used were two mercury arcs and a car head­
lamp bulb. The mercuiy, lamps were the type MA 00 watt Osram lamp and the 
type ME 250 watt Magda lamp. Both ore high pressure lamps in  quarts bulbs 
and have no ca rrie r  gas other than the mercury vapour so th a t they sa tisfy  
a l l  the conditions fo r the ^production of the veiy long wave-length rad iation . 
The Osram lamp gave reasonably steady emission but proved too wide and 
diffuse a source, ■ The Magda lamp was much superior in  th is  respect since 
i t  provides an ^ t r m e ly  intense arc ondy a few millimetres long but suffer# 
ed from the very serious drmfbaok of random arc movement. The arc takes 
the fom  of a curved filament bowed out to  one side of the eleotrocles and 
when th is  f i lm e n t imves round the electrodes i t  re su lts  in  a displacement 
of the source by about 3/2 cm# In ary double beam system the d istribu tion  
of the lig h t between the two parts  of the s p li t  beam :1s of the utmost 
importance since i t  i s  essentia], th a t th is  remain constant during an 
experiment. Attempts were made to  s ta b ilise  the arc using a magnet but 
i t  was found th a t i f  too strong a f ie ld  were used# the arc was blown out 
end i f  a weaker f ie ld  were used i t  was not strong enough to  s ta b ilise  the 
arc completely. Mercury lampa eleo giv# trouble when &,o. detecting 
methods are used because of the high level of random noise superimposed 
on the emission although th is  la  not too serious when a narrow band-pass 
detecting system i s  used. Probably the most suitable source would be a
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capillary  arc with a well regulated voltage supply# The exletence of 
emission from the lamps which could pass through photographic black paper# 
which i s  recommended by Bibeas and Baeyer as a f ilte r#  was verified  using 
a normal type of thermopile and galvanometer* I t  was checked th a t th is  
stopped inffiiediately the lamp was switched o ff showing th a t the rad iation  
originated in  the mercury vapour and not in  the walls of the lamp*
In the v is ib le  and near in fra -red  the  most su itable source was 
found to  be an 30 watt car headlamp bulb* This was stab le  and noise-free 
and gave ample in tensity  of emission with a reasonably small sisse of source^ 
Most of the re su lts  to  be prevented were obtained using the  incandescent 
sources but some figures from e a rlie r  runs using mercuiy arcs are included* 
The power supply for a l l  the lamps consists of a 230 v* re c t i f ie r  
to  produce a d irec t current which i s  smoothed by four 10 heniy chokes In  
p a r ^ l l^  connebted in  series with the lamp and by a 4 4 condenser across 
it*  This arrangement of the smoothing c irc u it proved to be the most ef­
fec tive  fo r providing a s tab ilis in g  influence on the mercury lamps, A 
rheostat and ammeter were included in  the c irc u it fo r in tensity  control* 
Once the source of the rad iation  has been chosen some method of 
Iso lating  a reasonably narrow range of wavelengths i s  required* Ho 
strongly wave-length dependant features in  the re f le c tiv ity  were expected 
so that# in  the v is ib le  a t least#  i t  w§s regarded as adequate to obtain 
the desired wave-lengths by f i l te r in g  the lig h t emerging from the co lli­
mator, In the v is ib le  and near in fra-red  the f i l t e r s  used were 1*^  dia­
meter# glass enclosed gelatine discs numbers 602# 604# 606# 603 and 207 
supplied by Ilford* These have meximum transparencies a t  wave-lengths of 
*4)/^ # *5225^k # *59/* # . 6 ^  and about * 9 ^  respectively with a band 
pass fo r those In the v is ib le  of about .0 2 ^  and about * 2 ^  for the in fra -
red oBê* These f i l t e r s  ere mounted ju s t  outside the collimator on a brass disc 
(fig# 5) which # a  be rotated,.so as each f i l t e r  in  tu rn  into the
lig h t hea## The shaft on which the disc is  mounted can be ro tated  by a ratchet 
and pawl system which i s  activated by a solenoid with a controlling switch 
outside the tank* This allows the f i l t e r  to, be changed while the tank i s  
evacuated permitting measuromonts to  be made on more than one wave-length 
during one run and also f a c i l i ta te s  the measurement o f the wave-length 
varia tion  of the specimen* s re f le c tiv ity  by enabling the f i l t e r  to  be 
changed without a lte rin g  any of the other settings in  the op tical system*
This gives d irec tly  only the wave-length varia tion  of the specimen 
compared with th a t of the reference mirror and so# in  order to  obtain 
absolute results# the la t te r  must b# determined in  a  separate experiment 
and used to  correct a l l  the d irec t measurements. This determination need be 
made only a t  one temperature as the reference mirror remains a t  room 
temperature during the e#Wfimenta* The surface of the reference mirrcu? 
was aluminium which has a very low wave-length varia tion  of re f le c tiv ity  in  
the v is ib le  so th a t the above correction was m all#
In  the infra-red  i t  i s  not easy to  obtain a narrow band of wave­
lengths using f i l t e r s  and other standard methods such as these using prisms 
or gratings are cu^som e and unsuited ,to  the present purpose. The method 
using muitiplo reflec tions from halide crysta ls  to  y ield  rests trah len  is  
reasonably convenient and adaptable but imposes a re s tr ic tio n  on the wave- 
length to  those available fTom the crysta ls  in  common use, . The method by 
which the very long infra-red  wave-lengths were f i r s t  iso lated  by Babms and 
Mood (1911)# th a t of focal iso la tio n , i s  simple and convenient# The systm  
consists simply of a  quarts Ions and use i s  made of the high dispersive power 
of quarts to  focus and concentrate the long rays fo r which the refractive  index 
of quarts i s  near i t s  lim iting value of 2 * 1 4  while the shorter wave-lengths#
IFig* 5* F il te r  holder. iM
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fo r which the refrac tive  index i s  much less# aotiml3y diverge on passing -
through the l e n s ; . However# .like the rests trah len  method#, the wave-length adap tah ilil^
i s  poor and the large quarts lenses which are required are d if f ic u lt  to  make
and expensive; The very long mves s e ^  to  piesent leas of a problem than
the intermediate region as i t  i s  claimed th a t ordinary photogmphic black
paper ac ts as the most e ff ic ie n t f i l te r#  I t  i s  quite transparent fo r the
longest rays but cuts o ff conq)leteiy those shorter than abo#  lOÙ/% Thus as v;
a re su lt of the objections outlined above to  aH  other methods# i t  was f e l t
that# fo r  the present .purpose#, filte ring - offered the best and most convenient
method of wave-length iso la tio n  throughout the whole spectrum*
Since no complicated wavo-len^h iso la ting  systems were involved# 
the colljpoator was thus required m re iÿ  to  produce a concentrated# p a ra lle l 
beam of rad ia tion . Because of the necessity of covering a large wave-length 
range# mirrors were used throughout in  the op tical system* The condenser 
consists of two spherical mirrors 6* in  diameter and of 6** focal length {see 
fig* 1)* The source i s  placed a t  the primé focus of one and the emergent 
p a ra lle l beam is  brought to  a conjugate focus by the other* bight f rm  th is  
i s  collected and collimated by thé small spherical mirror* The function of
the large mirrors i s  merely ^ to  provide a t ^ s p a r e n t  source as the solid  j
■angle collected remains constant through the system* The extent of coilima- Uy- ;:itio n  provided by thé small mirror which i s  only d im ete r i s  lim ited by the i
sise  of the source but was normally adequate as the area of the beam i s  lim ited J
-1la te r  in  the systm  in  the in te re s ts  of homogeneity# The collimated beam then |
emerges through a diameter hole trepanned out of the centre of the mirror %* J
The big mirrors are mounted on three screws tapped through a brass backing 
p la te  so th a t they can be t i l t e d  to  a lign  the beam* The small sp h e r i(^  mirror# 
lik e  a l l  the other small mirrors can be ro tated  about a l l  three axes and both i
th is  mirror and the source are mounted on a bridge between the two girders* 1
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This has s lo ts  in  which the mirror and s'ouroe cam he moved along the axis of 
the ^stem  to  permit acourat© fociissihg# The space occupied by th is  part of 
the system is  su ffic ien tly  large to  allow of # e  siihstitutioh of another form 
of wave-length iso la tio n  lik e  the rests trah len  or focal iso la tio n  mthods 
i f  requifed^f All the 'mirrors' in  the system are of aiiW niim-fronted glass*
The aperture which allows the rad ia tjhn  to  leave the collimator 
can be closed by a brass shutter suspended from à  so ft iron  rod which slides 
horizontally through two solenoids so th a t i t  can be pulled to  one side or 
the other to  open or close the shutter# The f i l t e r  holder i s  mounted imme-- 
d ia te ly  outside the collimator and the beam ^ s s e s  to  the sp littin g  mirror#
This can be ro tated  as a whole and the angle between the two parts varied so 
th a t complete control over the d istribu tion  of the lig h t between the specimen 
and the reference mirror i s  possible* The chopping wheel which follows, i s  a  
brass disc with three reotaagular-ended s lo ts  but out so as to  pass the 
beams altornat©3y* I t  i s  carried on a shaft driven through pulleys ty  a 
driving shaft mounted lower on the base plate# This# in  turn# i s  ro tated 
through the vacuum seal by a universal Jo in t ju s t  Inside the tank# Tbe 
universal jo in t corrects fo r any lack of alignm nt bbtweeh the driving shaft 
and the shaft in  the seal and# as thé two p # t s  of the jo in t are simply pushed 
together# allows the end p la te  to  be removed without Imving to  p i l l  the shaft
out from the seal*
' ,, ' . . - , , - ^The driving motor i s  a® ) v#d*c*# shunt wound motor coupled to  the
seal shaft ly  gears and mounted on r a i ls  so th a t i t  can be moved back to  allow
the tank end p la te  to  be removed* The r e c t i f ie r  fo r i t s  power supply i s  fed by
a variac to  provide speed control with fine  control using a variable resistance
in  the f ie ld  c o il circuit#  The speed S tab ility  of the motor must be
reasonably good to  keep the chopping frequency constant for# since the
am plifier i s  tuned to  one frequency# lo ss  in  gain with consequently reduced
/ '
sen sitiy ity  will. from oWmge in  chopping .frequonoy*. • This Is  Imonyenlent -■
bût* boôàusé ■ of the zml nature of the rnehmrommts# not c r i t ic a l  and tW  . 
ç ta ,h ü ity o f  the.__motôr proved adequate#,^ Ito'm àlh dr#ha,ck iu'-the 
production of noise due to  sparking à t ' thé coWiitàtor - .brushes tAaioh vas 
trah m itte d  through the maiiis supply to' thé am plifier 4W detector c ircu it e*
This could be remedied by readjusting thé brushes and was minimised by a lte rin g  
the gear and pulley m tio s  so as to  run thé motor as slowly as possible#
The scfèèn foHowihg the ch o p p y  wheel Jms tt-m apertures to  lim it 
the area of the transm itted - beams and..'caffiè û 'the shutters controlling the ■ 
beam ihtensitios*  The shutters are- mounted' on -screws .so th a t they can be 
traversed across the apertu res‘and thé ''screwed sh a fts ,a re ' ro tated# , through' 
bevel gears, by the control shafts whibh are led out through the tank end plate# 
About' 10 reyolutions ' of thé shaft .are required fu lly  to  : close' one shutter and 
the amount by which the shutter in  tW  specimen beam has been moved i s  measured 
by à counting disc moved one space a t  a ’’time by the pointer on the control rod 
fo r whole revolutions and a  3 6 0 ,^- p ro tm ctor fo r,p a rts  of. a....revolution# Thé 
shaft fo r the reference beam shutter VaS not normally mounted and tlm shutter
se tting  was adjusted by hand before an è j^ rim èn t to  avoid the p o ss ib ility  of
. ... . . .  . '  . ■ '
th is  s lm tt#  being moved' while. m#s#é%éhts' were being made#
3) DetectW Wia Ammlifyjmg &»tèma .
The requirements o f the detectors included not only se n s itiv ity  but 
also the a b il i ty  to  respond to  a ltem atihg  lig h t signals# Ih  the case of 
electronic detectors lik e  photocells' - t# S ' présents ' no prolxLem but i t  i s  much 
more d if f ic u lt  fo r in fra-red  detectorsiyand the chopping frequency was, on th a t 
aeoount, lim ited to  1 5  c/s#
In  v is ib le  region of the spectrum the detector used most was the 
Oenéral B lectric type 9 3 IA electron  m ultip lier photocell# These c e lls ,  which 
have been fu lly  described %y likigstrom (194Z), have the advantage of the extrW ely
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high sen sitiv ity  resu lting  from the nine stage photoelectric amplification*
The. signal i s  taken from the anode load re s is to r  and coupled into the f i r s t  
stage of the am plifier using an BO f i l te r*  For convenience in  extracting the 
aignal the positive side of the high tension i s  earthed and the cathode is  
run a t  a suitable negative po ten tia l, Although these c e lls  were underrun a t  
about 50 V# per stage# i t  was found th a t each one used became noisy a f te r  a  
period of use extending up tp  six  months. The d.o# characteristics remained 
unaltered W th e  c e ll  became useless fo r Sensitive a ,o . work, Hi sp ite  of th is ,  
almost a l l  the work on tihe v isib le  region was done Using a photomultiplier* The 
normal disadvantages of these c e lls , the rapid dependence of anode current on 
anode po ten tia l and the varia tion  in  sen sitiv ity  over the area of the cathode 
were not important from the m l  nature of the meastxremonts and .the fa c t th a t only 
oimngos in  re f le c tiv ity  were being measured*
To cover the intenaediat© rang© between the v isib le  and the in fra -red , 
a Ointel size 600 photocell w§s used with an § type cathode* This cathode has a  
lower se n s itiv ity  over the v isib le  range than most other cathodes but i t  remaini:; 
sensitive in to  the in fra-red  to  l* !^ w ith  a peak a t  about 0 * ^  The c e lls  . 
used were gas f i l le d  which was unfortunate because of the h i# e r  in s ta b il ity  
compared with vacuum ce lls  but was necessary on account of the low absolute 
sen s itiv ity  of the cathodes*
The photocells were momited so as to  receive the two beams d irec tly  
On to  th e ir  cathodes without fu rther focussing. They were therefor© mounted 
horizontally , the base being ça3u?i©d on a v e rtic a l metal support which could 
be clamped to  the baseplate of the op tical system and adjusted to  ensure tlm t 
both beams f e l l  within the cathode area* Thé high tension supply for the 
photocells was provided by a normal power pa<Ac with a fuH-wav© valve r e c t i f ie r  
and two stage choke-capacity smoothing. I t  provides about 500 v , and i s  
supplied to  the photocells through a potentiometer*
The detectors used in  the in f^ - r e d  Included a Eilger-Sohsimrtz 
lin e a r thermopile type f  1 4 #  with a' se n s itiv ity 'o f  and a  reepouee ./
time of about 1/50 see;. I t  i s  oputaihi'd ’iu; a;small, cy lihdrîcàî shield vhich 
was supported on a p i l l a r  fd r mounting&on- thé babe p la te  and the r a ^ t i o n  was ' -
fdbussed on the receivers using the ,s# ^ ;. '6 ^ r id a l 'mirrors#, As the i%edahce 
of the thermc^ile i s  ;very Idw'.tW;-output' fTom -it was-'fed' to  the am plifier using 
an input transformer with an-BO'/' Ï  step?up ra tio  which was ’d e s . i^ d  and supplied 
by B&tridge* Grid bW ' "forvtw f i r s t  th ivê of the am plifier was provided 
by a 2 V# accumulator in  series, with the' hecdndaty ' windii%' o f the transformer.
The main d ifficu lty  in  th is  arrangdmht was found to  be'-'‘5.6 'c/s; pièk-up;'frote 
the mains which, despite, the Càrefxfl shWïding' of''the".'ii#it' leads,- tW'- enclosure : ■,
of the transformer i t s e l f  ia ’,.-a-.metal' case' and.the' low response- of the. 'amplifier, 
to  th is  frequency was su ffic ien t to  make the Uèê of the thermbpiie very d if f ic u lt  &
On.this account the.,.,second, déüeo^or'’was the more su itab le ''for use in  
an a,.c, system* This was à  therm istor 'bolometer made.by. Dell Telephone - 
laborta to ries and Supplied by Pr-*'G-,Ë,%dé of the.United,;$tàtéf 'Scien tific  
Oomaission, in  the United Kipgdon, therm ist or s. ' have bO'en. 'described by
Becker'and Moore (1 9 4 6 ) and i ^ t t é n  and Be,cker (1 9 4 6 ) , They make uSe of 
th in  flWces of a . semiconducting m aterial with a large .'t'émperatüfe çoeffioiènt 
of r e s is t iv ity  which are mounted on a quartz block which serves as a  heat sink*
Although in  the present case the detector'took, thé form of-'a bridge network 
with two ■ therm istor flakes and two .balancing:', arms, by - fa r  the more ' sensitive 
arrangement for. a;c*work i s  à  simple series'.'circuit l # e  a pW tocell e i rç u it  '"'ij
where the signal i s  the change in  po ten tia l across a r é s is te r  in  series with '" '4
. ' ' ' , . ' ,  . .  ' . ' ' - ' ' ' \  :
the sensitive element. These bolometers become, noisy with agé-'Wt. 'th is-'is 
outweighed by th e ir  .high resistance of about arm ahd general
adaptability  to  a ,ç ,  methods*. The high tension - supply., fo r  the hxridge was the 
power pack already described and th e .potential, applied was controlled so th a t \.> .iÎ1
' . V"-
# 0  to ta l  ouïrent flowing in  the c irc u it did not exceed 3^a#  Because of the 
fac t th a t the signal from the bridge m s developed across two comers of the bridge 
instead of between some liv e  point and earth , i t  was found th a t the most 
convenient way of coupling the deteçtol? to  the a # l i f i e r  was through a  puaï>* 
p u ll in-put Stage with the grids connected d irec tly  to  the comers of the 
bridge and the cathode tapped along the supply voltage to  ensure th a t the grid 
bias was correc t, A variable cathode re s is to r  then enabled the system to  be 
balanced to  oomponsate fo r any lack of balance of the bolometer bridge a t  the 
working temperature# The output from th is  stage was coupled to  the m in  
am plifier using a push-pull # tp u t  transformer.
The am plifier i t s e l f  (fig# 6) was required to  amplify only a very 
narrow band of frequencies as times involved in  a lte ra tio n  of the signal 
a # l i tu d e  were long oo%#ared with the period of the signal* The f i r s t  a # l i f i e f  
b u ilt  was Copiod d irec tiy  from Koess (1945). This i s  a push-pull am plifier 
designed to  detect very small signals a t  a  fixed frequèn<^# the tuning being 
achieved by twin-T resistance-capacity feedback networks. I t  was designed 
fo r use with a rad iation  thermopile Only and, on account of the consequent 
lack of adaptab ility  and in s ta b il i ty  under other conditions# i t  was abandoned 
fo r the present work* Since a narrow band pass i s  e sm n tia l to  eliminate hum 
and other noise the method fin a lly  adopted to  obtain the required se lec tiv ity  
was straightforward tuning using a p a ra lle l 1-c c irc u it with a Varley choke 
of about 3,000 henry# and a conden#f# This provided a working frequency 
o f about 12 c/s* The Q value of the c irc u it i s  obviously Imf but the effective 
lim its  of response (gain down to  about 1% of the peak value) are about 8 c /s  and 
20 o /s  which eliminates p rac tica lly  a l l  spurious signals.
The f i r s t  stage of the am plifier has a 617 pentode with the tuning 
c irc u it in  i t s  anode c irc u it ,  i%#cautiqn# are taken to  reduce noise, hum 
pick-up and microphonies iy  mounting the chassis on foam rubber supports and
F ig . 6. A m plifiers, The components on the  r ig h t  a re  the  pre—am p lifie r and the  main anQ )lifier, On 
th e  l e f t  a re  the  output f i l t e r s  and the  push- 
p u l l  p re - a n ^ li f ie r .
using b a tte ries  fo r the cathode heater and high tension supplies. A ll oomponents 
are protected against e lec tro s ta tic  and# as f a r  as possible, electrom ghetlc, 
pick-up by enclosing the valve chokes 'and‘'tmnsformers"in''m  cahs* ' The m in  
am plifier i s  à normal, three stage# jM  conpled am plifier with two pentode 
stages using 6AP7^s and a  low inq^Wamé'Wtput stage with a  616* ' The high 
frequency responce i s  lixkted  using a  condenser as a  short c irc u it to  
earth  from the anode of the f i r s t  pentbde and s ta b ili ty  i s  improved by negative 
feedback applied from the anode to 'th e " g r #  of the second pentode stage# The 
amplified signal i s  taken from the o u t# t  ij^ve %  a transformer with à very 
high primary irpedance and pa'sms through a low pass#%seçtioh, 1-0 f i l t e r  wüûi 
a cu t-off between 20 and 30 c /s  to  arémové noise hum# I t  i s  then rec tif ie d  
by a f u l l  wave selenium meter r e c t i f i #  and the ripple i s  rmoved using a  
normal L-0 smoothing circuit#  The metèf used to  detect the signal and thus 
make the balancé settings i s  e ith e r a  ^hlpivbt 120/)^ centre zero meter or a  
Tinsley box galvanometer with a sen s itiv ity  of 25 mc//ia when greater se n sitiv ity  
i s  required# The am plifier i s  su ffic ilh tly ''s tab ie  th a t, - even when th é  'galvoho-.; - 
meter i s  used, the deflectiohs'..are " so 'steady''that 'a'magnifyiog- lens coii be used in  
fron t of the scale enabling deflections of i / i o  mm;'to be detected# Thé output 
signal a t  the anode of the là s t  /%lve can be monitored iy  a fjathod© 
oscilloscope, and the sen sitiv ity  of t f c  %stem can b© controlled by a normal 
gain control in  the grid c irc u it of ohé" of the pentodes and a  pptontiometer across 
the f in a l smoothing stage from which the signal i s  supplied to  the meter#. The 
to ta l  voltage gain of the am plifier i s  about 6.10^ and the noise characte ristics  
such that# with zero signal applied to  the photocell# the current on the output 
meter i s  le ss  than 1 /l^ a #
An attempt was made to  use an electron m ultip lier photocell as an 
amplifier# The principle i s  that# s i# é  the m ultip lier ac ts as a current 
amplifier# any fluctuation  in  the current in  the f i r s t  stage w ill appear a t  the
f in a l anode amplified to  the same extent as the current its e lf#  Since th is  
am plification is  of the order of 10^ in,good c e lls ,  oomparahle voltage amplifica­
tio n  ought to  he possible# W h  an arrangement was tr ie d  with the signal applied 
in  se ries  with the accelerating p o ten tia l applied to  the f i r s t  stage W tmen 
the cathode and the f i r s t  anode, B ith ir  transformer or #  coupling was used 
to  ohtain the #B#lified signal and voltage ^ i a s  of pp to  H3Ô were found depending 
oh the in ten sity  of the lig h t used to  a c tim te  the c e l l .  The reason th a t th is  
i s  so much lower than the e i^ ç te d  w lue  i s  th a t saperdmposition of the signal 
on the f i r s t  anode po ten tia l i s  such # y % sff ic le n t my.'of\'modWiating the'-'electron 
Stream as the effec t depends on the ra tio  of the signal voltage to  the stage 
po ten tia l of about 50 v# | f  a  control grid were. used between the cathode and 
the f i r s t  anode much more e ff ic ie n t mo<W#tion coWLd be achieved and high 
«B^lification ohtaiaed* This .would re su lt in  ah a % lif ie r  which whs compact and 
Sinqple and, although subject to  the fairly , high noise level to  which electron 
m lt ip l ie r s  are prone a t high freq u # o ies, would have many advantages over 
normal am plifiers in  many ways such as frequency response# I t  'would,, however^ 
be of lim ited application as i t  could deal with very low i # u t  signals' only so 
as to, avoid saturation  of the la te r  stages.
The power u n it fo r the main am plifier i s  a  normal-double diode 
rectify ing  and smoothing u n it with a stab iliz ing  stage# This i s  of the dommon 
d#c#. am plifier type where the high tension current i s  controlled using a  low 
resistance triode as variabla series resistance# The output voltage measured 
across part of a bleeder resistance i s  compared with th a t across a neon 
s tab ilis in g  tube by applying one to  the cathode and one to  the grid  of a high 
gain pentode# The output,from th is  i s  applied to  the grid  of the controlling^ 
triode thus compensating fo r any change in  output voltage of the rectify ing  
u n it by a lte rin g  the resistance of the tr io d e .
The am plifier u n its  are mounted oh a metal framew<Wc a t  one side of
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the apparatus while a l l  the other e leo tr io a l apparatus i s  mounted on another 
rack a t  the other side, The power units: ore momiWd on the la t te r  rack so os 
to  avoid 50 c /s  pick-up in  tÜs' è l^ i i f ie rs  and inost o f the © iectrical equipment 
i s  supplied from a saturated core s tab ilis in g  transformer which i s  kept even 
fu rther away on account of i t s  very strong magnetic f ie ld s ,
4) Cryostats
Since the whole apparatus, in  e ffec t, constituted the cryosta t, 
we are concerned only with the a ç tm l liqu id  gas holders which supported and 
cooled the mirror# The f i r s t  type of cryostat ( f i^ i  7 à  8) which was used only 
with liqu id  a i r  consists simqply of a german silv e r tube about 1  ^ diameter and 
8* lorn; which pro jects through, and is 'm ppdrted  by, a flanged brass plate 
resting , as described before, on a  rùbhéf ring  seal on the main apparatus,
The tube i s  open a t  the top and i s  closed a t  the bottom by a copper blodc which 
ac ts as a mirror holder and i s  recessed so as to  allow the face of the mirror 
to  l i e  on the axis of the tiibe# Two holes d rilled  in  thé block allow the 
liqu id  a i r  to  c ircu late  inside i t  and the mirrors can be soldered to  the face 
of the block or cla%éd to  i t  by a screwed collar* A tWrmocouple cohld be 
clamped behind the specimen or'' soldërëd''tb''the' block and the leads taken out 
through cover seals in  the m%>porti% p la te . This ciyostat held a m ir ro r '#  in  
diameter and #  thick and early  expé'rfcénts down to  liqu id  a i r  temperatures 
were done using it#  I t  was, however, fo u ^  th a t a s i # l e  clhmp f i t  dÜ  ho t, 
apparently, provide su ffic ion tly  good thermal contact between the liqUid in  
the oryostat and the m irror; As thé mirror i s  almost en tire ly  surrounded by 
surfaces a t  room temperature, the iW iation  heat influx was su ffio ieh t to  give 
quit© a  few degrees temperature differohoO across the poor thermal obntact 
obtained by clamping. Any la te r  ôaqjeriménts using th is  cryostat were done by 
soldering the mirror to  the blods: with Wood* s metal and no fu rther ' d iff ic u lty  








of tW  speoiinen e a w e d  tlmt* owe good tW m al oontaet with th© bath Imd 'hem 
aobieved# tW  te # e ra ti# o  diff#emee%#e.. to, irm dW iom  of the' - m rfaùê. by'the 
meaeuriîîg beam betwoea the w fa o e  a«d the bàdk of the mirror wherè the 
temperature waè me&mired m e  lose thaaa *03# *
The eeeoad type oryoatat (fige 7 & 9) m s designed fo r use with liq u id  
hydrogen and helium and a  mirror in  d iam tor and 1/%** thick and
ia  s im ilia r in  principle to  the pattern  described above* I t-d if fe re d 'in  that* 
to  reduce the heat leak to  the, cryostaty 'the actual liqu id  helium cpntaiier 
i s  su ^ n d è d  from the supporting disc %  a thiiwwalled gemàn s ilv e r f i l l in g  
tube* The liqu id  helium container i s  .a german silv e r tube as before but of I
la rger ,diameter than the earl^./One-. and it ; is 'h lo se d  a t  . the top by a .spun copper ■ .‘-’-vj
. ' . - - ' . . ' . . \ - J^|disc through which the f i l l in g  tube and the blc%Mff tube weÿe soldércd* ■ ,■ The 
mirror holder consisted of a  'small. ' copper block soldered to  the p la te  closing j
the bottom of the cryostat and more ç ff iè iè n t cooling was achieved by leading 
the coolant through ducts d r ille d  in  the block rig h t to  the baCIc' of the mirror 
which was soldered to 'the 'holder'W ith  Wood? S'metal*
Before. the .tecln##e of ' soldering the mirror to  the ' holder m s  adopted 
and the mirror was .merely clamped iA place, some kind of vacuum. seal.. had to  be 
used between the holder and the baok of the mirror* This seal bad. to  be 
effective with a presmir# #  lc r4  mm*'.of mercury'Oh one' side and liqu id  a i r  or 
hydrogen on the other* Under these conditions rubber seals are quite useless and 
a  gold ring  eeal supplied' ..by. .ÿerranti'ltd* of Mihbwrgh were tried* These were 
found to  give excellent ropults when used between carefu lly  aligned brass 
p la tes which bad been accurately machined to  a plane surface* They werC  ^
however^ found to  be unsuited to  the present purpose because of their' inconvenience*.. 
The seal i s  extremely 'sensitive to  tW  d istribu tion  of pressure; #oimd the. • 
circumference of the -'ring, since ' the / wire of which i t  i s  formed i s  le ss  than i m .  
in  diam ter# Furthermore * when used with a métal ' such ■ as t in  ;• wliich ■ i s  so fter
*»-»+)
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than gold*.a pemanoiit olroular groove: is. formed in  the face of the metal a t  
th# pressures required to  give a  0atisfaotory= seal and tliiq  made ,a re^seal with 
the saw  specimen v irtu a lly  impossible*
Tîie thermocouple fo r tempemiure measurement was soldered to  the back 
of the mirror and the leads taken through the bath to  roduoe the heat leak to  
the mirror and cut a t  the t<^ of the cryostat# The f i l l in g  tube ends above the 
supporting cap in  a Union to  f i t  the il0 tld \% # o g en  and helium f i l l in g  tubes 
and .has a side tube through which the t#rmocouple wires are taken out thrCugh 
a gas-tight seal* I t  then leads through a tap and a dem m table seal* f i t te d  
with a  sylphon bellows to  talte up any' lack of alignment* to  the. main pumping 
lin e  which terminâtes in  a 3aunders packless valve* The second tube from the
top of the cïyostat* which serves to  remove the gas evaporated in  cooling the .....-
cryostat* which serves to  remove the gàs evaporated in  cooling the cryostat —r..
and to  maintain a vapour pressure of one atmosphere fo r measurements a t  the 
normal boiling tm ^eratures of liqu id  hydrogen or helium* is  takeh out through 
the cap by a length of wcuum jadcet to  minimise frosting  of the cap and then 
v ia  a tap to  the atmospheric pressure 'return .line to  the gas, holder* A side tube 
from th is  lin e  allows a manometer to  be'.'inserted fo r measurements of the 
s ta t ic  pressure over the liq u id  gas while, i t  i s  bei%  pumped* The gas handling 
system described above i s  that'.designed fo r use with liqu id  helium and uses a  -- ■ 
large W.someter pû#* A second system duplicates tliis  on a smaller scale using' 
a small %vac pump fo r use with liqu id  hydrogen*. A T-shaped selector tap  allows 
the hydrogen gas e ith er to  return  to  the gas liolder a t  atmospheric or to be  ^
punned to  reduce the te# era tu re#
Tônq>eratures i# re  measured using a copper#«onStantan thermocouple 
with a s ilv e r - soldered jtmotions and the reference junction in  a small de^ml 
vessel containing an ice-water mixture * The emf of the thermocouple was 
measured using a Doran d irec t reading potentiometer which has a  sen sitiv ity  of
1
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*03 mvi/o©* and températures could thu# be read (Ideally) to  *04  ^ E although 
tliis  acouraey was never used* The thermocouple was calibrated a t  one te # e ra tu re  
using liqu id  oxygen# This ca lib ration  reading tlien enabled a  proportional 
correction to  be applied to  the values given by landolt Bomstein and fo r  the 
emf# of a copper^ontantan thermocouple a t  various te # e m tu re s  and th is  curve 
was then extrapolated to  liqu id  hydrogen temperatures using a . divided 
difference table#
A level indicator fo r liq u id  helium i s  provided by a  tantalum wire 
mounted v e rtic a lly  in  the cryostat * Tantalum i s  a  super-conduetor with a 
tran s itio n  temperature of 4*3^ K so tijat# When p a rtia lly  im ersed in  liq u id  
W,iùm# the junction between the normal and superconducting p arts  of the wire 
should not be fa r  above the surface of the liqu id  heliÿm and the to ta l  
resistance of the wire w ill give a measure of the liqç id  helium level*
, The thermal properties o f the cryostat were sufficiently- good th a t 
one f i l l in g  of perhaps 600 oc*. of liqu id  hydrogen would cool the cryostat and 
then la s t  fo r about 4 hours*:;,'The heating ra te  a f te r  a l l  the hytogen had 
evaporated was about 1^/Wn# a t  the beginning of heating* This heating rate, 
could be accelerated j when desired# using a small heater o f Constantan wire 
wound round the mirror holder and fed; %  two S v# ac<mmulators through a  
controlling' resistance and ammeter outside the apparatus#
All the tbeozy given e a r l ie r  mBmm& th a t the m ta l  eurface i s  pMm 
an i th a t the prepeytlee of the metal i l t h in  the depth of penetration o f the 
rad iation  fie lda  are eeoontially those of the hnik m te ria l#  Oonee(^ently$ 
in  experiments op reflec ting  power performed with the aim of obtaining 
information applicable to  the bulk metal^ great care m e t be taken in  the 
preparation of the surfaooe eo as to  eatiefjr these condition#, The f i r s t  
requirement, th a t o f planeness, i s  not too serious i f  oal7  thé t ^ e r a t u r e  or 
w ai^length  varia tion  of re f lo c tiv lty  i s  required and not absolute values* I t  
i s  therefore ju s tif ia b le  to  sacrifice  fine  f in ish  of the surface i f  the 
production of th a t f in ish  i s  going to  involve other d ifficu lty#
The Second point i s  mch more important# The early  experimenters 
had assumed th a t, provided th e ir  surfaces were polished So as to  show a 
reasonable amount of specular reflection^ the precise nature of the surface 
was not lE ^ r ta n t and i t  was not u n t i l  the work of Beilby (Aggregation and How 
in  Solid») th a t a detailed  investigation of the mechanism of polishing was 
undertâkottf I t  i s  oWLoU# th a t any process which removes metal in  an attempt 
to  secure a plane surface i s  going to  s tra in  thè m aterial to  a ce rta in  estent 
and i t  has long been known th a t the grinding action of carborundum or other 
abrasives o% hard, b r i t t l e  m aterials lik e  glass or speculum métal was the re su lt 
of *^ôonchpidal^ fractu re wixich c r a # s  o ff flakes of the material# This 
presumably leaves the surface strained to  a certain  extent but i t  i s  not 
lik e ly  to  d is to r t the c ry sta l structure very much* îîéwever, Beilhjr suggested I
th a t the mechanism of polishing with fin© polishing agents lik e  rouge or alumina . I ' '
was completely d iffe ren t wad due to  p la s tic  flow of m aterial over the surface# i
By microscopic examination of a scratoliet metal surface a t  various stages of a ; |
polishing process he. was able to  watoB' the growth of a surface skin,which was .caused. j 
to  flow over the scratches and other imperfections to  form, eventua3lly, a 
Goiqpletely polished surface* He observed th a t the surface can be caused to  n
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flow In th is  m m er only by the use of the f in e s t polishing agents lik e  r<x%e 
wiiioh seemed to  have the property of adhering to  the surface as a whole and th a t 
the polishing of even the hardest and m6St b r i t t l e  m te r ia ls ,  such as glasses, 
i s  the re su lt of p la s tic  deformation# ! The mechanical and e le c tr ic a l properties 
of such a highly cold workM'^mterial'as'' th is  film  can be e :^ c te d  to  be quite 
d iffe ren t f rm  those of the Tmdistdrted bulk m aterial and th is  was Verified 
by Béilby in  certa in  cases such as hardness and resistance to  aCid attack*
The e ffec t on the optical ^operties- of a  metal could be considérable as the 
thickness of the d isto rted  laÿ sr may b#'" aà  mch a s  i(T^ c*m# -'which' would'-'mean 
th a t the whole penetratidn depth of the radiation  would W  contaisied in  cdld 
worked m aterial and the op tical properties would be governed by the re s is t iv i ty  
of liighly abnormal m aterial.
The conclusions of Beilby wef e almost immediateiy supported evidence 
from other methods of examining the suffàce* W y  electron d iffrac tibn  
©3q>eriments were done by G*F* Thomson (1 ^ 0 ) and others (Hhoh, CkwTtrel and 
Boebaick 1934# l^ n c h  1%3, l ^ b y s M ^  1933) who shm^ed th a t the
surface of a highly polished metal i s ,  ihdeed, amorphous* The effec t oh the 
re flec tin g  power d irec tly  was shown ^  bowery and îîoore (193^) and Lowery, 
Wilkinson and draare (1936) who investigated the effect oh the absolute 
reflec tin g  power of the method of preparation Of the shrfaee* They used 
d iffe ren t grinding and meGhahiCal polishing methods aM , fo r the f i r s t  time 
in  op tical work, © lectrpiytic polishing and showed th a t the re f le c tiv ity  of a 
iig h tiy  polished or electro2ytical3y polished surface is  about 1 0  higher than 
th a t of a heavily burnished surface*
The .effect o# temperature on the r e s is t iv ity  of th is  highly worked 
layer which i s  determining the re f le c tiv ity  i s  not so ea#y to  predict* I t  could 
be argued, eg* as by Mott and 2ener (1934), th a t the residual resistance of such 
a layer would be so high th a t i t  would mask the te # e ra tu re  dependent p art and a
re f le c tiv ity  almost independent of temperature would be predicted» Moving 
away from th is  extreme, a more and more nearly normal temperature varia tion  
would bo expected as the residual resistance became a smaller proportion of the 
whole resistance and i f  the e ffec t on the absolute re f le c tiv ity  is  only 1 0  
the complete quenching of the tem p^ature Variation i s  not to  be expected#
I t  was with these considerations in  mind th a t the three methods of 
surface preparation fo r the three metals studied, s ilv e r, copper and t in  
using e lec tro ly tic  polishing, casting and amesling- were chosen#
1) l le c t l^ lv t ie  Polishing.
The, phenomenon of el#otro3ytio polishing was f i r s t  noticed ly  
Jacquet (1936)» le  studying anodic etching of copper in  orthophosphoric 
acid he observed tha t,, under certa in  conditions- of current through the c e l l ,  ■ 
the anode became not etched M t polished# This phenomenon and the oonditlone 
governing i t  have become the object of a considerald,e amount of study by 
JaçqUét ard others and methods fo r the polishing..even of large objects on an 
in d u stria l scale have been developed fo r most metals and alloys# (Kemsley and 
Taggart,, « E le c tro n ic  PoiisW^^.. issued by the Oommonwoalth Scientific- and ;■
Industria l 0gan isa tion ) #
The actual mechanism o f  polishing i s  but imperfectly understood 
but i t  i s  noted th a t the polishing process i s  .always aoccaapanied by the 
formation o f  a viscous film  which spreads more p r^ e s s  evenly over the'anode 
surface* I t  i s  therefore pre.s#ed th a t the polishing action rOsults-from the 
p referen tia l removal, of metal ffpm the;tops of-ridges where the film  i s  thinnest* - - : -i
The composition of the film  i#  no t known- accurately but m a t be some complex:
Salt of the metal with the product# of electroiyais# The thickness of the film  
depends on the current flowing in  the c e ll and ihcreases With the <mfreat u n t i l  
i t  teomnss 9 0  tM.(& to  W unstable, - Hien tb ia  bnppena the c e ll  current j
becomes unsteady and s ta r ts  o sc illa tin g  and i t  i s  under these conditions th a t
the best polishing resu lts  are obtaiDsd# The.formation of the film  i s  shown 
as a local maximm -in a graph- of oo ll résistance against current or po ten tia l 
difforence as the füm  thickness increases to the in s ta b ility  lim it# The 
ourrent-^ PbPé charaoteriatios of each co ll fo r each e lectro ly te  were determined 
giving su ffic ien t time between-each reading' to  allow the film  to reach equill»  
brium thickness and a resista#e^P*D*' or a resistmceM mrrent graph drawn# The 
position of the maximum m  th is then acted as a  guide to  th e  best conditions a t 
which to  s ta r t  making the f in a l adjustments fo r the optimum current and P.D* 
settings# The accuracy of these settings can-thda best be determined:from 
microscopic examination of the surfaces themsoives# I f  the current i s  too low 
the surface-film  formed i s  not th ick  oaoi^h and the Surface i s  etched by the 
e lectro ly te  and i f  the current 4 s  too high 'the 'surface i s  - generally ' polished ' 
but p itted  as a re su lt of gas .evolution*. ./The appearance a t  a magnification of 
perhaps 1 0 0  diameters of the surface, 'under those two conditions i s  quite 
characteristic--and can serve as a very reliab le guide to the-Corrections ■. 
required# The d if f ic u lty  in  achieving the; best re su lts  i s  due to  the very large 
mmWr of variables involved# Once the Wet electrolyte has been chosen, the 
current* po ten tia l and b e ll geometry s t i l l  remain m  very important variable
The enormous advantage, of electro ly tic  pOllshihg i s ,  of course* th a t 
metal i s  being removed so th a t ,  in  polishing*- fa r  from a cold^workéd layer 
being formed* any d isto rted ’inyer, resulting from the preliminary prèparatidn 
of the surface la  removed and a pure' la t t ic e  structure l e f t  at the surface* The . 
preparation of- the surfaces prior to  polishing i s  not c r i t ic a l  as polishing can* 
in  p rincip le , be continued u n til a l l  the scratches- have been removed* - in-general,, 
the mirror blanks* stamped as discs out of- sheet-metal 'were - merely - gmund down 
on progressively finer emery, paper from g#de I*4 0  g/O*-"■'.They were held in  a 
brass guard ring holder so that there would be no tendency fo r the specimen to  ,
be rounded a t  the edges#; After peliehlDg i s  eompleted the only treatment 
required i s  the m thing off of the polishing film  and in  eWe eases* eg#- t in ,  
th is  i s  ra ther d if f ic u lt  and e r itie a l*  I f  thé: film  was succéssfully removed and the 
surface was regarded'as sa tisfac to ry 'thé 'spe'cim ent^é 'washed'in d is t i l le d  water 
and ethyl alcohol, dried and kept in  a déssicator-'over calcium chloride»- • •
Polishing c e l js t The e a r l ie s t  c e ll  Used followM thé orthodox 
pattern  illu s tra te d  by Kemsley and Tiggart# A pérspex p la te  carried  a cooling 
c o il of german s ilv e r tubing through which im ter could be circulated: and; which 
also acted as the cathode of th e '# .1 1 # ' -T # 'Spécimen'm e s^portéd--h o riso h taW : 
a t  the end of §''v e r tic a l anode mipport. A 'u tirri% ' paddle'm  drivenv.hy:'a small - 
4 »c# ..electric motor and the temperature m é '#asu red  %  a mercury .thermometer* ,■ ■.
The electro ly te  was merely 'contained- in' a:'glaWs' beaker placed'hnderneath''the ■ 
perspex,plaie», TMs'arrangement p ro v e d ''# ^ '^convehiént to 'W # 'w ith : and 
gave very poor re su lts  with.4in# Whether th is  Was due to  the e le c tr ic a l 
'arrangement or ' th#,. o lectro ly te i s  hot knowh'''but* -iu any case# ah-entirely  • 
d iffe ren t type of Mt'h was "develdped* ''Th|S':WS based oh the 'design - of -Elmor# 
and i s  i llu s tra te d  in ' figs* - 1 1 »' 'The;'# 1 1 ' i s  ' constructed from the top part.''- 
of a-.glass 'bottle from4hioh': the lower p<htiCh''has been removed* I t  Is' % 
iavorted,,Cyer the 'speçiméh which i s ‘'held*-^aChUpwards' in  a -bmss'- cup. in to  which 
the mouth. of the bo ttle  fits'* This i s  -c^x^cted ; to  ^ th e . positive : lead of th e , power. ' 
supply and leakage of th e ,e lec tro $ # e  'betim&''''the mouth of the bo ttle  and the 
specimen i s  prevented by a rubber ' ring' - 'pressed between them# A cylindricH-^' 
cathode of • metal, tin rp la te d ;'é teé l.o r ' copper déplnding- on the specimen,'-'is 
slipped down inside the top of the c ê î î  -ai^'rést'é on thé  inside of the heck of 
the bottle* A wooden base on...which the 'épeciméh'holder re s ts  - is- -fitted .w ith  a  
clamp so th a t the Cell could.be -pfesged''-sé#f'çly 'down on to  thé rubber seal-»
This c e ll  m s made to  f i t . the-'la r^% #j#e .specimens 'fo r thé older 
















Fig* 11* General views of the  e le c tro ly tic  po lish ing  
apparatus w ith the  high re s is ta n c e  c i r c u i ts  on the  r ig h t  and the  low re s is ta n c e  c i r c u i t s  on the l e f t
from a small glass v ia l with a p la s tic  screw topè The specimen ju s t f i t te d  
inside th is  and the thempcchple wiares which were ncrm liy  soldered to  the bacik 
of the mirror were taken out through a hole in  the cap to  serve as the anode lead# 
A rubber ring  seal was interposed between the specimen "ahd the top of the vial 
which was screwed down to  make a liqpiid^tight joint* The bottom of the v ia l 
was removed as in  the c e ll  fo r the ' larger-'spe'cimens-'and''when the assembLly was 
supported v e rtic a lly  in  a clamp the ceU  held sisbut lé  ce* of electrolyte* A 
eyiindpical cathode-was used: ;as in 'th e  e a r i io r ’ça'sâ*- '
The merit in  th is  type of bath W i t s '  eom^ratiVo -.s l% lic ity  and 
acce ss ib ility  of the specimen’ for-washing ^purpbses* Bo provision ' i s  made' fo f - 
cooling W t polishing times 'were kept so Ibw 'th a t; w ith-the cu#eh t densities ' 
used# no appreciable heating\resuited*-- I t  also ' àu tom tiçaliy  ensures'' tlm t 
no foreign m aterials at the anode po ten tia l come into ' 'contact' with .-the. 
e lectro ly te  and secures an unifoi# distribuitibn of - current: 'density'' across the 
Specimen surface resu lting  in  more even pblishing* The horizontal position 
of the specimen with i t s  polished surface up#rds' also helps' to-maintain ' •' 
s ta b il i ty  of the polishing film*
fowçr 8 p)nlies# there are two t)$cs of e le c t ip o l^  in  ocmon use 
distingutteed ty  the resistance of the- 'ce#''''-&d':-'the types of power supply 
accordingly* In the case o f /h igh ''resistaÂ è''$ lectrbl# 6  O' f a ir ly  high ' 
po ten tia l of up to  1 0 0  v# is- ^required to, :give''M'adeqmte' current 'ahd-the 
normal form of control i s  a  variable 'resiA 'bf'"in 'series - With th e  coll* An 
ammeter In series - with the c e ll  and' a vbltiaetef ' 'across - i t  'enable' the current^ 
po ten tia l characteristics of the c e l l  to  #  detemined in i t ia i ly  and the 
conditions during polishing to  be controlled*' ' In the present case the power 
i s  supplied by a 230 v* fu H  wave rec tif ie r^  'the ''po tential from which was 
halved by a p o te n tiû  divider ànd smoothed by an-'14* 'f i l t e r  before ■passing• 
to  the bath through the re s is to r  and 'meteWde^ribed'-above*' Tor low
resistance electrolytes^ potentials as low as.4 v* - suffice and are usually ■ 
supplied to the polishing cell through a potentiometer* • In the present "cahe-• 
two 2 V* acmimulatore, wore umü as a power supply and Mm coll was, as before# 
provided with the .necessary voltmeter and aimeter* With th is .arrangement#- 
the potential from the potentiometer is  used to control the. polishing ■ 
conditions .rather than the current ias i3i the high resistance casé*
E lectrolrtes and Conditions I The. electrolytes used arc those 
originally employed by dacciuèt' ancl lis te d  % KemSley and Tegarti
a) Tin; The Solution used fir st with the e a r lie r  type of hath 
i s  as follows#
144 0Ç.. ethyl alcohol ' -
1 0  # *  alttminium ■ chloride (anhydrous )
45 gm* zinc chloride (anhydrous)
3 ^ CO# water
11 0 0 * n^wtyl alcohol
This i s  a high resistance electro ly te  and poten tia ls of about Z3 v# 
with currents of about 300 ma* Were used. Tarioùs polishing times from .30 sec# 
upwards were used hut the re su lts  were never satisfactory# the surfaces being 
invariably, etched apparently by the film  itself* . Whether or not the lack of 
.success, was the re su lt of im su itab ility  of the conditions ■ or'merely-of 
inexperience ' m  th is  was -, the f i r s t  method ■tried is- not known Wt# in  any case# 
the method was a^doned*
With the second type of bath described above, another solution 
was used* I t  contained#
1 9 4  CO* perchloric acid (3*G* 1 , 6 1 )
8 0 0  CO* acetic  W ydride 
This solution i s  e#remely unpleasant to, Use* Apart from the explosive 
tendencies of perchloric acid , especially in  the presence of dehydrating
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agents# tW  acetio anhydride .gives, r is e  to  'dangerous and unpleasant- fumes#
The danger of explosion in the .solution id greatly; minimised by keeping i t  -, 
cool and precautions were - inm riahly taken to keep the /Wmpemtore below. , . 
30  ^ üé The most dangerous time, is  whan, theisplution. ip Wing, made up as the ' 
heat of solution is  oonslderable*;  ^The method..adopted was-to. hold the acetic 
anhydride in  a beaker mrrounded % ice and-..water and 'to.-çâd the .perchloric 
acid, diluted, to  the correct' co3içehtmtioh#.;.drôp %  drop, from 'a burette a t a 
rate of about one drop every j. five seconds#. In th is  way th e , solution is  
kept adequately, cool and the chance of ;th^ perahloric; acid; concentration ■ 
rising to  a. dangerous imiue-is. el^imted# _ The.' 'solution was kept .in a dark =. .- 
bottle in  a cool - cupboard ' and. did hct. .0.eem to deteriorate .over a period of , 
several months# :
The polishing conditions for t i n  .determined fiUm a. resistances 
potential graph were about 17 v* w ith .a .to ta l current between'1*5'a* and Z a* 
The time of .polishing varied, with requirements, but was. usually, about 6 to  
4 minutes. Bxtreme care i s  necessary in  the . removal of the dark polishing film  
as i t  is  essen tia l to avoid the formation,, in  situ#, of products of hydrolysis _ 
of the film  m aterial which etch the Surface* .The film ;m at be .washed;.-off by a 
rapid stream of very hot water and a m çcèêsfuljy . polished surface .results.- ■ • 
only i f  the whole-film i s  washed off at the in stan t the water strikes the 
surface# With - a l i t t l e  practice eàtis.fuçtory . surfaces , wore obtained and = 
polishing times could then be extended for as long '.as. was. required - by the 
i n i t i a l  ■ state- of the surface# .It was found tha t a succession, .of short 
polishing times with intermediary waaMnge gave more sa tisfac to ry  re su lts  
than one'-long polishing time and th a t ..it .was much more d if f ic u lt  polish the 
large area of the ^  diameter mirrors than th a t of the diameter specimens#
b) Ooppêrl Oopper speolmens were polished using,an electro ly te  
consisting simply of orthophosphoric acid-'-solution i^Ath a specific gravity
\  ' ' ' / '  -
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of 0*9* This is  a 2m resisimnce eleotroi^be and tW power supply was of the 
low potential type desoribed-above# The resisW iqe^potential curve showed'- 
optimum eohditioiis a t about 0*9 v# emd the ourrèùts u^ed ware of the-order of .
<10 to 30 %m* Copper proved to  be much easier to polish than tiup  ■ The 
polishing film seems to  be more stable-and presents #  d if f ic u ltie s  'in washing* 
Individual polishing times were ummlly a  mut - 3 to 5  Whutes'img.^: a f te r  mshlng# 
polishing was continued fo r as long as hecèssàry to  obtain a-■ sa tisfac to ry  ■ 
surface#
2) -O&atlaglteikids '
Because-of the time requii'Od to obtain Satisfaotoiy resu lts for
t i n  by e lec tro ly tic  polishing# an a lternative  method, fo r prpdixoing the mirror 
surface was sought and a tçchniqp:é 0# casting ' the surface--against'.a-flat - 
glass p la te  was developed# - The advahtages of such a'method are obvious in  
th a t ,  i f  successful and the conditions are correct, the surface fCfmod is- • 
au tom tica lly  straîn^-free- and-.'ptoie*^ ■, The. conditions for the fCrmtion of a 
sa tisfac to ry  - surface-are. f i r s t ly ' that the metal should wet the - glass- so as to  
secure as fine a surface fin ish  as the glass and not i# v e '' any bubble p i ts  
or 'Slag inclusions at the surface*. This ensures tha t the sufface is  optically  
sa tisfac to ry  and'to aa tis iy  the second condition that the ' surface-be ■ 
undlstoi'ted- and straiUf'fpee, i t  is ' Uecepsaty to  arrange that-the,metal--at tW  
surface is  not mqposed to  strains, or displacemente arising  -from- high ; -
temperatwe gradients# To sa tisfy  -these conditions the following - method - 
was developed#'
A block of steel about 4^* square and 3* thick to provide a  large 
heat capacity was heated by Bunsen burners*' if square' ^ s s 'p la te  about 1/16^ 
thick which had been carefully cleaned and-;degreaSed with oaTbon tetrachloride 
With iiml washings in - d is tilled  - water and alcohol before dryingwas placed 
on top of the block and a small piece of tin  resting on thé plate showed
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when the tçmpemtur© of the glass m rfaoe reaohed the melting point of tin#
The mould fo r the mirror was a brass oyliw ifr of the appropriate outside diameter fo r 
the mirror holder and about #  to  long# This, rested on top of the glass 
dari ng heating and, when the t in  indicator showed th a t the tm perature of the 
glass surface was above tim t of melting t in ,  the, sample metal was melted in  a 
s i l ic a  boat* A hole d rille d  in  the bottm l'of th is  a t  one end enabled clean 
t in  to  be poured out leaving the oxide layer behind# Enough t in  was poured in to  
the mould to  cover the botto# and a thermocouple junction# wet with soldering 
s p ir i t ,  was dipped in to  the t i n  surface and supported while the t in  l^ s e *
This simultaneously ensured th a t the t in  wet the sides of the mould, which i s  
essen tia l as the seal between the t in  and the mould must be vacuum tig h t even 
when immersed in  licp id  hydrogen#
The whole assembly was then allowed to  cool very slowly, turning
■ ' - -..Mdown and removing one EmiSen burner a t  a time# The time requirOd fo r the vi
t i n  to  freeze was about one or two hours aM the t im  to  cool down to rdom i
temperature about five or six# I t  i s  desirable to  cool the t in  as slowly as j
possible to  avoid thermal s tra in s  and the question of Oxidation a t  the I
■'■4reflec ting  surface during iM s time do## not arise  as we mppose th a t, by th is  I
time, the t in  has wet the glass surface and i s  intim ately in  contact with i t  |
to  the exclusidn of atmospheric gases# When completely cool the glass was ;
removed from the m irror, i f  necessary, by cracking i t  o ff in  l i t t l e  pieces#
' ' ' ' ' ' ' IThe most frequent%  dofects wore oxide inclusions and bubbles a t  the i
surface which reduced the amount of useful reflec ting  area* To eliminate , j |
these troubles, the te # e ra tu re  of the glass p la te  and molten t in  had to  be 
f a ir ly  accurately controlled* I f  the te n ^ ra tu re  of the p la te  was too high ' |
the t in  oxidised as i t  covered the surface and i f  the glass wAS too cold, - ]
bubbles remained trapped on i t s  surface# The actual températures were not 
measured but a l i t t l e  practice Soon showed the correct conditions* The :
of the t i n  i t s e l f  i s  not e r i t io s l  but m s usually  kept às low as 
possible tè  avoid undue oxidation during pouring#
I f  the conditions had been correct before pouring the t in  wet the 
glass completely and the p la te  had to  be cracked off* This l e f t  a  plana, 
b r i l l ia n t  t in  surface with only vary s lig h t imperfections due to  a vary few 
scattered Wbbles of a fraction  of a ^ l im e t r e  diameter* The conditions were 
not su ffic ien tly  Closely controlled to  produce largo cryatale and microscopic 
examination showed th a t the cry é ta l s|zo o t the surface ranged from l/lOO mm, 
to  1/XO mm* Various fluxes and wotting agents war# tr ie d ' in  an endeavour to  
improve the contact between the t i n  and the glass but without success* By fh r 
the best re su lts  were obtained with surfaces which were scrupulously clean*
3) Annealing M»thod
The case of siivo r required Airther considération. The quantity 
available was much smaller than in  the case of the other metals and so there 
was no opportunity to  mq^eriment as had been done with the others, The idea 
of e lec tro ly tic  polishing was not a ttra c tiv e  as , although s ilv e r i s  apparently 
ea%r to  polish , large quantities of métal can be lo s t in  unsuccessful polishing 
attempts and a lo t  of experimenting i s  required before the correct conditions 
are ascertained* The casting method i s  not precluded but i s  rendered 
much le ss  convenient than fo r t in  by the much higher melting point* Bearing 
in  mind the req u ir^ en ts  of a reasonably plane but d efin ite ly  unstrained 
surface layer, i t  was considered th a t a sa tisfac to ry  sttrfaC© could be obtained 
by annealing methods# The principle i s  th a t, even in  a d isto rted  but polished 
layer which has been formed during grinding and polishing^ heat treatment a t  
a temperature above th a t required to  produce reerysta liza tion  would lead to  
grain growth spreading through the d istorted  layer to  reform an unstrained crysta l 
structure r ig h t up to  the surface. I t  i s  to  be expected th a t tii is  would re su lt 
in  a s lig h t diminution of the degree of polish resu lting  fr<# thé a lte ra tio n
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to  the c ry sta l structure a t  the surface but, as has been pointed out previously, 
th is  should not be an important consideration when only the temperature 
varia tion  of re f le c tiv ity  is, required*
The sample came in  the form of wire which was melted down to  a  hmà 
in  a clean s i l ic a  crucible# The bead was then hammered and ro lled  out in to  a 
disc which was# without being turned apouTately circtdUù?, ground plane on one 
side on progressively fin e r emery papers*. This face was then given a  lig h t 
polishing with alumina which l e f t  i t  with à feasonabiy b r i l l ia n t  sarfacé but 
which did not I presumably, re su lt in  m  undue amount of p la s tic  defomation 
of the surface layer* The disc was then annealed in  a i r  a t  about 600^ 0 fo r  
i& hrs* and then cooled slowly "k room t#peratm%* The disc was soldered 
with Wood^s metal to  a Wàss ' ring ' similar:' to  tha t used as a mould fo r  the 
"casting of t in  specimens to  êhable i t  to  be mounted in  the mirror holder lik e  
the other samples and a thermocouple was f  oldéred to  the ba%*
4) mture of the ^ faee and mmritles
In the case of copper and t in ,  tfe , samples were prepared from normal ' ' 
commercial, sheet metal* The '.silver specimen was prepared frm.: silver- supplied 
by lOhnson Hatthey* The impurity.content:'of the copper and tin  i s  not sta ted  
but i#  unlikely to  exceed * #  for. copper and #0 2^ fo r tin* Ihat fo r s ilv e r 
i s  guaranteed to  be iCsS than #0001^*
Impurity addition resu lting  from processing must be very small in  the 
case of those samples prepared by e lec tro ly tic  polishiug* Any surface impurity 
acquired during the preliminary tre#m entywill. be removed t e in g  the polishing 
process and no fresh  contamination i s  like ly 'to , take place while the specimen' ' 
i s  being polished* This w ill hold true for a l l  the copper specimens a l l  of 
which Were e lec tro ly tica lly  polisWd# I t  w ill also be the case fo r some of the 
t in  specimens used e a r l ie r  bufc the la te r  specimens# to  which the re su lts  
quoted la te r  re fe r , ware cast# During the casting process contamination can
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a r im  by the mixing in , on melting, of impuritios prepent on, the surf hoe 
of the stock m et# , by contact with the melting vessel, by oxidation in  the 
a i r  and absorption of gases while molten arid, finaliy, absorption of foreign 
m tei*ial in  the mould and on the glass surfaces* Oontâmination from d ir ty  
surfaces was minimised by the use of a clean s il ic a  boat in  which the t in  
Was melted and the high degree of cleanliness o f the glass casting m rface .. 
which # s  required 'to-give a. # t i g f àotory '.mirror#,,. A shas -been montioWd, 
v is ib le  slag, contamination was avoided by: strain ing  the .molten t in  through a 
small hole in  the s i l ic a  boat so that, the only appreciable ■ .source of impurity 
remaining i s  • absorption o f , gases, such as atmospheric o?^gen* .' Since th is  goes 
into solid aolntion in  t in  no trace  would be shown, on microscopic. examination and 
very l i t t l e  can be said about .th is .'type of contamination* '
The o rig inal melting down .of .the" .silver ,,sp.ecimen was dona in  u ir  so 
th a t the p o ss ib ility  of oxide formation i s  present* -I# the-:initial# ■ mechanical 
grinding p artic les  of eme]^ could be.'forced, into, the comparative;^ s o #  surface 
of the s ilv er and would remain on the re f  looting surface* Tho annealing took 
place in  a i r  and, - while _ the te # e ra tu re , was kept as low. as was - cohsisteht 
with a reasonabie annealing time; oxide formation could take place #though 
the extent of th is  was premmaüy .negligible compared With the effec t of the 
i n i t i a l  melting*
After processing, the. only metal lik e ly  to  be further affected is  
copper which oxidises sppntaaèously. a t  ,rom. temperature in ,# r*  However ,^ we are 
concerned here only with bulk im parities rnther, than surface ' film's ' # ich - w ill 
be considered la te r  f
The sj^cimens were, •% each case# examined microscopically in  ordar 
to  ascerta in  the surface .s tric tu re  "and,, fo r .a ll three..metals, the oxi'stence 
a t  the surface of a #ym tai la t t ic e  strucÿùfe. was yerified* The grain size 
in  the case of the t in  specimen was l/lOO pm# to  1 / ld  w* and was slig h tly
s m lié r  fo r the copper and silver# The copper speolmonà were not annealed 
and so remained in  the probably fa ir ly  highly Worked Condition resultjUig from 
the roiling* Examination of the s ilv e r 'surfaeo showed no trace  of the abrasive 
oohtamimtion which has been suggested above*
The apparatus had been designed fo r the detection of small changes 
in  reflec tiîig  power occurring over small température - ranges as the Work 
contemplated had been concerned largely  with, changes in  re f le c tiv ity  - over '.the 
saperoonductlng transition# The problems: of ; te%omture. control • and ■ measurement 
under these oirctmstanees are re la tiv e ly  sim ple'as .the tm ÿ em tu re 'range. % ■ 
involved would be that, a tta inab le '. usi% ' li^W ./.heliusi..  ^ However# i t  •appeared 
th a t work of th is  .nature would not be possible .'ahd th a t the most p rofitab le ■. 
température range to  study would be tW t ..between : r o # ''te#ém ture '' and th a t of 
liqu id  hydrogen# To achieve:'this, with the -apparatus : available, the only 
teohniquo i s  to  cool the cryostat :ànd the& take m easure##^ a# the cryostat 
heats a f te r  a l l  the liqu id  has boiled away# - This .then necessitates: tÎ3e use of 
thermocouples or' some o th e r. means ■ o f .temperature : .measurement ? and# apart. ■ 'from ■ 
recooiing the cryostat with' more liqu id  .-air.':o$-'by^#n^^ the-'only' temperature : 
control possible i s  to  accelerate, the. beating iiSihg the beating c o il# . This ■ ■ ■, 
heater,'re tp ii’GS re la tiv e ly  heavy le ad s . which • wéiW- be:' .'bad. -if the-'heat 1^  •' 
to .th e  mirror holder Wre an importmt.c.onsi3#ationbut-'wliioh":were.'permissible 
under the present circumstances# .l a t h e r 'd i f f i W t y  arisen.from' tW  .fact 
th a t a l l  the c r i t i c a l  parts of the .app#a#s are endoàéd 'in'.the vacuum, 
space during the experiment so th a t ver^  ^ l i t t l e  could be done in  thé event of 
aiybhing going wrong and aiy  breakdown .usually:, meant: waiting fo r the cryostat 
to  beat up and admitting a i r  to  the tank, before .any.'..adjustments 'coul& -bo mad© 
and the tank ré?evaçuated to  s ta r t  again# . -TM situation  ms- # # '  rather, easier 
by the us© of a thick glass plat© on the unused cryostat mwmting over the 
réference mirror which enabled the workiîig of the apporàtùs, bût not thé s ta te  
of the 'mirror, to  be observed#
. •!
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1) General Esmeriiaental Procedure
In se tting  up the apparatus for normal operation the op tical system 
was adjusted outside the tank as far as was possible without the specimen 
mirror* I t was then pushed in to  the tank and the cryostat inserted* The 
cryostat was rotated and t i l te d  until#  with a piece of ground glass substituted 
fo r the detector# i t  could bo seen that the two. beams from the sample and the 
reference mirror were suitably placed to f a l l  on the detector* A certa in  
amount of further adjustment was possible by sliding the whole op tical system 
on the r a i ls  so as to  move i t  with reference to  the sample mirror* This m s ' 
not a very c r i t ic a l  adjustment and, once a suitable position had been found, 
a bolt screwed in to  the inner end of the op tical bench .acted as a stop to  
make the se tting  reproducible* The shutter in  the reference beam was then set 
so that, with the specimen beam shutter about I / 3  to  1 /2  open, the beams were 
of about the same in tensity . The detector was inserted and the end plate 
mounted so th a t the chopping wheel could be driven. The apparatus was sta rted  
and a search made for a balance point made by moving the specimen beam shutter. 
When a lainimum of the output signal had been found, the apparatus was opened 
to  check that the specimen beam shutter was in  a suitable position  a t  the 
balance point to  allow for considerable increase or decrease of the specimen's 
reflec tiv ity*  Any correction necessary to  bring the balance setting of the 
specimen beam shutter to  a suitable position could be carried out by moving the 
reference beam shutter* When a sa tisfac to ry  setting  had been found the specimen 
beam slm tter was set to  be ju s t closed and the revolution counter and the
i* Î
pointer on the control handle se t to  read scro, i f  necessary by slipping V i
the bevel gears driving the shutter* The apparatus was then ready fo r 
evacuation*
When the pressure was low enough th ^ iq u id  a i r  trap  on the Pirani Vi
gauge and the shield round the specimen were f i l le d  in  an endeavour to remove
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puiap o #  and other vapours from the system before the mirror was cooled* The 
cryostat.was f i l le d  either# in  the case of liqUM air# by pouring in  through 
the f i l l in g  tube or e lse , fo r liqu id  hydrogen, by using a tran sfe r veeseli 
This W&0 a glass dewar vessel fitte d  with a, brass ■ cap which# after f illin g  at 
the liquefier# could be supported on a retort stand beside the apparatus *
($ee fig# 3 )* A mcumKjaoketed tran sfer tub© could be f i t te d  Into the f illin g  
tube on the cryostat and screwed down to make a gastight seal* The vapour 
ou tle t from the transfer vessel was connected by rubber tubing to  the atmospheric 
pressure return lin e and the hydrogen was transferred by opening the valve on the 
tran sfer tube and closing the gas tube from the transfer vessel* During 
f i l l in g  the cryostat was open through the blow-off tube to  the atmospheric 
pressure lin e  and; when su fficien t hydrogen had been transferred# as judged 
fpom the amount remaining in  the glass dewar# the tran sfer tube was closed and 
the cryostat ou tle t switched to  the pump.. In the case of both liqu id  iydrogen 
and air# the technique was to  tran sfe r ju s t enough, liqu id  to  leave a few ce* 
in  the cryostat and then to  pun^ to  obtain the lowest possible ten^erature. '
headings were started  a t  th a t point and contiimed as the cryostat warmed Up 
when a l l  the liqu id  had evaporated*
2) Temperatt^e Variations of B eflectiv itv
The. readings were started by opening the specimen beam slm tter u n ti l  
a minimum deflection on the output meter was obtained* Tliie f i r s t  reading 
moans notliing by i t s e l f  but i t  se ts  the.^)ecim©n beam at a standard intensity* 
This can be maintained during the experiment by moving the shutter so tlm t, 
thereafter# the changes in  shutter se tting  from tliis  f i r s t  one. are (a f te r  
correction from the shutter ca lib ration  graph) inversely proportional to  the 
change in  re f le c tiv ity  from the in i t i a l  value* The apparatus was kept 
permanently balanced during the experiment so th a t measurements were made 
merely by reading the pointer and readings were taken every three or four
I . " f 7 6I / '
degrees as the tea^ ’mttire rose* The apparatus wariaed # i t e  slowly giving 
BS3pl0 time for meam^ments and#, as the warming' rate decreased at higher 
temperatures, a oqhtrolled amount o f heating was provided using the heater on 
thje mirror bolder^ # Headings were normally oontimW u n til on© m& made at 0% 
hut# in  the oa^e of copper and tin# the measurements were extended upwards from 
0^0 by h e a ti#  the oiyostat using a stem  jet* During these higher tmperature 
.e:^ÿeriments t #  apparatus was s t ü i  evacuated to avoid th e p ossib ility  of 
%ohtamlnati6n of the hot surface of the mirror in  air*
Mpkmally only on© f i l t e r  was used during each experiment but# when 
liq u id  hydrogen m s used# heating m s continued only so fa r  as to  overlap 
Witîh readings obtained using liqu id  air* The f i l t e r  changer was then used to  
placé another f i l t e r  in  the beam# the cryostat m s recooled and the eaiperiment 
rçé# ted*
The resu lts  are thus obtained as a set of angles# expressed in  
degree^# through which the specimen shatter control shaft has turned* I f  a 
large r^ng© of re f le c tiv ity  has Wen covered the readings require to  be 
conver#%;_ using the shutter ca lib ra tion  graph# to  a se t of numbers 
representing the actual area of the aperture uncovered but i f  only a  small 
re flec tiM ty  range has been found# as m s normally the case# the erro r 
introduced by taking the angles themselves a# being proportional to  the change# 
in  aperture area 1 # neglipabl© compared with th a t arising  from other sources*
We now assume that the tra n m itte d  in tensity  i s  proportiom i to  the area 
of apertdre exposed and since only the central# uniformly illuminated portion 
of the beam is  accepted# ty  the aperture# th is  i s  probably ju stified#  We can 
thus say th a t the reflec ting  power of the specimen is  inversely proportional
to  the exposed area and #0  the ra tio  between the re f le c tiv ity  a t  any
■ " Ltemperature %  and th a t a t  the standard tempe#ture# taken a rb itra r ily  
to  be 2 7 3 b K* m* is#
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where and A^  are the corresponding aperture areas or angles* fo r each 
wave-length# th is  proeesB leads to  a  curve of re f le c tiv ity  ag a W t temperature 
of wliich each value i s  expressed as the ra tio  of the re f le c tiv ity  a t  tha t 
temperature to  the re f ie c tiv ity  a t  273? K,
Ma<»^Leagth Variation B eflaetlv lty
fe  take account of the wave-length variation  of re f ie c tiy ity  i t  
i s  necessary to  compare the r e f le c tiv it ie s  fo r d ifferen t wavB?le#6ha a t 
one tempemture only* This temperature is# in  principle# im % p o r^ t hut# 
fo r convonience# was taken to  be 273^ K and the procedure f h r  ohi^toing.,tha 
wave-length varia tion  m s simply to  chan#' 'tlm  f i l t e r s  using tim. m.dhanical 
changer, mû obtain a balance point fo r çùch"wavé-length while .the. - .'t^ em tu re  
rem ined constant# -Since m:am s t i l l  re s tr ic te d  to  m tios# the ref% ectivity 
fo r each wave^iength m s expressed in  terms of tha t fo r th© blue f i l te r#
Although the f i l t e r  holder held only four-"fjiters# the re f le c tiv ity  fo t '^ 4?" 
nmber of mve^lengths can be-, measured (as"with' temperature ■ ranges) 'by h^ing 
one in  common between two sots of roadingp so th a t the ra tio s  m y be contimod 
from one se t to  the other* This procedure does nçt take account of the m ve4 
length varia tion  of the re flec tin g  power of the reference mirror and tM s\ 
must be measured in  a separate experiment to  be, used as a correction# i#  Wb, 
done by cohering  the in ten sity  of the lig h t reflected  from the mirror w ithlthat 
of lig h t of the same speoiuW,. d istribu tion  as the incident beam# The place \ 
of the sample mirror was taken by an e le c tr ic  lig h t bulb sim ilar to  the nbrmal ^.
Source and run in  series with it*  The f i l t e r s  were placed immediately ; ini frontA:p%.
. ' . . .  . . 'vof the detector so th a t the balance point would depend only on the amount of \
lig h t reflec ted  fro# the reference mirror.'"for each mvo-length* By obtaining . 1
balance points fo r each f i l t e r  the ■reflectivity fo r each wàvè-leîigth could ',1:-
; '
be e3q>reBS©d ap a ra tio  with th a t fo r the blue f il te r*  The readings gave 
d irec tly  the square of the varia tion  as both thé beam-splitting mirror and 
the reference mirror (which are of iden tical m te r ia l)  are involved* To 
simplify the conditions the main collimating mirrors were removed and the 
beam which normally f a l l s  on the ppeclmeii was displaced* The collimating ' 
mirrors are common to  both beams when the apparatus i s  in  nomal operation 
so th a t th e ir  re f le c tiv ity  does not enter into any correction# The curve 
obtained for the wave<Length varia tion  of re f le c tiv ity  of the reference mirror 
was then applied as a correction to  a l l  the readings obtained fo r the sample. 
Having obtained the corrected wave-length variation  fo r th e . sample as a 
proportion of the re f le c tiv ity  fo r the blue ' f i l t e r  a t  273% i t  was then possible 
to  express every reading fo r th a t sample as a frac tion  of the re f le c tiv ity  
fo r the blue f i l t e r  a t 273%* The readings are thus reduced to  a common scale 
and give a complete p icture of both te%%)emture and wave-flength variations*
The curves obtained in  tliis  way fo r copper, tin ,and s ilv e r are sliown 
in  figs* 12# 13; 14, respectively (Bee Tables XI to  XIX)# The curves were 
obtained using two t in  mirrors# one ca rt and one e lèc tro ly tio a lly  polished, 
two copper mirrors, both e lec tro ly tica ily  polished and one siivo r mirror*
Thé wave-lengths indicated are the values appropriate to the peak of the 
transmission curve or, i f  necessary, the peak of the combined sonoitiv ity  of 
the f i l t e r  and detector* Each curve is  made up of a number of anything up to  
five runs* The wave-length variations fo r copper, t i n  and s |lv e r  a t  273% and 
fo r aluminium a t  288% are shown in  fig* 15. The wave-length varia tion  fo r 
any other temperature can be obtained simply from any v e rtic a l section across 
the temperature varia tion  curves*
4 ) Ali^aomte S efléc tlv lty
Absolute measurements of reflec tin g  power or even comparison of the 
re f le c tiv ity  of d iffe ren t metals was never attempted but, i f  necessary, a
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dli'eot comparison between tw  metals could be made with the apparatus* Absolute 
values could then be obtained i f  comparison with a metal of Immm re f le c tiv ity  
were possible. The oonsidemtions involved in  such an experiment are as follows. 
F irs tly  the incident beam ought to  be smaller than tlie specimen so th a t a l l  
of i t  i s  reflected  and m  co # lio a tio n  is  caused by specimens of d iffering  
s ise . The second import^int condition i s  th a t a l l  the lig h t reflected  from 
the specimen must reach the detector. These two considerations together require 
tha t the beam must be lim ited before i t  reaches the specimen to  such an extent 
th a t i t  i s  smaller than both the specimen and the aperture ju s t before thé 
oontrolling simttèrs* Tills la s t  condition now means th a t th is  beam cannot be 
used fo r measuring purposes as i t s  position in  the aperture i s  a rb itra ry  and • 
the se tting  of the shutter i s  meaningless* This sim tter w ill therefore have : ' 
to  be l e f t  fu lly  open and a l l  measurements obtained by controlling the in tensity  
of the other beam* The only conditions to  be sa tisfied  by the. reference beam 
are th a t i t  i s  uniformly illuminated across i t s  area and is  of suoh an in ten sity  
th a t i t  balances with the beam from the sample a t  a reasonable reading 
on the scale. Having obtained a balance point with tW  sample, i t  would 
bo replaced by the standard and the new balance point would lead to  a 
value for the ra tio  between the re f le c tiv it ie s  of the specimen and the 
standard. In experiments of th is  nature, i t  would be desirable to  .
mount the specimens on the optical bench ra ther than the cryostat so 
as to  secure reproducible geometry and to  ensure th a t the beads #om 
the specimen and the standard with which i t  i s  compared p i the second 
experiment f a l l  on the same part of the detector receiver. Provided 
the above conditions are sa tis f ied  no systematic erro r can arise  
and the .accuracy of the detem im tion  would be lim ited only by random erro rs 
in  the actual measuring.
5) Sdàrcos of Error
a) Measuring Aotmratua
Random erro r in  the norm l ro fio o tiv lty  meamromento arises from the . , 
reading of the meter which indicates the aero of the oignal. and of the scale 
which gives the to ta l  angle turned ty the shutter control rod* The .accuracy 
of the meter reading i s  lim ited by random movement re cu lt in^i from spurious 
signals which can a rise  a t  a number of points throughout the apparatus • However 
the s ta b ili ty  of the apparatus was generaljt” such th a t the l ig h t spot on the 
output galvanometer could be observed using a magnifying lens and no random, 
short period movement was detectable# Any slower W t possibly la rger scale . 
ohanges such as d rift of the galvanometer çero do not matter as the .signal 
i s  always adjusted to  a minimm whatever i t s  value when the balance point is  
being found* The sen sitiv ity  of the apparatus depends on the amount of lig h t 
available but, during normal working# a change of 1^ on the control handle 
pointer produced a detectable deflection on the output meter# Thé to ta l  angle 
turned to th a t point could have been perhaps five revolutions of the shaft so 
tha t the sen sitiv ity  becomes 1/(5 #3 6 0 ) or *05$, Although thepe settings 
are the only quantities used in  measuring the reflec ting  power and they should 
be# ideally# accurate to that extent# i t  would be unreasonable to  claim th is  
accuracy fo r the re su lts . The factors lim iting the accuracy are mostly of a 
random nature of the form of disturbances making i t  d if f ic u lt  to -find  the balance 
point* Noise in  any of the e le c tr ic a l c irc u its  or microphonies in  the am plifier 
blur the balance point and s ta b il i ty  of the source of ligh t i s  important* Slow 
changes wMoh occur over periods of more than a few seconds do not matter but 
any short period flicker# whether periodic or random# is  undesirable# Bm ctiy 
a t the balance point i t  would Imve no effec t as i t  would a ffec t both beanm 
equally but# while tlie balance point i s  being found, a random disturbance
lîak©S/it almost Impossible to determine the h&laiioe point. The m g n itu #  of 
these effec ts i s  -very d if f ic u lt  to  estimate and varies from time to  time hut# 
in  gëaèral#, i t  seemed, th a t se ttings could he made which were consistent to ' 
within t  to
b) Cryostat
Systematic error in  the moamrements can arise from any effec t which 
can a l te r  the specimen beam intensity:# Those effects can b© aosooiated - either - 
with the apparatus or with the surface of the specimen i t s e l f  and i t  w ill be 
necessary to distinguish between these effects and thpSe arising  from genuine 
changes in  re f le c tiv ity  of the specimen#
The only, mechanical ' e ffec t due to  the apparatus i s  •warping o f 'th e  
cryosta t. Any change in  angle made by the sample mirror with the incident 
beam which i s  not uniformly illuminated f a l ls  on the aperture# considerable 
errors w ill 'be introduced. This resu3.ts from th e ,fac t th a t, i f  th is  happens, 
during an e#eriment# the resu ltan t, change in  transmitted in tensity  w ill be 
in terpreted as a change in  re f le c tiv ity , and also th a t the shutter ' ca lib ration  
i s  no longer accurate i f  the aperttiré i s  not uniformly illuminated* Although 
the reflec ted  beaïîi admittedly tu rns through twice the angle turned by a ro tating  
mirror# a beam movement of a t  le a s t 5 .^, i s  required to produce any significant- 
error and warping of the-, cryostat to  the extent needed fo r th is  i s  unlikely 
even considering tlie largo temperature gradients in  the cryostat* As explained ' 
earlier#  a l l ,c r i t ic a l ,p a r ts  of the optical system a f te r  the béàm sp littin g  - 
mirror are mounted on a r ig id  brass p la te  so that, errors due to  warping of
' '  ' '  ' . : Ithe system i t s e l f  are almost, Impossible, I t  is# further# most unlilmly th a t |
any change should take placé during an experisient in  the reference mirror or : ' . ;:l
tlie transmission in  general of the reference (beam. The varia tion  In se n sitiv ity  , | 
over the detéctor cathode would re su lt in  spurious changes i f  the detector 
were moved during an experiment but the r ig id  clamping used must prevent tM s , : Vj
o) Mirfor Surface
TÎ10 only o ther fa c to rs  In fluencing  the  re f le c te d  beam in  ad d itio n  to  
genuine r e f l e c t iv i ty  changes a re  a l te r a t io n s  in  the  s ta te  o f th e  surface o f the  
specimen* No m atter how carefully a surface is  p%%pared. th e  form ation on 
i t  o f a  film  even o f tran sp aren t m a te ria l w Ü i alter th e  value o f the  r e f le c t iv i ty *  
The presence o f a t  l e a s t  an absorbed a i r  film  i s  unavoidable# as is  w ell known 
from experiments on the p h o to e lec tr ic  e ffec t#  un less the  surface is  not only 
m aintained but a c tu a lly  prepared in  a  vacuum* lUrthermore# although th e  
m irrors # r e  kept in  a  d e ss ic a to r  and never touched# the process o f  soldering 
them to  th e  cryostat#  although done a t  a s  low a temperature as possible# a t  
l e a s t  meant con tact w ith  the  vapour o f th e  f lu x  and possib ly  oxidation#
Although exposure to  a i r  was unavoidable during th i s  and subsequent adjustm ents 
of the apparatus# the  tank# once evacuated a t  the beginning o f a s e r ie s  o f 
experiments# was u su a lly  maintained con tim ously  a t  low pressure  fo r  sev era l 
weeks# However# although evacuation i s  su p e rf ic ia l ly  desirab le#  i t  i s  not the  
ccmplete answer# An o i l  d if fu s io n  pump was used which was f i t t e d  w ith  n e ith e r  
a baffle or l iq u id  a i r  t ra p  between i t  and the tank and th i s  re su lte d  in  a  
certain amount o f deposition of pun# o i l  over th e  in s id e  o f  the  vacuum system*
The s i tu a t io n  i s  worsened by th e  f a c t  tha t#  during a  la rg e  p a r t  o f th e  time th a t  
the  pump was . working# th e  m irro r was cooled giving the most favourable conditions 
fo r  deposition , on i t*  This was minimised by attem pting to  c lean  th e  vacuum 
by f i l l i n g  th e  l iq u id  a i r  sh ie ld  around the min*or and the t ra p  a t  the  Hrani 
gauge before th e  m irror was cooled but# over a period o f weeks# the  growth of 
a  f ilm  o f pump o i l  and otlier m a te ria ls  degassing from th e  tank  i-jalis i s  probable*
The case o f a  r e f le c t in g  surface covered with a  trâhsparsnt f ilm  has 
been treated by Drude* Be showed that# even when th e  f ilm  i s  ocmpléteiy . :
tran sp a ren t the r e f l e c t iv i ty  o f th e  su rface  is  diminished by an amount depending . ' 
on the  re f ra c t iv e  index of th e  f ilm  m a te ria l and that the o p tic a l  constan ts
derived from th e  re f le o tio n  o f p o la rise d  l ig h t  a re  even more se rio u sly  effected*
Were th i s  a  constant e f fe c t  I t  would no t be o f any significance, in  th e  p resen t 
experiments where only changes a re  considered but the  f ilm  m a te ria l i s . botmt 
to  show some k ind  o f d isp e rs io n  which w il l  time a f fe c t  th e  wave-length v a r ia tio n  
o f r e f lo q t iv i ty  o f th e  sample* However# th e  b iggest e f f e c t  w i l l  probably be 
on th e  tem perature v a ria tion*  , The v a ria tio n , tom pom tiire o f ,% ide*o e f f e c t  
i s  l ik e ly  to  be sm all bu t th e  main tro u b le  w i l l  a r is e  from , changes In  s ta te  
of th e  film * .Over such a  la rg e  tem perature range some condensation phenomena 
can be expected and since the  f ilm  w i l l  probably be o f m imd .composition#' th é  
r e s u l ta n t  change in  transparency  o f th e  f ilm  ia  l ik e ly  to  be complex and spread 
over a f a i r l y  la rgo  tem perature range*
The case o f copper i s  a d d itio n a lly  ■ complicated by th e  presence on the  
su rface  o f the  oxide coating  which forms on mere exposure to  a i r  a t  room, 
tem perature* Even w ithout th e  heating  requ ired  fo r  so ldering  t h i s  i s  v is ib le  
a s  a d u llin g  and reddening o f th e  su rface  and w ith moderate heating  up to  100^0 
o r so# w il l  grow qu ick ly  to  a  th ickness which w i l l  shoif in terférence- colours*^ 
F r ic tio n  experiments (# ite3 iead  1930) demonstrate th e  ex is tence  o f th e  f ilm  #  
specimens f re s h ly  polished  © l© ctrolytieal3y before I t  has become th ic k  .enough, 
to  be v is ib le  to  the  naked  eye and i t s  th ickness under-those oircumstanoos 
has been estim ated  a s  up to  100% , The e f fe c t  o f tem perature on th is  f ilm  
i s  diffictCLt to  estim ate  but i s  presumab.ly small* The main d istu rbance  i s  o f 
th e  vavc^length v a r ia tio n  where i t  has th e  e f fe c t  o f reducing # e  r e f l e c t iv i ty  
a t  th e  blue end o f the  spectrum* pisturbanco due to  th e  above e f fe c ts  i s  tuidoubte<^ 
worst over a la rg e  tem perature range as  i t  i s  very d i f f i c u l t  t o . ensure constancy 
o f  conditions over the  whole range from W K  to  room tem perature. Although
po ss ib ly  s t i l l  present# they  would be much le s s  im portant i f  • changes over
■ ■ ■"/!only a  sm all temperature range were to  be considered# '.j
' yjOther s tra y  e f fe c ts  such a s  scratches# im perfections and lack  o f i
  ■ /
planeness a re  not im portant i f  only changes a re  being measured and re s u l t  only 
in  lo s s  o f  lig h t*  The impurity content i s  lilce iy  to  be sm all and# as we a re  
working a t  tem peratures where th e  re s id u a l ' r e s is ta n c e , of,' th e  sample i s  n e g lig ib le  
compared w ith  th e  thermal res istance#  th a  im purity  i s  not lilce ly  to  have m oh 
e f f e c t  on emaH sca le  conduction processes l ik e  the, o p tic a l  p ro p e rtie s . The 
resu liis  obtaiimd by Lowery# Bor and N ilîtinson (1933) on th e  r e f l e c t iv i ty  of 
a  s e r ie s  o f a llo y s  of copper and n ick e l #ow  that the abso lu te  r e f l e c t iv i ty  i s  
a l te re d  to  only a  s lig E t ex ten t by th e  ad d itio n  o f th e  so lu te  metal and the 
form o f wave-length v a r ia tio n  i s  v i r t m ü y  unchanged# We can therefore 
expect th a t  th e  e f fe c t  of any s tra y  im purity  which must have a im oh  lower 
concen tra tion  than  was used by Lowery# Bor dM ifilkinsbn must be voiy  small#
B nfortuim teiy i t  was im possible to  undertake experiments to check 
a l l  the  above po in ts  and appropria te  cau tion  must oonoocpoht^y: be used in  
in te rp re tin g  th e  experim ental r e s u l t s ,  The o p tic a l p ro p e rtie s  o f su rfaces 
a re  no to rio u sly  d i f f i c u l t  to  ex p la in  in  d e ta i l  and irregular experimental curves 
w ith 'd iscrepancy in  sm all sca le  changes between d if fe re n t  Observers i s  r e la t iv e ly  
common. The p resen t r e s u l ts  involvo only changes which may be a  l i t t l e  more 
r e l ia b le  but i t  i s  probably u n ju s t i f ia b le  to draw conclusions from more than 
th e  général o u tlin e  of th e  curves,
6 ) BesiatiVity
Since th e  d*o* conductiv ity  o f a m etal iS 's o  c lo se ly  connected with 
th e  r e f le c t in g  power# th e  co n d u ctiv ity  was measured of samples o f m etal trea ted#  
as f a r  as possible# in  the  same as-'the' m irro rs so as to  reproduce the  
Conditions e x is tin g  in  th e  mirror m a te r ia l. Thé specimen# in  the  form of a 
rod o r wire# had p o te n tia l  and current leads soldered to  i t  and the  re s is ta n c e  
was measured using a c a lib ra te d  ammeter and the  D e#n po ten tiom eter, Ourrents 
o f the crder o f l/lO  amp to  1 amp were used and were obtained from storage 
b a t t e r i e s , . A thermocouple fo r  temperature measurement was soldered to  the
cen tre  o f the  apeoiiaèïi and th e  emf, from i t  app lied  to  th e  second charnel 
o f th e  poten tiom eter. The, epeoimen was e i th e r  kept m  email a s  possib le  o r 
else co iled  up so as to  minimise th e  chance of th e m a l ‘g ra d ie n ts - in  it#  The 
measuring technique used was# again# to  cool th e  specimen and' W ee the measure^ 
monts as the apparatus heated to.room temperature* The specimens Were cooled 
in  a  g la ss  d em r which had i t s  mouth closed  by co tton  wool and measurements were ■ 
made down only to . l iq u id  n itro g en  températures. I t  was found tiiat#  i f  
s u f f ic ie n t  l iq u id  n itrogen  were used th a t the whole demr-wa# cold before 
heating  sta rted#  th e  ternpem ture was uniform to  within th e  s e n s i t iv i ty  o f 
measurement over a volume amply b ig  enough to  contain  th e  specimen and th a t thé 
heating ra te  was very stab le#
The leng th  o f the specimen bètiman the potential contacts# which was 
u su a lly  about 10 cm*# w  measured using v e rn ie r  ca lip e rsx in d  the diameter# 
widch ranged from about in  the case o f copper to  3mm# - fo r  tin #  w ith a
micrometer screw gauge* The s i lv e r  specimen was prepared from' w ire which was --
annealed under the some circm m tances as the mirror. The tin  specimen was 
east in to  a  pyrex capillary under the same conditions of tem perature and ■ 
cooling rate as the mirrors and were prepared from th e  same m aterial#  The copper 
sample was formed from  commercial high conductiv ity  wire* This Was not annealed
so as# again# to give rouglily the ' same conditions o f g ra in  s is e  and in te rn a l
working a s  th e  mirror sample* The correepondenco between th e  two samples in  
th e  case of copper is  not too exact bu t i t  w i l l  be seen th a t  only the s i lv e r  
resu lts are used in  computing to  coimore with th e  re flec tiv ity  re su lts*
The curves fo r  r e s i s t i v i t y  ag a in s t tem perature ere shown in  fig s*  16# , 
IT# 18# (see tables I I I #  17# V)# I t  can be seen t lia t  the c# v e  fo r  s i lv e r  i s  
apparently linear and shows no interesting fea tu res*  The copper curve i s  
l in e a r  from room temperature down to about 335% where an increase in  slope 
occurs u n t i l  i t  f la t te n s  o f f  ag ain  a t  about 105% to  a  slope le s s  than  th a t
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above ourm i s  made up of a mmbor of^nma confirming tho
reproduolbility of the effect* Of the ourvoa for t in ,  the centre ono corresponde \ 
to  the freab]y oaot cpeclmOn, the Icm et to  the came speolmen measured about 
three days la ter and the uppermoot to  the same specimen drawh through dies to - 
give a  arose êectlom l area 37eductlon of about 70^» Temeratùi^ control In 
these las t ezcperments on t in  tma su ffic ien t]^  good that readings emild be '•/-■-■•' 
made repeatedly a t the 'same temperature on both cooling and mrmlng- so that oni r^ ; .'-" 
mean values are plo tted  for each temperature* The average sca tte r between \  j- .-v 
readings a t  the seme temperature i s  about 1^* Thus the change in  elope ii#.ôh :!
appears a t about 1 2 0 % cam ot be the re su lt merelv of ecattbr as the deviation ' ''
from the stra ig h t lin e  a t 91% i s  about The crosses mark the points ■; ^
listed  h f  the llandbook of Ohemietiy and Physics and re fe r  to ^pure annealed^ 
copper^ ^9 9 #9^  electrolytic** silver and the tin  is  unspocifled#
■ The maximum reading or systematic error In either^ of the e lec trica l '  ^
quan tities used in  determining the r e s is t iv ity  ims about and the predominant; yi . 
e rro r in  t he. i s  th a t of the radius of the sample# In : 
the worst caso| that o f copper# th is could amount to about 2$ and so the to ta l  
maximum expaote'd 'erro r is  ■ à l i t t l e  over lÿ « %/.
7) Ooi^biTO
sample of eolumbiaati nItrMe preâoated Içr Dr. D.H.&idi'ews was available '
and i t  vas desired to investigate the behaviour of the cryostat under controlled *
pumping and, a t  the same time, to observe the superconducting transition Which 
oGours in colwabium nitride at about 15%# The columbium nitride vas available 
only in small flakes and one flake Was mounted bn a plastic support so th a t ■'  ^' 
i t  could be lowered into the cryostat# All attempts to solder leads to the 
specimen fa ile d  and because of the extreme brittleness of the material i t  was, ■
possible to have only two pointed prbSsufO: contacts on the apecimeh. These 
were satisfactory a t rom temperature but becme very erratic idien cooled# ■
*  87 m
This meant th a t i t  was very d if f ic u lt  to measure the resistance of the specimen 
a t liqu id  hydrogen temperatures making an aeoumte determination of the transition 
ourbe impossible * I t  %-ms, however, possible to  see a d efin ite  reduction in  
po ten tia l across the specimen over a range of about ^  a t  about 15% which was 
both reproducible and reversible# For this experiment the large helium, pumping 
system was used with a mercury manometer fo r temperature measurement and a 
temperature of about lO^K tfith  a pressure of 2 mm* of mercury above the so lid  
hydrogen was obtained* Both control and measurement of the temperature proved 
to  be very satiafactoryjl*
Since even the la rg est p % #  of columbium n itr id e  was le ss  than % cm* 
across and was not plane i t  was almost^ impossible to  construct a sample 
suitaKLo for re fiec tio n  measurements and no reflectivity re su lts  were obtained*
S te k y .  7
The re su lts  fo r the r e s is t iv ity  of copper, t i n  and s ilv e r shown in  
fig* 16, 17, IB, were obtained only as an auxiliary  e3Q>eriment and no a tten^ t 
was made to  investigate any ùnexpeçted phenomena fo r th e ir  own soke* This was 
especially  the case as the only graph used was tiiat for s ilv er and i t  is  the 
other two which show departures from linearity*  The curve fo r s ilv er agrees 
with the published resu lts  to  well within the experimental erro r and is  lin ear 
within the range of sca tte r so th a t no comment is  required* The curves fo r 
copper and t in  both show departures from linearity* As no trace  has been 
found of sim iliar continuous measurements over th is  te # e m tu re  range, comparison 
with other re su lts  i s  unsatisfactoiy* In the case of copper the effec t consists 
of a break in  slope centred a t  about 1 2 0 % a f te r  which the curve -seems to  
s e tt le  down again to  a steady slope le ss  than tha t of the upper portion# Tiiè 
upper slope i s  o*57 #10*"^  ohm# c«*/degree and the lower 0*32 *10*^ ohm* cm*/degree* 
Any meclmnism accounting fo r th is  must be one which lim its  the conductivity, 
preventing the resistance from fa llin g  o ff as quickly as i t  ought* The mean 
free path of the conduction electrons a t th is  tcR^emture i s  about 2 *1 (T^ cm* 
suggesting th a t th is  lim ita tion  of conductivity may a rise  from in teraction  
between the electrons and la t t ic e  dislocations which would have approximately 
th is  spacing assuming a density of dislocations of 1 0 ^ 9  This i s  not an
unreasonable figure for m aterial of th is  type and extra lim ita tion  of conductivity 
i s  to  be expected when the mean free path of the electrons exceeds th is  
spacing* However, i t  i s  not c lear th a t th is  would have a continuous effect 
and would not merely re su lt in  a constant addition to  the resistance following 
Matthiessen’ a law. The in i t i a l  decrease in  re s is tiv ity , too, i s  d if f ic u lt  to  
explain* In  the case of t in ,  since only one point shows any divergence from 
the stra igh t lin e , i t  i s  impossible to  draw bx^  conclusions* However, since 
th is  appears only in  the specimen which was draim down, i t  may be th a t à
*• oy
process elmiXiar to  th a t suggested for copper may be talcing place*
Work on the re f le c tiv ity  and other optical properties of metals has 
in  tlie past been concentrated on the variation  of these properties with the 
wave-length of the incident radiation* This has been so because the ra te  of 
variation  with wave-length is  usually  quite large while i t  was found th a t the 
e ffec t of temperature was, i f  i t  existed a t aH , was extremely small* B:^ri**- 
ments were done a t  temperatures higher than room temperature as there ex ists 
here a very convenient method of studying the optical properties in  the near 
in fra-red  where the em issivity can be more accurately measured than the 
reflec tiy ity*  Temperatures lower than room temperature were used by Bayleigh 
(1 9 3 0 ) and do Belincourt (1925) in  studying the minimum in  the u ltra -v io le t 
re f le c tiv ity  of s ilv e r but concluded th a t no effect existed other than a 
small change which could have been due to the small a lte ra tio n  of the 
la t t ic e  binding energy,
On the basis of the Maxwell theory the re f le c tiv ity  i s  temperature 
dependent to  the extent of varying as the square root of the conductivity of 
the iaetal but the assimgstions inherent in  the derivation of the Drude formula 
r e s tr ic t  the v a lid ity  of th is  re s u lt  to  wave-lengths beyond the middle in fra­
red* At higher frequencies the behaviour of the electrons under an a lternating  
e le c tr ic  f ie ld  come more and more under the influence of in e r t ia l  effects and 
the temperature becomes correspondingly le ss  i^ o rtan t#  %  the time, therefore, 
th a t the v is ib le  region is  reached, the re f le c tiv ity  i s  governed a ^ o s t  
en tire ly  by relaxation and the e ffec t of ten^erature, although f in i te ,  i s  
very small* I t  was th is expectation, coupled with the experimental fac t th a t 
the temperature variation was, indeed, below the lim it of detection th a t 
divorted a tten tion  to  the wave-length variation* However, i t  must not be oveJ>^  
looked th a t the theory wMch ought to  take in to  account a l l  re s is tiv e  and 
in e r t ia l  effec ts does predict a ten^em ture variation  which would be
observable and gives a value fo r the absolute re f le c tiv ity  which i s  touch higher 
than i s  observed*
The explanation frequently given th a t the effec t i s  clue to  a surface 
layer of high re s is tiv ity  re a lly  begs' the question as no e^ lan a tio n  i s  
provided of the existence of # iis  layer under circumstances such as an e lectro - 
ly tie a lly  polished or a  high temperature emitting surface where i t  should not' 
appear* I t  seems, theréfore, th a t the considerations of the pure electron 
# s  theoiy given in  Chapter 2 are incoB^lete in  some respect* We have taken 
in to  consideration the mass of the electrons and re s is tiv e  damping on the 
assumption th a t i t  follows the same model as the d*c* conductivity# Axy 
refinement of the theory has two methods of approach available* Tlie factor 
which i s  giving r ise  to  the anomalously high absorption can be connected with 
the high fregiency of the rad iation  fo r the amplitude of the vibration of the 
electron i s  extremely small and the period much less  than the mean free time 
so th a t i t  m y be un justifiab le  to  assume th a t the d*c. conduction model i s  
s t i l l  v a lid . On the other hand we are dealing with a purely surface effec t 
as the penetration depth of the rad iation  f ie ld s  m y be about ICT  ^ cm* I t  may 
bé| therefore, th a t sOme mechanism re la ted  only to  the behaviour of the electrons 
a t  th e  Surface of the metal could lim it the reflec tiv ity*
I t  i s  the la t t e r  approach which has been used in  the theory of Reuter 
and Sondheimer (1918). I t  had been postulated by london (1940) in  the ea rly  
work on the radio frequency resistance of t in  th a t the anomalously high resistance 
observed by him m s the re su lt of the mean free path of the conduction electrons 
becoming co#arable in  length with the penetm tion depth of the rad iation  fields* 
Tiiis means th a t, fo r p a rt of i t s  course a t  le a s t, an electfon reflec ted  from 
the surface of the metal i s  moving in  a f ie ld  smaller than the f u l l  radiation 
f ie ld  and th is  i s  equivalent to  an increase in  observed re s is tiv ity *  The effec t 
i s  most marked a t  low to # e ra tu re s  and Mgh wave-lengbhs where the conditions
: -j 
.,1
- .9 1 - . ,
are eorreot to  give the greatest, d isparity  between the two quantities# At 
higher temperatures where the mean free path i s  shorter thé e ffec t w ü l beeoime 
apparent a t  shorter waye-lengths whore the penetration depth i s  , lees and the 
magnitude of the effec t w ill decrease as the conditions are governed more and 
more by relaxation* The, temperature fo r s ilv e r fo r which the penetration depth 
in  the v is ib le  region and the electronic mean free path are equal turns out . 
to  be about 200^ K* I t  i s  thus apparent th a t, i f  temperatures down to K
were available, the most, p rofitab le  Wave-length range would be the v is ib le  and
the fac t th a t the observed curves of re f le c tiv ity  against temperature do show 
a mi ni mum suggests comparison with the theory of Reuter and Sondheimer*
Before any detailed calculations, can be attempted the v a lid ity  
of the various formulae available m s t  be • investigated# The re su lts  fo r the 
op tical constants which are oozmaOnly used and were derived in  chapter 2  are t -
Ï? -  w 1  -  A ^
2n k 'f - ( 4  ne^)/m..
But i t  was pointed out, a t th e  time th a t the assumptions inherent in  the 
approximations used ih; deriv i%  those render them Invalid and, fo r the case 
where T the amended treatment where only à frac tion  of the electrons ; ' 
experience a coÜLision during one period should be appropriate# The values for 
and 2 nk fo r th is  case have been given as i —
.r. i?  » X -  (A ïieV» ) ( i -  (V )( /M »
2tJk s  (4 m^)/m
These fom ulae give mmerical re su lts  which are actually  veiy l i t t l e  d iffe ren t 
from those derived from the normal equations but th is  second se t of equations 
ought to  hold up to  the highest frequencies, where 2hk becomes negligable and 
the region of xxlta^-'^oiet transparency ip  reached# Bow, fo r the conditions 
of temperature end wave-length under which the present re su lts  were obtained, v . 
ie# a wave-length of about 5000& and a conductivity fo r s ilv e r of about
-  92 ' #
1 0 ^  Oîiu \  we find tb a tT /T  is  about 4 0 # ¥e are therefore v e il within
the region governed by the high freqiienoy conductivity and we dan calculate 
n and k from the second se t of equations above# Since we have the value of 
the d*c# conductivity and so o f 'T 'fo r  each te # o ra tu re  we ought then to  be 
able to calculato the whoio curve fo r re fle c tiv ity  against terqjerature which 
i s  predicted by the c lassica l model# Since ve have already decided that the 
Reuter and Sondheimer theory i s  applicable to  thé present conditions, we must, 
therefore, appHy the correction given by Reuter and Sondheimer fo r the curves 
of reflec tin g  power against temporature before comparing them with the observed 
curves# For a detailed check th a t we are dealing with the region in  Which 
anomalous effec ts can be expected we must compare the calculated values of 
the mean free path 1  and the penetration depth I f  we define the penetration 
depth as so that i t  is  the distance trave lled  by the wave in  the metal
before i t s  amplitude i s  reduced to  l /e ^ ^  of i t s  value a t the surface, we find , 
using values of k derived from the above form lae,J^'& 1 0 *^ Gm# I t  i s  
in teresting  to  note tW t the formula fo r the penetration depth derived from the 
phenomonologioal theory# -/ , / ! Q ?
(assuming the permeability of the medium to  be unity) gives, fo r  the same 
conditions, a p en e tra tio n  depth of 5*5 *10^ cm* This i l lu s tra te s  well th e  
extent of the breakdown of the c la ss ica l theory under conditions where the 
frequency of the rad iation  i s  too high to  allow the electrons to  d issipate 
th e  incident energy a t the ra te  ap p ro p ria te  to  d#c# conditions*. The mean free  
path we obtain from the relation# -
1 3:T"V
Where v  i s  the velocity  of the electrons a t  the top of the Fermi distribution# 
From the loiown value of th is  energy th is  works out a t 1.39 #10  ^ cm./séc* 
giving 1  s  0*61 X 1 0
> . ' " ' --- - -... y  . ... . ,
** 93 ■-
• .'hThis calculation shows th a t the conditions are approximately those 
under which the anoaialous skin effec t shows up but \m ought rea lly  to  compare :'
the pehtration depth with the distance actually  travelled  by an electron during 
the period of the wave, Bow we have mentioned that the mean free time of the .
electrons fo r a representative temperature is  about 4 0  times the period of the 
radiation  and, since we imvo already said  th a t the mean free ' imth and the ..
penetration depth of the rad ia tion  were about equal, the distance travelled  
by the electron in to  the metal in  oho period of the wove viill be only i / 4 0  "
approximately o f the penetration depth. The mghitude of ary dhonoloue effec t 
i s  time going to be very much reduced but the exponontiai f a l l  of f ie ld  strength 
inside the metal ensures tlm t, oven over only 1 /4 9  of the a rb itra r ily  chosen 
penetration depth, there is  su ffic ien t variation  of f ie ld  strength to  maintain 
the effect* The fa c t , too, th a t the electrons w ill, in  general, be reflec ted  
from the surface of the metal a t  angles other than right angles Will tend to  / r?,
reduce the magnitude of the anomalous resistance. , ■
These elementary considerations ofe, however, fu lly  covered by the 
Reuter and Bondheimor troatmont of the problem and detailed  predictions w ill 
be based on th e ir  theory* The re su lt of th e ir  treatment fo r the optical region 
is  E correction which i s  to  be applied to  the d a s s ic o l value of the absorp tiv ity . ;
TMs correction can be applied to  the value of Shk and n and k worked out from 
the normal value of i f  -  and the corrected value of 2nk# The use of the 
phenomenological equation fo r the reflectiW .ty R# -
tto a  , gives the atirye fo r  the re f le c tiv ity  as, a  .function of temperature which I
takes in to  account a l l  the established corrections. :|
The Routor and Sondholmor theory provides the above-mentioned correction : . |, , . , . . , ......
as the ra tio  of the anomalous akin resistance, R to  the claBsieal slcin resistance ': ' %!
■ . ■ . - ■ , , ■ ■ ■  . , .............................
This correction, given o p t i c a l l y  against in  f ig . 2  of th e ir  paper, i s  dependent 
on the valuo of a parameter^'. This parameter is  a measure of the ra tio  of the 
distance trave lled  by an electron during one period of the mvè to  the penetration 
depth of the radiation  and so determines the magnitude of the e ffe c t. The 
detem lning fac to r is  ac tually^  /(uT  wliich, using the expression fo r 4^ given 
by Reuter and Sondheimer# *
where c i s  the velocity  of lig h t and h i s  Planok*s constant, can be w ritteni -
We then find  th*t the value fo r ^  /w f" fo r  the present conditions i s  about 
30 and the curve corresponding to  th is  value can be interpolated in  the
The values of obtained from th is  can now be applied to the 
absorption ‘dk evaluated from the e ia ss ica l theory, the values of n and k determined 
and hence the re f le c tiv ity  R fo r each temperature* I t  i s  c lear, however, th a t, 
since the change in  absorption over th is  temperature range which i s  given by 
Reuter and Sonc^imer is  oniy a fac to r of two ai^roximately, i t  w ill be almost 
co i^ leteiy  swamped by the c la ss ica l temperature varia tion  wliioh amounts to  a 
fac to r of about four and no minimum can re su lt .  The re su lt of applying the 
anomalous skin effec t corection to  an absorption which i s  independent of tempera­
tu re  i s  shown as curve b in  f ig .  1 9 . The actual 'mlues of the ordinates on 
th is  second curve are not 'signifidàht as they depend on tW  p articu lar c lassica l 
absorptiv ity  chosen. In  th is  case the absorptivity  was chosen so tlia t, with 
the Bouter and Bondheimer collection , i t  gave the experimentally observed 
value quoted below*
We can now stop to  examine the déficiences of the predictions of the 
theory as developed so far# Wo must f i r s t  consider the actual values fo r ; >
a:
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a  m à k  given the electron gac modoX*
Thé recu its  fo r s ilv e r obtained by Minor 1903 naing the optical constants 
of reflec ted  polarised lig h t are n % ,1 7  and k = 2 * 9 4  fo r à wave-length of 
§ 0 0 0  A and room temperature* To f a c i l i ta te  comparison with the theore tica l 
values m  sha ll use n^ -  k? and 2 hk and Minorus re su lts  give as -^ |62
and 2 nk « 1 *0 0 * Minor*# work was done before the importance of the method of 
surface preparation had been recognised and we may assume tlm t the surfaces 
were mechanically polished# The experiments of bowery and Moore (1932) on 
the effec t of d ifferen t polishing methods on the optical constants show that* 
in  the case of copper* the absorption can be increased by any amount up to  
about 1 0 # by mechanical polishing while the d ie lec tric  term remains almoat 
unaltered* The increase in  absorption* however* reaches th is  value only in  
the region of photoelectric absorption and* in  the absence of any such effec t 
in  s ilv e r under the present conditions* we sh a ll assume th a t Minorus re su lts  
are hot s i# i f ic a n t iy  in  mhror*
In calculating n^ -  and 2 hk from the electron gas formiki* m  must' 
decide on the effective number of free  electrons tdiich we ought to  use and care 
must be used as the experimentally determined values come normally from 
op tical results* Chambers {19 5 2  ) gives a  re su lt based on work on the anomalous 
skin effec t a t  2*500 Mc/s* This i s  admittedly very sim iliar to  optical work 
W t the formulation i s  different* He gives n #  0 * 6 1  and we then find  th a t the 
calculated values of i f  -  and 2nk are t?  -  #  *-6 * 6 0 3  nnd 2nk = 0 *0 5 7 7 *
This means th a t almost perfect agreement between the theo re tica l and 
observed'Values-is obtained fo r the d ie lec tric  term as i t  can be seen th a t 
the Bouter and Sondheimer correction to  the reactance as shown in  fig* 3  of 
th e ir  paper i s  negligable fo r the present conditions* In the case of the 
absorption^ the experimental re su lts  should be examined fo r remaining 
deficiencies in  tW  theory only a f te r  the Reuter and SondheiAer ooryection
mi- ^ 6
bas been applied* For room. temperature, th is correction may amount to a factor : 
of #1*25* This gives a predicted absorption of 0*072 and we a r e , tt o  le f t  with ■ 
a facto r o f 14 between the observed aW predicted values of 2nk*
Turning to  the temperature varia tion  of re f le c tiy ity  given by the 
present re su lts  m  see that the shape of the curve i s  sim iliar to that which 
could be derived from the Reuter and Sondheimer absorption# An attempt to  f i t  
a Reuter and Sondheimer curve with on % rvalue of about 30 to  the present 
re su lts  shows that a slm iliar varia tion  i s  obtained only i f  two conditions are 
fu lfilled *  F irstly* i t  can be seen that the application of the Reuter and * 
Sondheimer correction to  the c lass ica l variation of re f le c tiv ity  as in  curve a 
of fig* 19 cannot lead to  a minimum as i t  i s  c ^ l e t e l v  mmmpod by the 
temperature varia tion  and ■ The curve obtained bears
no resemblance to  the observed one and the ^correspondance becomes sa tisfac to ry  
only i f  the correction is  applied to an aWorption which is  almost constant 
with temperature as in  curve b of fig* 19# Secondly* in  order to obtain a 
raitiimum of re f le c tiv ity  a t  the observed temperature* the value of requires 
to  W adjusted* The value of calculated fo r the experimental conditions 
a t  the observed minimum is  about 177 while# fo r the appropriate value ot%p^§ 
the maxhsum in: absorptivity  i s  given by the Rehter and Sondheimer curve a t  a 
value of about 6 *
The probability that we a #  dealing with a mximm in  absorptivity  
arising  from interaction between thé electronic mean free path and the 
penetration depth, of the radiation fie ld s can follmf from-the way in  which 
the t# # ra tu r e  of the re f le c tiv ity  m in lto  depends on the wavWlongth# I f  we 
make the assumption th a t the effect is  governed by the re la tiv e  magnitudes 
of the mean free piith and the rad iation  penetration depth we can examine tlie 
conditions under which they are of comparable magnitude#
ÿ î= a 
=5 h
k
. i s  then.
00 tWt
The penetration depth
Assum tliat th is  lé  equal to  a eoBotant f  times the mean free path 1  a  v 7^
f/ —a 3
Tima ^
%l%loh gives b » ^  (4^ a)/v
and alnoo 'b  ia  about &06 and % /vT abolit 1 0  we can neg lect b compared w ith 
the righ t hand aide of th is  equation giving
t  a 0
V na *-l
#% o
Tima X/X^ ^  K# f  %  where and %
are constants*
We see from tliis  re su lt tha t a p lo t of the inverse aquafe of the wave-length 
against the inverso squàro of the conditotivity a t  the temperature a t which the  
re flec tiv ity  minimum for th a t imve-lengbh occurs ought to  give a straigh t line* 
the slope Of which w ill give the ra tio  of the pénétration depth to the mean free 
path a t the re f le c tiv ity  minimum * Table 1 gives the relevant data on the 
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and  ^ are plotted In fig* 20* I t  appears tlm t, within the lim its 
of sc a tte r> the curve i s  a s tra ig h t lin e  which has a slope of 3 .3 4  *10^
(e*s*u* conductivity u n i t s / c m ^ #  The slope evaluated from the equation 
between l/^ ^ a n d  i s  43/f^ #1044 so that f  must W 3*6* This can be 
compared with the rough estimate made before the calculations were started  
which made the ra tio  between the penetration depth and the mean free path 
about 3 .  I t  seems# therefore# tîm t the in te rp reta tion  of the resu lts in  the 
ligh t of the Router and Rondheimer effec t is  a t  le a s t consistent*
The discrepancies s t i l l  requiring explanation are f irs tly #  that the 
basic absorption# before the Reuter and Sondheimer correction i s  applied# seems 
to  be independent of the température while the absorption predicted by the 
simple electron gas theory undergoes a fourfold change in  accordance 
with the conductivity change over the present te # e m tu re  range* Secondly# . 
while the predicted value of the d ie lec tric  term n^ ~ k? agrees extrem ly well 
with th a t observed# there i s  a discrepancy between the calculated and observed 
values o f 2 nk of a facto r of about 1 4  and between the values of Off- referring  
to  the minimm of re f le c tiv ity  in  the temperature variation  of about 2 2 *
Although the nimexical agreement between those two factors i s  not perfect# i t  
may be argued timt# considering the uncertainty of absos^tion measurements# 
the correspondance is  su ffic ien tly  close to ju stify  the assumption th a t the 
same quantity i s  giving r is e  to  W th discrepancies* The only possible quantities 
are w and f" and the agreement obtainod in  the case of x? -  which involves 
only indicates that i t  i s  the mean free time f  which is  the source of the
This i s  merely another way of sta ting  the often quoted fact that the 
op tical properties seem to  be governed by a resistance which i s  about ten times 
the observed d»c* resistance* However# the above argument shows tha t the 
discrepancy i s  not re s tr ic ted  to  the absorption but is  shown Up consistently
X
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âa other approâohas to  thé problem'tlliich mày iW lcete th a t the phenomenon i s  
of ra ther more signifioance than has been prevlons]^ admitted* In a i^  case 
there are many objections to  the suggestion tliat the high absorption is  due 
merely to  à surface layer of high resistance* 'Fori i f  th is  layer had been 
formed by polishing^ i t  should hare no e ffec t on the re su its  obtained from 
the high temperatmre em issivity of metals where no stresses can remain in  the 
surface and the discrepancy could be removed simply by e lec tro ly tic  polishing#
Also a simplO increase in  re s is t iv i ty  should have ju s t as much e ffec t on the 
infra*-red re f le c tiv ity  and would mSke i t  d if f ic u lt  to  e^cplain the fac t th a t 
the divergence found ty  Hagen and Mbens between th e ir  re su lts  and the Drudé 
formula i s  le ss  than #1 $*-
The re su lts  of îteid (1941) on the re f le c tiv ity  of nickëi a t  teB^era# 
tu res up to  9 0 0 * 0  show th a t the Brude re la tio n  is  obeyed fo r wave-lengths / 
above 5/^ and the re f le c tiv ity  then f a l l s  below the predicted value reaching a 
minimum a t  This does not sound lik e  the behaviour resu lting  from the 
addition of a constant skin resistance superimpcsed on the thermal resistance 
xdiich i s  commonly proposed and i t  i s  typ ica l of resu lts  obtained under those 
conditions# The measurements of îiurst (193^) on the ea iss iv ity  of copper and 
nickel a t  temperatures up to  8 3 0 ® 0  and wave-lengths up to  ^ sh o w  th a t; while 
the Drude re la tio n  Is  not obeyed e # c t iy  in  th is  region; the correspondence 
with thé îCronig theory (which; in  the absence of photoelectric absorption; 
gives substantially  the same re su its  as the c lassica l electron gas theory) 
i s  even worse* The osperiments of Price (194?) oh the em issivity of a number 
of metals confirm Hurst*0 re su lts  and also a sim iliar e ffec t found by 
McCauley (1933) in  platinum M t do not c la r ify  the situation  to  any extent#
The only other important e^tperlments are tliosé of Bamàhativm (1952) on thé 
re f le c tiv ity  of* metals in  the in fra-fed  a t  low teii^eraturés* The aim was primarily 
the study of the change in  op tical properties a t  the superconducting.
: i
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trarisitio tt and radiation of about IW / wavB-longth was used# No effec t mo 
detectable a t  the tran sitio n  but the absorption for normal metals Was higher 
than m s esq^eoted and agreement with the Reuter and Sondheimer theory m s 
obtained only by ignoring relaxation effects which seems unreasonable g #  
or by the assumption of an anomalously high skin resistance#
The high temperature measurements have been stressed because i t  i s  
only there th a t the departure from the predictions of the phenomenological 
theory comes a t a conveniently high frequency. The electron gas theory seems 
to  give reasonable agreement fo r frequencies t^ell below l / r  and la te r ;  of 
coureoi tends to  the same value as the phenoraenologiçai theory* The common 
featime of the experiments mentioned above i s ;  therefore, tba^ the divergencies 
a l l  become apparent a t m ve-lengths and temperatures a t  which i s  about equal 
to  l / t  (This is  equivalent to  the d istinc tion  drawn by Hurst and Weniger 
and Ffund # #  between ^e lec trica l” and «optical” properties* . This i s  the region 
which; as was pointed out e a r l ie r ; camiot be treated  by the simple electron 
gas methods used for the other frequency ranges and in  which no predictions 
could be made. However; the anomalies extend to  wave-lengths in  the v is ib le  
where the theory outlined fo r the case wîierç T i s  le ss  than i s  applicable. It 
appears; then, th a t the model used in  th a t treatment i s  defic ien t In some
I t  would be well to  re ca ll the precise nature of th is  model and the 
assumptions made in  the development* The electron was considered to  be free , 
moving with a velocity  appropriate to  the top of the Fermi distribution# The 
remaining facto r specifying the motion of the electron was taken to  be a mean 
free path between co llisions with the la t t ic e ;  th is  man free path being derived 
from a mean free time which governs the d#c* conductivity# %  then assumed 
tha t each electron would react in  a c lassica l fashion to  any alternating  e lec tric
lo i  —
fie ld  and the usé, of a  damping coeffic ien t w /f'^ i^ lies. the assumption tim t 
the damping is  Mmving in  the same m y aè the d#c* resistance* She. electrons 
were assumed to re^ 'm it independently and to  move in  spatially , imiform e lec tr ic  
fields* Ignoring other déficiences such as the assumption th a t £ and E 
p a ra lle l wliich, in  the presence of. resistance; is  not the case; the neglect 
of tiie po larisation  of the inner electron shells which makes oidy a small 
contribution to  the to ta l  polarisation  fo r v isib le  and in fra-red  wave-lengths 
and of the Iiorents force on the electrons; é ie . to the magnetic component of 
the incoming radiation , which i s  generally regarded as negligible, we are le f t  
with the above considerations in  the search fo r the source of the discrepancy.
The sp a tia l Variation of the rad iation  fie ld s  is , the effec t 
considered by Reuter and Sondheimer but i t  i s  apparent th a t th e ir  correction 
is  not su ffic ien t to  explain the whole discrepancy* The accélération part 
of the model is  not lik e ly  to be the cause fo r; although it :  would be d if f ic u lt  
to  ju s tify  the application of a  c la ss ica l acceleration to  an electron which 
i s  subject to  wave mechanical considerations in  i t s  in teraction  with the la t t ic e ,  
the agreement obtained between the predicted and observed mW -lengths for: the  
onset of u ltra -v io le t transparency of the a lk a li metals demonstrates th a t the 
acceleration part of the equation i s  satisfactory^ Thé deficiencies o f the 
assumption ooncernlng ^dependent scattering  are shown by the application of 
the treatment commonly used in  the theory of X-ray scattering* The ra te  of 
emission of energy from an accelerated charge e i s  well known to  be
P « (2/3){e^a^)/o3
where a i s  the acceleration of the charge. I f  the acceleration i s  caused 
by a periodic e le c tr ic  f ie ld  E. »; E e them - ,
P = (2/3)(e'%^)/j!^o? ;
where m is  the mass of the charged particle* The incident energy flux  per
square centimètre i s  ahd so the ra tio  of the re-em itted energy flux
to  the incident flu x  Is  l -
a « (8?ry3)e4/^ o4
i f  we now assume th a t a l l  the n electrons in  each cubic centimetre of the 
metal experience the fuH  iiicident Wve in tensity  and tha t a l l  the re­
emitted radiation i s  ooncentratéd in to  one direction  to  constitu te a reflec ted  
beam, E should be a measure;,, under the most favourable oircunistancos; of the 
ïé f le c tiv ity  of the system# However, an évaluation of the abdvè quantity gives 
E about 4$» so th a t tW  electrons, adting under thCsé conditions, are incapable 
of re«-emitting su ffic ien t to  provide the reflec ting  power. I t  would appear, 
therefore, th a t the assumption of independent scattéring , which is  made in  a l l  
electron gas theories of op tica l phenomena, i s  hardly ju s tif ia b le  but the 
developement of a theory of coherent scattering would be very d ifficu lt*
The only other p o ss ib ility  apparent iS in  the structure of the model 
i t s e l f  i Tills re lied  on the a s 8m%)tion th a t the motion of the electron consisted 
of periods Of free motion with the Fermi energy terminated by scattering to  
another d irection  with substan tia lly  the same energjy* I t  might be ari^ed, then, 
th a t the origih  of the anamolous absorption i s  merely a m isinterpretation of 
the nature of the mean free time# I t  i s  comonly' pointed out th a t the mean 
free path i s  most log ically  introduced through the relaxation time which is  
defined in  terms of the ra te  of changé of à disturbed electron distribution* i
There i s  nothing in  th is  defin ition  to  indicate th a t the distance travelled  > j
by an electron in  th is  relaxation time should be regarded as completely «free”* Jj
While i t  may take th is  time or distance to  e ffec t any'large-scale change in  , -I
the oonditions, the presence of re s is tiv e  d a t in g  along tliis  path need not be ; |
precluded# The fac t th a t IKzfst s ta tes  th a t the Drude formula f i t s  iiis re su lts  . i 
b e tte r  than the Kronig theory and th a t the absorption in  the v isib le  i s  . 1
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diverging from-the electron  gas theory In the d irection  of the' I-%xmll .v
prediction  suggests that the tendency of the behaviour in  th is  region is  towards 
th a t predicted by a smoothed conductivity*. Without a detailed  study of the 
resistance meclmnisms# i t  would be d if f ic u lt to make detailed  predictions 
regarding the o p tica l behaviour and i t  , Is  mot clear why th is should give the 
constant effective  re s is tiv ity  which the v irtu a lly  constant absorption requires*
I t  would be d if f ic u lt to  obtain fu rth er inform ation from other experimenWL 
re su lts  fo r , with the posslT^e exception of re s is tiv ity  sise  e ffec ts  a t low 
tomperatures# i t  i s  only in  the o p tica l behaviour in  th is wave-longth region 
between the onset of transparency and the resistance controlled  region th a t 
any m ioros#ucture in  the resistance would be apparent#
So fa r  we have considered only the,volume effects* The surface e ffec ts  
are f a ir ly  fu lly  covered by the Eeutèr and Sondheimer theory which has already 
been discussed and shown to  leave a residual discrepancy unexplained* Their 
tx'èatrnémt has been extended by piagle (1952) who has given solutions of the 
equations leading to  the surface impedance in  the op tical region* He has cow ldered 
both oases when the re flec tio n  of electrons from .the' surface i s  d iffuse and when, 
i t  i s  specular and finds that, fo r  specular re flec tio n , no fu rth e r absorption
of energy w ill take place bu t, fo r d iffuse re ile o tio n , the surface resistance
s , . .i s  increased by a fac to r 1 # 4- I t  appears to  be generally accepted
(Chambers 19?2) th a t the assumption of d iffuse re flec tio n  is  the more appro*#
p ria te  so th a t Dingle * s correction should be valid# In  comparison w ith the
re su lts  of F orsterling  aiid Freédoricksà (1913) and of Batnanatban (1952)
reasonable agreement is  reached* These re su lts , however, re fe r only to  the
near in fra -fed  and a calcu lation  of the correction fo r the present conditions ; |
gives a fac to r of about fiv e  f in  the absorption* As the oi’igiimX discrepancy
between predicted and observed values Was a fac to r of about 14; a fac to r of |
about tlireo or four in  the absorption remains unexplained* • t
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A method given by H olstein (1952) also  p red icts enhanced absorption 
in  the case of d iffuse re flec tio n  and, although h is re su lt has the m erit th a t 
the absorption obtaiîiéd is  independent of tegperature, in  absolute magnitude 
i t  i s  fa r  too loW| being, in  the case of silver# about #5## îÈs argument i s  
th a t, even in  the absence of re s is tiv e  damping# enerrgr would be absorbed from 
the rad ia tion  f ie ld s , and, while th is  must obviously be the case, i t  i s  claimed 
tlm t detailed  calculations show tlm t, whatever the actual values, the energy 
absorbed in  the case of d iffuse re flec tio n  is  much higher than fo r specular 
reflection* His treatm ent is  based on the difference in  absorption between 
t ’ne two p arts  of an eiectron*s ^ t h  timough the penetration depth before and 
a f te r  scattering  at the surface* Because of the random nature of the scattering  
these w ill not be symmetrical about the normal a t the point of scattering  and 
th is  is  claimed to  lead to  an increased absorption* However, the energy carried  
cut of the rad ia tio n  f ie ld  by an electron  must be very small under the present 
conditions since the time taken to  traverse the whole path is  of the order of 
100 wave periods, Also the d is tin c tio n  between the specular and diffuse 
re flec tio n s fo r th is purpose is  not c lear p% sical3y as , even i f  m  electron 
is  reflec ted  w ith an a rb itra ry  v elo city , i t  would be possible# considering 
tîie number of electrons involved and the random nature of the re fle c tio n , 
to  associate the electrons in  such a way th a t the re flec ted  velocity  of each 
f itte d  the incident velocity  of another so th a t the %*stem would not bo d istin #  
guishable ly  the rad ia tion  f ie ld  from à se t of specular reflections#
Tiie above discussion has been devoted Solely to  s ilv e r on account of 
the sd ^ ler nature of the re su lts  and the absence of any obvious complicating 
factors* In  the case of copper the circumstances must be sim ilia r to  those fo r 
s ilv e r except fo r the presence of the photoelectric absorption baiid a t the short 
wavo-length end of the v isib le  spectrum* This moans tlm t, ,#r ij^ve-lengths
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g reater than about 5,000 A, the absorption w ill be muoh greater than w ill b# 
predicted on the basis of the free  electron  gas theory and comparison With thé 
icponig tr e à t^ n t  is  required* However, even i f  we consider the red end of the 
spectrum as fa r  away as possible from the influence of the photoelectric 
absorption, we find  th a t the circumstances are simila r  to  those fo r s ilv e r . The 
main d iffic u lty  in  the case o f copper lie s  in  the evaluation of the effective  
number of free  electrons per atom. In  the present Calculations the value 
obtained by Chambers (1952) has been used as i t  i s  more in  accord with th eo re tica l 
oxpoctation, With n 2 1*01 we then find  th a t fo r a wave-length of 6,000 A,
i f  -  # -27 and 2ak ss’ ,30 while, the observed values are —9.22 and 3,5
respectively  (Mii^or 1903 )* The discrepancy in  n? -  k? is  merely th a t which has 
given r is e  to  the. conclusion th a t the o p tical properties of copper lead to  a
value of n of 0,37* The s itu a tio n  is  usually  ep^lainod in  terms o f the
oxide layer which always forms on copper surfaces eiyosed to  air*  Wo can, 
however, see th a t the conditions are roughly the seme as fo r silver* The 
shape of the tes^qraturo varia tion  again suggests a Router and SOndheimer 
influence and we can probably assume th a t the same mechanisms as fo r s ilv e r 
are operative* One featu re of additional in te re s t is  the d isposition  of the 
temperatux*es of the re f le c tiv ity  minima fo r d iffe ren t wave-lengths. I t  can be 
seen tlja t the e ffec t of the photoelectric absorption is  to  move the minimum 
towaxds lower tea^eratures* Tlils involves the assumption e ith e r th a t the 
penetration depth increases sharply towards the absorption region or th a t the 
mean free path , fo r the same tem perature, has been reduced* v aria tio n  of 
the extinction  coeffic ien t over the whole wave-length range (Minor 19%) shows 
th a t the ponetration depth should increase as the wave-lehgth decreases h it 
there is  no sudden change as required by the present resu lt*  We are thus le f t  
with the supposition th a t the electron ic free time effec tiv e  fo r o p tica l processes 
may be le ss  in  the photoelectric absorption bmid than i t  i s  outside i t  fo r
the same tempemturo,,. The mechanism of photoelectric aW orption is  not known 
precisely# The possible excita tions are (a) from a low lev e l in  a conduction 
band to  a higher lev el in  the same band; (b) from a lower, f i l le d , band to  
a conduction level* In the case of copper, the absorption edge a t 57304 
may be due to  ion isation  of the 3à lev e l which is  the la s t f ille d  band. I t  
may be, then, th a t the p o ss ib ility  of a conduction electron  dropping to  the 
3d lev e l is  equivalent to  the existence of a  f in ite  electron ic l i f e  time in  the 
conduction band and th is  would reduce the free  time available fo r op tical 
processes* I t  would possibly be of in te re s t to  examine the case of ainc which 
has a photoelectric absolution band in  the near infra-red*: I t  would then be 
possible to  approach the bond from the other side to  see, i f  any comparable 
e ffec t takes place in  the  Opposite direction# The curves fo r copper are 
consideraKly le ss  smooth than fo r s ilv e r but, considering the doubts attached 
to  such resu lts on grounds of surface e ffec ts  etc* i t  i s  probably u n ju stifiab le  
to  draw any conclusions from any feature other than the general, shape of the 
curves*
The re su lts  fo r t in  are even more complicated ty  minor ir re g u la r itie s  * 
The f i r s t  point to  be noted is  th a t th e  wavc-l©i5gth dependence of re f le c tiv ity , 
although sm all, i s  the opposite of th a t of s ilv e r and copper in  th a t the re flec ­
t iv i ty  increases s lig h tly  towards the blue end of the spectrum* The overall 
tendency found by goblent^s; between the u ltra -v io le t and the in fra-red  i s  fo r 
the re f le c tiv ity  to increase in  the normal way towards the red and so the change 
we have found w itliin a lim ited tmve-length range must be a minor divergence 
from the large . scale variation* Secondly, although the Same general features 
as before fo r copper and s ilv e r may be observed in  the temperature variation, 
any minimm of re f le c tiv ity  seems to  be double* This would point to  two separate 
values and th is  can be understood on the basis of the weH knoim anisotropy
of the cpndùôtivity ,pf tin#  The mxW m clmnge In oonduotivity between two 
ozyatal o rien tations maoimta to  about 25# of the mmxifmm value ' (fippard 1950)*
A change of 25# in  the conductivity under these conditions is  equivalent to  a 
toimpomture change of about 40®0 which is  not too remote from the separation 
' of the minima wMoh is  observed# ■ . .
Very l i t t l e  data are available fo r the op tical p roperties of t in  so 
th a t no comparison w ith other re su lts  i s  possible# Ghambers (1952) gives the 
effective  number o f free electrons as 1# 12 per atom so th a t the mean free  time 
derived from the d«o« conductivity is  not very d iffe ren t from th a t fo r silver#  
One ab so ^ tio n  measureme%%t (Broehin 1912) gives 4  ^  5&&5' fo r a wave-length of 
5090 A so th a t the pénétration depth is  almost exactly ICT^  cm# The conditions 
are tW s almost exactly the same as fo r copper and s ilv e r and; apart ffom 
considerations of anisotropy; Wo would éxpéct veiy- l i t t l e  difference in 'th e  
'V. re fle c tiv ity , re su lts  from 'those-the other-m etals #-
In conclusion; we can say th a t the present re su lts  indicate tîm t 
the anomalous Skin e ffec t can be observed a t temperatures and wavo-iengtha 
higher than those • a t  which i t  ■ is  normally studied* 0incê th is  ' e ffe c t, ‘ ' 
although much reduced from i t s  low tëmpemture.magnitude,. ;may^  p ersis t' to' room ■ 
tem peratures; th is  helps to  explain the anomalously Mgh values of the absorp­
t iv i ty  of metals tfhich have always been found in  the visiKLé and near in fra-red  
regions of the spectrum# A residual -discfepancy, hmmver; remains 'which ' 
i s  reduced but not elim inated by Dingle (a treatm ent i  I t  has been pointed out 
tim t the discrepancy is  re s tr ic te d  to  the region where and, while thé
precise mechanism of the absorption process remains obscure, i t  ■Ms'-beeh- ■ 
suggested th a t the disagreement a rise s  from thé breaîcdown of the model which 
is  used or assumed im p lic itly  in  th is  region and which involves a possible 
m isin terpretation  of the significance of the mean free time of the electrons#
Ü?al^ le II t Shatter Calibration
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77 0*276OJL86 0#2o00.28091 W # TW'k* VP . 0.31297 0.332101 0;353107 0,355112 Oi399117 0,433122 0.468126 0.501liO 0,530m 0,576150 0,613143 0,684147 0.645130 o;688134 0,694138 0,733162 o;738166 0i754A T rtntiIfV173 Of 774 0,796177 0,885m 0:841184 0.861187 0.872190 0.890193 0,914197 0.927200 0,946203 0.960206 0.984210 0,990213 1.013216 1,032219 1,047222 1 ,0 6 5223 1 .0 9 3228 1,105231 1.119234 1.137237 1 .1 4 9239 1.168242 1 .1 9 0
245 1,200248 1,220231 1 ,8 4 2
. .......... .........
Table III conta.
T«K Reaiffbivlty (ohm cm, ICT^)
2% 1,255256 1.267259 1,289262 i;306265 1,319267 1,334270 1*351273 1*370






EoEîistd'V‘1% , (ohm om*
4#1174*6373*3!023^7326é2ée
6.S037.1637.663






9 1 2.577 2 .^ 8 2,577117 4 .1 4 1 4 .6 8 3 4,733
1 4 0 5,353 5,575 5 .6 6 51 6 0 6 .1 6 3 6 ,2 8 4 6 .3 3 2180 6.873 7,012 7,012197 7 .5 2 6 7.679 7,559233 8 * 2 3 6 8.188 8.227229 8.828 8 .7 0 4 8 .6 4 3
2 4 4 9 .3 2 7 9 .1 0 6 9,021258 9.889 9 .5 4 6 9.374273 1 0 .4 5 6 10,461 10,359
•:x1




Table VI t B e^leetivS tj of  Oopper /( « ^#700 A
$ e# G e tiv lty }: R eA eetivlty
1,1533 i 203 0,95271.1442 1 206 0.975844 1,1383 210 : , 0,9918?3 1.1138 m 1,00006^ 1.1034 216 1.0083?o 1,1092 219 1,02118% 1*0824 232 1,034286 1.0561 225 1.038691 1*0500 228 1,0544 !97 1.0062 231 1 ,0 6 3 7101 1*0364 1 23A ' 1,0637107 1*0544 1 237 1,0661im 1*0614 239 1,0731 1117 i* 0 6 6 l 242 1,0779 112a 1*0755 m  1 1.0803la é 1.0521 2 4 3 1.0876130 1*0499 251 1,0779134 i;0386 254 1,0661138 1*0342 256 1.0637143 140297 259 1 ,0 4 5 3147 1*0386 262 i;,0362150 1*0341 265 1*0?33154 1.0211 267 1.0211158 1.0041 2 7 0 I.O I6 8162 1.Ô041 273 1.0000166 0.9979 279 0.9962170 0.9719 290 0.9962173 0.9603 300 0,9984177 0.9508 307 0,9955181 0*9416 318 0,99040,9938184 0.9325 3 2 4187 0.9307 3 3 6 0.9850190 0*9343 343 0.9773193 0.9272 349 0,9800197 0.9343 356 0.9694200 0.9453 3^9 0,9694 
______________ :
Table VII I ïieTloütltit^r of Ooppçr /
T% B efleo tiv ity T‘>K B efleetlvltgr
31 1^339 216 1 .1 6 3 144 1*2292T 0191 2 1 90 0 0 I .1 6 5 9I I.1 üiiffPf ! 66 4 ,m 6 1 1 H 1 4 3I 75 1*1610 228 liilo S81 i.i4 0 3 231 1 .0 9 3 586 1*1416 2 3 4 i;0834-91 1*0965 237 . 1.0834 !97 i# o e ^ 239 1.0769 j101 i;0892 2 4 2 i;0769107 1*0754 245 . 1*#52117 1 ,0 4 4 6 . 248 , i;086Sm 1 .0 5 1 1 251 , i;o8ffiL134 1,0356 254 . 1.0334138 l*CÇê8 256 1*0735143 1*0356 259 i;o702 1150 1.0836 2 6 2  , là0687154 1.0548 265 , 1 ,0 6 5 4158 1 * 0 4 4 9 267 , 1*051716a 1*0318 270 . 1 .0 5 4 2166 1*0834 273 l ic é i i170 1,0868 284 1.0708173 1 .0 9 8 6 290 , lio s io1 177 1,1178 2 9 5  . l.<%361 131 1 .3 3 9 5 300 , i;o387184 1,15*1 307 , i;o 8 6 i137 1.1815 311 . 1.0887190 1.1856 318 . i;o 8 6 l
193 1.1896 324 . 1.0861! 197 1.1815 343 1.0810200 1^856 349 1 .0 6 5 8: 203 '4.1*1815 356 , 1.06581 206 1.1856 362 1 .0 6 5 8210 1.1776 3 6 9  , 1,0484213 1,1737
VI
VIII ' t Heflectivity of Gopnër X  ;= g »900 A
Ï°K
1
B eifloctivity T4K: K efloctiv ity
42 147424 2Ï0 1 1,355152 1.7060 2i3 1 ,3 6 060 1,04,5 216 1 ,3 6 065 1,6623 2 1 9 1 1 .3 6 070 1*6285 222 1*380575 1,6176 225 1.396581 1,5700 228 1 .4 1 9 2■ 86 1 ,5 0 4 2 3 I 1 1,4341
i 71 1.5648 2 3 4 1,438497 1 .5 6 4 8 237 1,4491101 1 * 5 3 5 5 . 2 3 9 1 * 4 6 0 2107 1 * 0 1 3 2 4 2 1*4827132 1*6067 245 . 1.4827117 1.6122 2 4 8 li4966122 1*6067 251 1*5M61 126 1 * 0 4 1 254 1*51541 130 1,5649 256 1 ,5 3 2 3134. 1 .5 4 9 7 2 5 9 ,. 1,5447143 1,5398 262 1*5648147 1*5203 2 6s: 1 * 5 7 5 1150 1.4873 267 1*5726154 1 * 4 5 1 4 270 1*5777158 1*4427 873. 1 ,5 9 8 8162 1.4470 2 7 9 1*630166 1*4470 234 1*5988170 1.4491 2 9 0 1*5863i 173 1 ,4 4 2 7 3 0 1*5863177 1 ,4 3 4 1 311 1*57711 131 I . 4 O8 8 324 1,5470184 1,3570 330 1 .5 0 9187 1 .3 5 3 4 343 1,5679190 1,3418 349 1*5590193 1.3418 356 1*5501 197 1*3418 362 1*5501 200 1 .3 4 2 0 3 0 1 .5 5 020è 1 *3 5 1 3 . I
i
Tab;te H  t. îtoflectivlty of Oomeï> / 6*800 A
iteflecstivltjr 1 T«K KefleetlvJ
27 ‘“ *“ 3Ü037~ r  M8.50 1*8775 ! 211 1^6076
6 2 1.8597 i 215 1*60760 1.8328 1 218 1*594872 1,8116 221 ■ 1.6076m 1*7968 224 1*614286 1*7341 227 1*6275% 1*714? 1 230 • 1*637596 1*7303 ■ 233 1*6410102 1.6898 236 1*6512
1 0 6 1 .0 5 3 239 H6649112 1.5273 242 1*092117 1,4960 2 44 ' • 1*7044122 1 * 4 ^ 247 1.7265327 1.4466 250 1*7456H I 1,4681 253 . 1*7610H5 1*4818 256 1*7571139 1.4884 259 ' 1*76481 # ■ 1*4872 2 0 1*75%m 1*4762 264 1.7728152 1.4739 267 1*7494155 1,4985 270 1*7571159 1.4985 273 1.7571163 1,5327 284 1*72901 0 1.5243 290 1*7018171 1*5391 295 • 1*051175 1.5333 3 0 ; 1*6657178 1.5333 311: ' 1*6657182 1.5215 324 1*67541 8 6 1*5333 336 1*6624189 1.5215 343 1*604192 1*5482 349 1*6592195 1*5333 366 11097198 1*5421 , 3 0 1*6436202 1.5571 369 • 1*6436205 1.5633
J
 ,1..', 718 / i  = 4»700A
T«K S eflee tiv ity
'
R eflectiv ity
35 0*990 210 1^020648 0*9681 233 1*006 -I50 0*9548 216 1*037863 0*9402 219 1.037379 0*9309 2 0  , 1*037385 0*9204 0 5 1*001 19S 0*9110 0 8  . 1*043112 0.9314 231 ■ 0*9301117 0*9148 234 0*9840122 0,9143 337 . 0*9573126 0*9148 239 0*970134 0,9648 242 - 0*9643138 0*9536 245 0*9610143 ■ 0,9636 z m  . 0*9686147 0,9762 251 0*9648150 0*9500 254 ■ 0*9686154 '0*9285 256 0 * 9 6 4 3158 Q * i# l 259 ■ 0*90811 0 0*8949 2 0 . . 0*9724166 0.9014 265 0,9801170 0*8949 2 0  ; ' . 0,9880177 0*9285 270 0*9919131 0.9391 273 . 1*000 ; ■184 0*9463 290 , 0*93791 0 0.9391- 300 0*9825 -...193 0*9500 310 . 0*950 '.197 0.9724 324 - 0*940200 0*970 334 ■ 0*9433203 0 ,9 9 0 349 - 0,9433206 l*0o,4O 3 0 ' 0 .9 3 3 4
Table XI : Réflectivité of Tin
Ï®K E efleo tiv ity 1%
à 0.8613 213
_ _ _ _ _
46 0*8843 216 0*844159 0 * 8 6 4 6 219 0*350872 0*3548 222' 0*85077 0,8423 228 0 * 8 5 7 593 0*8416 231 0 * 8 6 4 3101 Q*86H 2 3 4 0*018107 0*8441 237 0*054117 0*870 239 0 * 9 0 7 6122 0*8713 2 4 2 0*9000130 0*8963 245: 0 * 9 0 0 0H 4 0*047 248 0*9112138 0*3508 251 0*9190143 0*8575 2 5 4 0 * 9 2 6 9147 0*8609 256 0*930150 0*8542 2 5 9 0 * 9 1 5 1154 0*803 2 0 0*88911 0 0*054 265 0*89951 0 0 .0 1 8 2 6 7 ,0*8441170 0 * 8 4 7 5 270 0.8441173 0*3609 273 0 * 8 4 1 1177 0,8475 279 0,8292181 0*8409 284 0*8121184 0*8409 3 1 1 0 * 7 9 0 3187 0 * 8 4 0 9 3X8 0*7798193 0 .8 4 0 9 3 2 4 0*7824197 0*8377 3 3 0 0,7747200203 . 0.8409 0 * 8 4 4 1 3 3 6  343 ■ 0*76960*76962 0 0 * 8 4 0 9 ,849:. 0,7696210 0*8441 356 0.7646
■V
.,.1 ■ •', 1
Tabje XII * ■ RefXedtivity of T% * /{ $;900 A
T®K 1 Beflootivity 7% geflootlvity
A4 0.8033 216 0.867349 1 0.7973 219 0*073, 60 ■ o*m3 222 0*880164 ■ 0*7936 0 5 0.888073 0*7754 228 Û.880I0 ' 0*7612 , 231 0.872491 ' 0*700 234 0*877697 1 ' 0*7572 237 - 0*8673101 1 ■ 0*7650 839 0.803107 0*7553 ■ 24i2 - 0*8648112 ' 0*8288 245 0*049117 ■  ^ 0*8381 348 ■ 0.8776122 0*8525 251 , 0*073126 0*8673 254 0*8624130 ■ 0*8724 256 0.8525134 ' 0*8724 ■ 259 0*8405138 ■ 0,8648 26s 0*8623143 ' 0*8598 265 0*8452 1147 0*8476 , 267 0*8405 I150 0*3500 270 0*8334154 0*8500 873 0*088158 0*850 279 0 * 0 01 0 ' 0*8574 284 0*8061 0 ' 0.8623 290 . 0*8233170 : 0*8648 295 0.079173 „ , 0.8476 300 . , 0*001177 ' 0.8175 307 0.0791 181 ‘0*8175 311 , , 0 * 0 01 104 0.7977 318 0*8223187 0.8021 324 0*001190 0*7977 334 0*8179193 0.8021 344 0*0012 0 0.8265 352 0.810. 203 0.8288 3 0 0 * 0 02 0 0*8334 370 0.8179210 0*8593 373 0,8143213 Ü0.8724
" 1
3.te£leo:blvity of Tin a 6|S00 A
B eTlectivity T®K Ke^lectxtflty
37 0*7345 213 0,740439 0*7409 216 0*7339à O#720 222 0.75400 0*720 225 0*758866 0*7242 228 1 0*756581 0*7347 231 0*751890 0.7450 # 4 0*75400.749597 0*7565 23798 0*702 239 0*7472101 , 0*7612 242 0,74951 107 0.7565 245 0*7450112117 0*74270*7427 248251 0,74950*7495122 0,76l20*7572 ■254 0*7450HO 256 0,7518137 0*7578 259 0*7612143 0*7583 2 0 0.7636147 0*7565 265 0.7659150 0.7565 2 0 0 .7 7 0154 0.7540 270 0.7756158 Ï 0.4772''.'\V' 273 0.77321 0 0*7518 -284 0*78080*773^1 0 0 ,7 m ., . •295,17Ô 0,7540 300 0 ,7 0 0173181 0*75880,7565 307311 0.75480.7548..... ,0*7565 318 0,7271187 ■ 0.7588 324 0.7304190 0*7450 330 0,7265193 0,7404 336 0.7238197 0 .7 3 0 343 0.7238200 0.7383 349 0*7238203 0 .7 3 0 356 0.7238206 0.7330 3 0 0.7238210 0,7383 369 0.7205
V--1
Table m  t Befle^tlvity ü£  S i lv e r a 4,700 A
T% Ifefleobivltjr T®K Bofleoblvity
25 0.9493 ~ ”îiô 0.954936 0.9385 193 0 .9 4 2 41 §0 0.9187 1 0 0 .0 3 166 0.9241 200 0*913775 0.92% 203 0 .0 4 581 0.9375 206 0.397886 0 .9 3 0 210 0.886791 0 ,0 5 6 213 0.880297 0,9890 216 0*8674181 0.9890 219 0.38451 0 1,0000 222 0 .0 3 3112 '1 ,0 5 6 225 0*033117 1,0285 228 0*8780122 1,0465 231 0 * 8 6 1 2126 1.0405 234 O.8 4 3 I130 1.0315 237 0 . 823aH 4 0*045 239 0.8372H 8 0 .0 4 5 242 0 .0 5 4143 0.9690 245 0*9523147 0.9890 248 . 6.9730150 0.9890 251 0.9890154 0.9890 254 0.9836158 0,9890 2 5 6 0*0361 0 0.9890 259 0 .0 3 6166 0*003 2 0 0.9863173 0 .9 8 0 2 6 5 0 .0 1 7177 0 ,0 3 1 2 0 0*044W . 0.9424 0 0 1*0000184 0.9375 1 0 3 1*0006187 0.9498
Table Vf i R eflectiv ity  of S ilver *  5*2%  ^ A
t' k Eefleffbivity f  K R eflectiv ity
1.1753 200 i 1.166058 1 1.1785 203 1 1.147865 1.1660 206 1.141870 1.1583 210 1 .1 3 075 1.1538 213 1.1360• 81 1.1614 216 1.139086 1 .1 0 1 219 1.139091 1.1691 222 1.102097 1.1753 22$ 1.0857, m i 1.1847 228 1 .0 5 21 0 1.1976 231 1.0830112 1.2553 234 1*011117 1.2626 237 1 .1 1 0 31 134 1.2964 239 1.1188138 1.2646 242 1.1390143 1.2435 245 1.1449 I147 1.2435 248 1.1628150 1.2529 251 1.1753 I154 1.2341 254 1.1879158 1.3)35 256 1.1910 1162 1.1777 259 1.1721166 1.1706 262 1.1815170 1.1600 265 1.1753173 1.1588 1 267 1.1721182 1.1684 1 270 1.18151 197 1.1753 273
..._ _ _ _ _ — i
1.1753
'  _.....
TaKLe XVÏ : Béfleetiirity of Silver / =5 $*900 A
■ . - — -
X°K B eflectiv ltjr BeflBffitlYity
4é 1,4650 177 1.5777 ■58 1,4611 181 1,586866 1.4766 184 1,573370 1*4806 187 ■ 1 ,5 2 5 675 1*4806 190 1,500681 1 ,4 8 0 6 200 1,4570
# 1 .4 8 4 6 2 0 3 li43809197 1,5(891.5130 206210 li4 2 3 l 1 1,4049 !101 1.5513 213 1,3800107 1,5683 2 1 6 1,3766112 1 ,5 7 7 7 2 1 9 ■ 1 ,3 3 9 5117 . 1,5823 222 . Ii3529122 . 1 ,5 6 8 8 2 2 5 - 1:3698126 1,6145 228 . 1 ,4 2 3 1130 1 ,6 3 3 6 231 - 1 :4 4 1 8134. 1,6481 234 • 1:46871 138 1,6579 237 ' 1,4493143 . 1,6287 m 1,4687147 ■ 1,6239 2 4 2 1 .4 5 7 0150 1.6192 256 > 1 ,4 6 4 7154 ■ 1,6145 1 2 5 9 ' 1 ,4 ^ ^158 • 1 ,5 9 1 4 2 6 2 1,4387162 ' 1.5959 ■ 1 265 • 1.4314166 . 1 .5 7 7 7 267 1 ,4 2 4 2170 . 1.6052 i 270 ' 1 .4 2 0 5173 • 1,6052 1 2 7 3 ■ - 
'
fabld 3CyiI I Hefléetivity of Silver 6|S00 A
B efliO ctlvity K eflectivilgr
40 1*6387 134 1*53081*517470 1*6317 18775 1*^46 190 1*505281 1.6317 193 1:502186 1.6381 197 1,496191 1*6381 200 1.49m.97 1*6381 203 1*4752101 1:6381 206 1*4694107 1*6491 210 1*4665112 . 1*6455 233 1*4608117 1*6491 216 1*4812122 1*6455 222 1:5113126 1*6381 225 ' 1*5301130 1:6491 228 ■' 1,5331334 1*6455 231 ■ 1:5557338 1*6381 234 ■ 1*5524 ■143 1*6381 j 237 1*5589147 1*6381 239 ' 1*5557150 1*6381 242 1.5524154 1*6309 245 1*5589158 1,6273 248 1,5689-m 1*6238 251 ■ 1*58551*5959166 1*6168 254170 1*5993 265 ' 1*6131173 1*5722 267 1*5924
g 1.55571*5491 270273 ■ 1*59241,5689
Table XVIII $ R eflectiv ity  of S ilver := 9#300 A
T“K R efleo tiv ity
-----------—
R e fle c tiv ity
'" I T " " '" 1.6193 190 1 .6 3 2 946 1.7105 1 9 3 1 .6 5 4 1■ 58 1.6818 197OfYS 1 .6 4 9 8op70
JL.Ofyu1*6770 2 0 3 X.Op4i1 .6 5 8 691 1.6850 206 1.667497 1.6894 210 1.6760101 1.6894 2 1 3 1.6760107 1,6805 216 1.6760112 1*6674 219 1.6717117 1.6629 222 1.6717122 1,6674 225 1.6717
1 2 6 1.6629 228 1.6674130 1,6629 231 1.6674134 1,6586 234 1.6674138 1,6541 2 3 7 1.6674U3 1.6586 239 1.6674147 1.6541 2 4 2 1.6629150 1.6457 245 1.6629158 1.6287 2 4 8 1,6586162 I 1.6287 2 5 1 1 ,6 6 2 9166 1.6329 256 1 .6 5 8 6170 1.6244 262 1 ,6 5 8 6173 1.6161 265 1 .6 5 8 6177 1.6122 267 1 .6 5 8 6181 1.6244 270 1 ,6 5 4 1187 . 1 .6 3 2 9 273 1 .6 5 8 6
n
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